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The amount of funds raised through the Enterprise Investment
Scheme (EIS) has continued to increase, with more companies
raising more money than ever before. Almost £14.2 billion has now
been invested into UK SMEs via EIS, which is a significant milestone
for the industry, and an important contribution to the economy.
Through the work we do here at Intelligent Partnership, we
know that a significant part of that increase has come from
advisers. The income tax relief, IHT relief and CGT deferral
are all attractive financial planning tools that advisers
utilise on behalf of their clients. And with tax free growth,
loss relief and the potential for some very high returns, the
investment case for an EIS portfolio is very compelling.
Nevertheless, EIS remains a tricky area for advisers. The underlying
investments can be risky, the rules that govern the scheme have
changed and the market continually evolves. New offers are
launched every year, and the range and diversity of investment
opportunities has never been greater. Keeping abreast of all of
this is challenging, and that’s why we continue to publish these
reports. We want to help advisers understand the intricacies of the
EIS sector and make it easier for them to invest with confidence.
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There’s also a campaigning element to our work: we believe that
by surfacing some of the issues that exercise advisers – such
as transparency around charges for example – and collating
data on them, we will make the market more transparent
and consequently more responsive to what advisers want.
With this in mind, we’ve added a new section to this
year’s report: an adviser roundtable discussion, where
we talk about how advisers use EIS, what they see as the
positives and where they think the EIS industry could
improve. And of course, we’ve still included our usual
market update, adviser survey and industry analysis.
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I hope you find the report useful and informative,
and that it continues to be an important resource
for you over the next twelve months.
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Managing Director
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OPENING STATEMENT
A WORD FROM THE NEW DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE EIS ASSOCIATION
It can be incredibly difficult advising
clients at a time of economic and
political uncertainty and 2016 has
definitely been uncertain! Brexit, a
new Prime Minister and rollercoaster
investment and currency markets
have come together to create a perfect
storm of uncertainty. Economic growth,
to a large extent, relies on settled
and predictable trading conditions
and a clear line of sight on future
developments, but current events are
providing the polar opposite scenario.
With every passing day seeming to
throw up new dire forecasts of the UK
economy, where are the positive news
stories coming from? What we are
seeing, as the trade body for the EIS
industry, is the emergence of smaller
companies as the post Brexit heroes.
Increasing numbers of small companies
are not being deterred by the wider
economic picture and according to the
Octopus High Growth Small Business
Report 2015, high growth small
businesses accounted for 230,000 jobs
in the UK in 2014 and provided the UK
economy with almost 20% of its growth.
For advisers, EIS provides their clients
with the opportunity to invest at an
early stage in the companies that will
be delivering the growth to the UK
economy over the coming years. Quite
simply, EIS exists to incentivise private
investors to risk funds by investing in
smaller businesses which otherwise
struggle to raise equity finance. Those
incentives come in the form of income,
capital gains and inheritance tax reliefs
which combine to make EIS one of the
most tax advantaged, government
backed investments available. Whilst
EIS has long been associated with these
attractive tax reliefs, we are pleased
to see EIS being increasingly used as
an investment planning tool. Advisers
are now creating client investment
portfolios which incorporate EIS

to provide them with exposure to
smaller UK businesses. We understand
there is work to do helping and
educating advisers as to how EIS can
be an important part of an adviser’s
portfolio, understanding the increased
risk/reward trade off and how to
undertake the necessary compliance
and due diligence requirements, and
EISA will be reaching out to advisers
to help them on their journey into the
world of small company investing.
EISA exists to protect and promote the
interests of the EIS community and we
are firmly committed to the inclusion
of advisers in that community. We are
currently having some very positive
conversations with HMRC and HMT
about EIS’s role post Brexit and it’s
clear the Government recognises the
value EIS provides in facilitating the
smooth flow of capital from investors
to small companies. We are also
fortunate to benefit from the advance
assurance system which gives HMRC
early sight of investee companies and
has ensured and continues to ensure
instances of EIS being used as either
scam investments or as tax avoidance
schemes are almost impossible.
We are delighted to support the
efforts of Intelligent Partnership and
their EIS Industry Report is quickly
establishing itself as an invaluable
adviser reference. I know from my
previous role in a financial planning
advisory firm that it’s difficult to get
authoritative and credible research into
the EIS industry but that’s exactly what
this report provides. It’s an extremely
comprehensive report so please take
the time to read as much of the report
as you can. I’m certain it will help you
to increase your understanding of
all things EIS and give you a greater
perspective when you’re making your
client investment recommendations in
these uncertain times.

MARK BROWNRIDGE, EIS Association, Director General
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
We are required to state these in
order to qualify as accredited for
Structured CPD. By the end of the
report readers will be able to:
Explain what EIS is to their clients
List the different tax advantages
that are available investing in EIS
Carry out due diligence and
assess the potential risks and
benefits of EIS based investments
Identify clients and investment
objectives where EIS based
investments could be suitable
Identify the latest EIS offers
raising money
Benchmark products against
each other on key investment
criteria such as cost, target returns
and minimum subscription

KEY FINDINGS
HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR RESEARCH

2016 AVERAGE TARGET RETURN

ONLY 1%
OF UK SMEs
used equity
finance to fund
themselves in 2015.

£14.2 bn

FUNDS RAISED
FROM EIS

is 10% higher than historically

could cut off UK SME
access to the European
Investment Fund (EIF).

HISTORICAL

2016

24,500

SINCE
INCEPTION

INDIVIDUAL COMPANIES
have received investment
from EIS since inception.

GROWTH
Growth investments
dominate EIS. Growth
objective has increased
and constitutes 40%
of 2016 offers.

BREXIT
(By end 2015 EIF had
supported 27,700+ UK SMEs)

HMRC
RESEARCH
confirms key
objectives of
EIS were being
met before 2016
rule changes.

40%
OF ADVISERS
14% LESS OVERALL INITIAL CHARGES

believe that EIS can
be suitable for retail
investors.

TO INVESTORS – ABSORBED BY INVESTEE

SHORT-TERM OPPORTUNITY
for saving 8%
on deferred
CGT.

8%
SAVING

73%

OF ADVISERS
see their use of EIS
increasing over the
next two years.

88% OF ADVISERS
recommend EIS and SEIS
(76% last year) and 83%
of advisers recommend
BPR products.
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REPORT OVERVIEW
WHAT CAN READERS EXPECT?
This report has been written with
advisers in mind. We want to provide
our readers with a balanced and
informative review of the current
state of play in the EIS market, so the
report will cover negatives as well as
positives and therefore it is NOT sales
or marketing literature.
The report comprises a summary
of EIS, an update on the market
today, tips on how to advise on EIS,
an analysis of current investment
opportunities, and surveys and
interviews with both IFAs and
investment providers to get a
temperature check on how they
perceive the sector. We don’t expect
readers to pick it up and read it from
cover to cover (although we’d love
it if you did). Instead we expect that
most people will dip in and out of the
report, picking out sections of interest
and using it as a resource over the
next twelve months whenever they
are considering EIS.
All of this content is CPD accredited, so
by the end of the report readers will
be better informed about EIS and have
the knowledge they need to approach
the market with confidence.
Readers can expect to:
Find out what their peers are
thinking by reading the Market Research
section. Intelligent Partnership surveyed
120 advisers to find out what they
thought was good and bad about EIS,
and hosted a roundtable discussion to
discover how some of the most active
advisers in EIS use it with their clients
Use the Industry Analysis to help
them benchmark open offers against
each other based on key investment
criteria such as costs, target returns,
liquidity and minimum investment
levels
Evaluate the latest open offers
in the market, and see how they
compare to each other and to previous
years
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Read our Industry Roundtable
Discussion to see what industry
experts have to say about the current
state of play within EIS, what impact
Brexit might have on the market,
whether advisers should be concerned
about the recent legislative changes
and whether there is enough capacity
in the EIS market to meet demand
Learn more about research and
due diligence on EIS funds and client
suitability in our special Advising On...
section, which includes several client
case studies.
We strike a balance between
covering old ground for the benefit
of new readers, and looking at new
developments and interesting areas
that we haven’t covered before.
New readers who want more depth
on some of the basics, such as the
benefits of a portfolio approach or
how to carry out due diligence, should
download copies of previous reports
to find more detail.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND
THANKS
We couldn’t do this without the help
and support of a number of third
parties who have contributed to
writing this report. Their contributions
range from inputting into the scope,
sharing data, giving us their insights
into the market, providing copy and
peer reviewing drafts. Some of them
have inputted directly and some of
them were good enough to share their
thoughts and ideas over coffee or at
various conferences and events.
So a big thanks to: Mark Brownridge
and Sarah Wadham of the EISA,
Gillian Roche-Saunders from BWB,
Martin Fox from Bulletin Marketing,
George Galzakas and Jack Rose at
LGBR capital, Barnaby Benson, Dave
Robinson and Alan Hind of the ICAEW
and Iain Muir of SIFA and all of the
advisers who took the time to stop

and chat after one of our events or
who sent us feedback on the last
report. Their input is invaluable,
but needless to say any errors or
omissions are down to us.
We have relied upon MICAP for the
data we have based the report upon.
MICAP are part of the same group of
companies as Intelligent Partnership.
We also carried out our own extensive
desktop research, examining
brochures, investment prospectuses,
and crawling through the websites
to verify their product data. For the
first time we have also used data from
Beauhurst to give us more insight into
how EIS money is being deployed,
what impact it is having on the
underlying companies and how funds
are performing.
The report is made possible by our
sponsors, who have contributed copy
to the report on pages 90 to 99 and
supported us by helping to meet
production and printing costs.
So a big thanks to Blackfinch,
CoInvestor, Deepbridge, GrowthInvest,
Oxford Capital, Seneca Partners and
TIME Investments.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
WHAT IS THE STATE OF PLAY IN THE EIS MARKET?
As well as carrying out market research, interviewing the fund managers and gathering data on key
investment metrics, the report also takes a temperature check of where the industry is at and what
issues and developments are currently top of the agenda.
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THE POLITICAL OUTLOOK IS POSITIVE
We’ve had a change of Government and the Brexit vote since the last edition of this
report, but none of that has dampened politicians’ enthusiasm for small businesses and
the EIS scheme. Prominent politicians from both of the main parties have voiced their
backing for the UK’s tax advantaged venture capital schemes. The evidence justifies this
support: HMRC concluded in February 2016 that the EIS was working as intended where
it was used. (“The Use and Impact of Venture Capital Schemes” HMRC Research Report
355, February 2016.)

2

IT’S TOO SOON TO SAY WHAT THE IMPACT OF BREXIT WILL BE
On the one hand, Brexit might – and note it is only “might” – give the Government the
opportunity to rewrite some of the changes to the EIS rules that were imposed by the
EU. On the other hand, an economic slowdown or less access to EU markets might – and
again, this is only “might” – have a negative impact on the UK SME sector. At this point in
time, it’s too soon to say anything definitive.

3

THE MARKET IS RESPONDING TO NEW RULES
As we alluded to above, new rules were brought in last year in order to comply with
EU State Aid regulations. Twelve months on, we can now see the impact of those rules:
so far in 2016 there has only been one launch of an EIS fund with a (solely) capital
preservation objective. Funds that target Growth, Super Growth, or a combination
of capital preservation and growth now make up the majority of new offers. General
Enterprise, Media & Entertainment and Technology are the most common sectors for
investment – Renewables are now completely out of the picture. And, significantly, the
biggest EIS manager, Octopus Investments, is not raising money this year and seems to
have withdrawn from the market for the foreseeable future.

4

IS THERE ENOUGH CAPACITY IN THE MARKET?
So, with the market adapting to the new rules, will there be a mismatch between supply
and demand? All the demand drivers we’ve spoken about in previous editions of the
report are still in place: lower pension limits, rising tax liabilities (Income Tax, CGT and
IHT) and growing awareness of the EIS scheme. However, as noted above, the asset
backed capital preservation EIS funds are in decline: this could leave too many advisers
and investors chasing too few of these sorts of opportunities. Readers should check out
the adviser and industry roundtable discussions for more thoughts on this issue.
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“As the trade body for the EIS industry, we are engaging strongly with HMRC and HMT to offer them
solutions to this issue and work with them to make the system of achieving advance assurance
much simpler and less time consuming.” – Mark Brownridge, EISA

5

ADMINISTRATION IS SLOWING THINGS DOWN
The advance assurance process, which lets companies know if their proposed share
issue will be EIS qualifying, has slowed down. We think that this is because the new
rules have placed an additional workload on HMRC as there is more paperwork for
them to check. Some advisers and investors also feel that the administration of the tax
reliefs is unnecessarily complex and could be improved by extending the approved fund
regime. EISA, BVCA and AIC have been engaging with HMRC and HMT on this issue and
HMRC are aware of the frustrations being experienced by investors and fund managers.
As a result, HMRC published a consultation document in December 2016 requesting
feedback on five possible options to resolve the issues.

6

THERE IS A WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE CGT
A small planning idea, but worth highlighting at this point as it is time sensitive. With
the change in CGT from 28% to 20%, any gain with a CGT liability could be reinvested in
an EIS and the CGT could be deferred, and then paid at the new, lower rate once the EIS
exits. Readers will note that CGT deferral relief can be carried back three years from the
date of the EIS investment.

7

SEIS, CROWDFUNDING AND SITR ARE STILL ON THE PERIPHERY
Growth in the SEIS scheme seems to have flattened a little bit: with the limit on what can
be invested into a company set (justifiably in our view) at £150,000, there is only limited
scope for fund managers to get involved and grow the market. Where we hope they can get
involved is in starting to support a company through SEIS, and then following on with EIS.
Crowdfunding continues to grow in popularity, and remains controversial. But many of
the opportunities that are crowdfunded are EIS qualifying, and it might have the effect
of introducing a new generation of investors to the EIS concept.
The SITR market is also constrained by the limit on what can be invested into a company:
€344,827. But the Government has confirmed that it will rise to £1.5 million from the
2017 tax year – not as high as the promised £5 million, but still a significant development.

8

ADVISERS ARE STILL POSITIVE ABOUT EIS
In last year’s EIS survey, 76% of advisers recommended EIS to their clients. This year it’s
increased to 88%, pointing to continual growth in the popularity of EIS. And last year,
61% of advisers reported that they expected to do more EIS business – this year it is
almost 75%.
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MARKET UPDATE
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MARKET UPDATE
WHAT’S HAPPENING IN THE EIS SECTOR?
In the interests of time and space,
we’re not going to go over old ground
here talking about the tax reliefs
available, differences between EIS
funds and single companies, pension
changes, or rising asset prices and
the growing need for estate planning.
However, they are all important topics,
and if readers want more information
they should refer to previous editions
of the EIS and BPR reports, available
to download on the Intelligent
Partnership website.

WILL POLITICIANS CONTINUE
TO SUPPORT EIS?
The UK Government runs three
tax advantaged venture capital
schemes designed to encourage
more investments into small and
medium sized enterprises: the
Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS),
Venture Capital Trusts and the Seed
Enterprise Investment Scheme
(SEIS). The EIS has been in place since
1994 (replacing the earlier Business
Expansion Scheme) and has enjoyed
the support of Labour, Conservative
and Coalition governments. All of
these governments recognised that
investment in small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) is important if
we are going to have a dynamic and
growing economy.
EIS represents an important source
of SME finance and as long as that is
the case and the scheme rules are not
abused, EIS will continue to receive
strong government support.

REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL
1. In November 2016, at the Growth
Investor Awards, Iain Wright MP, the
chair of the Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy Select Committee
and shadow minister for industry said
in his keynote speech:

“VENTURE CAPITAL INITIATIVES LIKE THE
EIS, SEIS AND THE ANGEL CO FUND ARE
GOOD. THEY SHOULD NOT BE TINKERED
WITH, BUT INSTEAD WIDELY PROMOTED.”
2. In October 2016, the Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy stated in its Access to Finance
report that:

“IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE
GOVERNMENT DOES NOT TINKER WITH
HOW THE [EIS, SEIS, VCT] SCHEMES
OPERATE.”
3. In February 2016, HMRC stated in
their “The use and impact of venture
capital scheme” research paper that:

“THE SCHEMES APPEARED ON MANY
MEASURES TO HAVE A PARTICULARLY
STRONG IMPACT AMONG THE SMALLEST
AND YOUNGEST COMPANIES, AS
WELL AS THOSE AIMING TO EXPAND,
BROADLY SUGGESTING THEY ARE BEING
TARGETED AT THOSE MOST IN NEED OF
INVESTMENT.”
4. HMRC has been listening to the
industry regarding the issues that have
been highlighted and is responding.
Evidence of this can be seen with the
Advance Assurance consultation,
increase in SITR investment limit and
allowance of rights to convert EIS
shares in the future. HMRC’s Advance
Assurance consultation states:

“ANY DELAYS CAN AFFECT INVESTMENT
DEALS AND THE FUTURE FUNDING OF
COMPANIES. WE NEED TO MAKE SURE
OUR SERVICE IS FIT FOR PURPOSE AND
CAPABLE OF DEALING WITH INCREASING
VOLUMES AS THE SCHEMES CONTINUE
TO GROW.”
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WHY ARE SMES SO VITAL TO
THE ECONOMY?
Well, according to the Department
for Business, Innovation & Skills:
SMEs account for 99.3% of all
private sector businesses from the
UK
Total employment in SMEs is
15.6 million, 60% of all private
sector employment in the UK
The combined annual turnover
of SMEs is £1.8 trillion, 47% of all
private sector turnover in the UK
SMEs account for at least 99%
of the businesses in every main
industry sector
Recent changes to these schemes
have been driven by the need to
comply with EU State Aid rules,
not by any antipathy towards
the schemes within Parliament,
the Treasury or HMRC. A quick
survey of some of the comments
and research coming from
Government and other authorities
evidences their positive
disposition towards EIS.

DEVELOPMENTS IN EIS
WHAT’S CHANGED AND WHAT MIGHT THE FUTURE HOLD?
There have been a number of
developments in the EIS sector
over the last twelve months. We
reported on the proposed (at the
time) changes to the EIS regime in the
2015/16 Industry Report. Now that the
industry has had time to absorb and
respond to the new rules we will take
another look and assess the impact
they are making. We’ll also examine
what the implications of the FAMR
review might be, what regulatory
changes advisers need to be cognisant
of and how this year’s “fundraising
season” is shaping up.
In addition, we’ll take a look at some
of the developments on the periphery
of EIS such as the SEIS, SITR and
Crowdfunding.

CONVERTIBLE SHARES
In December 2016, the Government
removed the exclusion of EIS and
SEIS companies from qualifying for
an investment if a right exists to
convert the shares from one class to
another at some future date (as long
as the right is not exercised during the
holding period). This takes effect for
shares issued on or after 5 December
2016 and the effect of the change
will be monitored by HMRC, with an
evaluation of the schemes due by the
end of 2019.
We expect managers to welcome the
added flexibility that this could afford
their fund-raising. It could also be an
interesting plus point for advisers and
investors who foresee the possibility
of a longer term involvement with an
investee company after the three-year
holding period.

THE FAMR REVIEW, TR16/1 AND
THE FCA’S AGENDA
The FAMR review was ostensibly set
up to address the so-called “advicegap”. Whether it did this successfully
or not is probably a debate for a
different forum, but it is fair to say

that many people in the financial
advice community were disappointed.
However, it did highlight suitability.
The review found there to be
considerable variety in the approach
and format of suitability reports being
used by IFAs and the final document
recommended that “the FCA and
industry should continue to work
together with the aim of bringing
about improvements to suitability
reports, reducing their length, where
appropriate and the time firms spent
preparing them.”
This focus on suitability was echoed
in the FCA’s Business Plan for 2016/17,
which stated the FCA wanted to review
suitability of advice in order to achieve
“Affordable, accessible advice options
that meet consumers’ needs” and,
“Advice [that] is of appropriate quality
and suitable for consumers’ needs”.
And going even further back, in
February the FCA published Thematic
Review “TR16/1: Assessing suitability:
Research and due diligence of
products and services”. This review
was grounded in previous thematic
work that found “that the poor quality
of an advisory firm’s research and
due diligence is one of the three root
causes for poor consumer outcomes.”
TR16/1 found that “many firms did
not show consistently good practice
across all products and services. The
poor practice we identified varied
from issues that are easily addressed
to those that are more significant”.
For these reasons it‘s worth us
spending some time looking at
suitability.
The view of the FCA and Financial
Ombudsman Service is that EIS are
amongst the very highest risk of all
retail investment products as they
involve investing in small companies.
Companies that qualify for EIS
investment are, by their nature, small
and it’s widely accepted that small
companies tend to have a higher

failure rate than larger companies.
Of course, in reality, several factors
can mitigate this risk, including:
competent management, asset backed
offers, diversification and project
based offers with lower levels of
uncertainty. However, it is a fact of life
for advisers (and EIS managers) that
the FCA and FOS are still broadly going
to view any EIS investment as high risk.
Therefore, even though EIS investments
are great tax planning tools, it may
be wise to consider them as too risky
for the majority of retail investors. In
general, suitable clients will:
have a tax liability to offset in one
or all of the following:
- Income Tax
- Capital Gains Tax (CGT)
- or a potential Inheritance Tax (IHT)
liability
have sufficient capacity for loss to
not suffer significant detriment if the
investment were to result in up to
100% capital loss
have an appropriate attitude to risk
have the capacity to understand the
nature of an EIS qualifying investment
and the associated risks
not need access to their capital for
at least the minimum holding period
of three years to retain the tax reliefs,
and (depending upon the exit strategy)
probably several years longer.
In general, those at the higher end of
the spectrum for risk tolerance are the
clients for whom EIS investment is the
most suitable. But it’s accepted that
there may be occasions when clients
with lower attitudes to risk could still
be advised to invest in these products,
as long as the attendant need for
tax mitigation and planning is clear
and properly documented. The tax
calculations retained on file should
clearly show ‘before and after’. But
clients at the very lowest end of the
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“We welcome the Commission’s decision to delay the PRIIPs date of implementation by a year. The
additional time should mean that regulators and legislators are able to take a step back and design
a PRIIPs KID that provides consumers with better disclosure than the current draft rules permit.” –
Chris Cummings, The Investment Association
spectrum when it comes to tolerance
for risk and clients without sufficient
capacity for loss are unlikely to ever be
suitable for EIS.

OTHER REGULATORY UPDATES
In the aftermath of the Brexit decision,
the regulator has made it clear that for as
long as the UK remains a member of the
EU, EU legislation will apply, including any
new legislation which comes into force
during the period of exit negotiations.
Gillian Roche-Saunders, a regulatory
consultant at Bates Wells Braithwaite,
said “At present it seems unlikely that
the regulatory requirements will fall
away immediately after Brexit. Aside
from the amount of redrafting work
needed to achieve that, the FCA has
played such a pivotal role in influencing
new regulation such as MiFID II and
PRIIPs, that it is unlikely to allow a
reduction in regulation firms face.”
Two pieces of EU led legislation which
are due to become effective in this
period and which will impact on EIS
are MiFID II, due to become effective
as of 3 January 2018, and PRIIPs
(Packaged Retail Investment Products),
now postponed to 3 January 2018.
As part of PRIIPs, a Key Investor
Information Document (KIID) will have
to be provided to retail consumers
when they buy certain investment
products, including EIS funds. The KIID
must outline the product’s aims, how
risky it is, when investors can get their
money back, how much it costs and the
expected returns. All of this information
must be set out in a standard way,
regardless of the type of investment
product. However, a 12-month delay
to the PRIIPs implementation was
confirmed after a challenge linked to
the proposed rules on performance
scenarios which were deemed
potentially misleading to retail investors.
Our view is that, as long as the legislators
get it right, the KIID could be beneficial
for EIS by giving the documentation a
standardised, mainstream appearance
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and allowing easier comparison between
products. However, fund managers will
probably not appreciate the increased
compliance workload.
MiFID II implementation has already
been postponed until 3 January 2018
to take account of ‘the exceptional
technical implementation challenges
faced by regulators and market
participants’. Gillian Roche-Saunders
explains how broad the impact of
MiFID II will be: “MiFID II will affect the
EIS industry with financial advisers,
portfolio managers, promoters,
custodians, and capital raisers all
affected, even if MiFID did not apply to
them. However, while there will be a
good amount of preparation needed
by all parties, it is not a game changer.”
The FCA has limited latitude in how to
apply MiFID II in the UK: most of the
decisions have been taken at European
level. However, in the meantime,
the FCA is publishing a series of
consultation papers highlighting what
implementation will look like and
highlighting areas where it plans to go
further than required by MiFID II. So
far, three consultation papers have
been released, with the third, published
in September 2016, focusing on the
everyday conduct of business rules
that firms must follow. It proposes:
new requirements for full disclosure
of costs and charges
new guidance on the responsibilities
of providers for treating customers fairly
expanding existing suitability and
appropriateness requirements.
It also referred to strengthened
inducement rules, including
“commission” paid to advisers and
portfolio managers which the FCA feels,
in some cases, is “undermining the spirit
of the RDR”. MiFID II bans the retention
of commission by advisers on all MiFID
investments, a step which takes the
ban far wider than the retail investment
products captured by RDR. In addition,
the FCA plans to gold plate the MiFID II
rules to keep aspects of RDR which did

not get carried through to MiFID II: “In
light of this, we propose clarifying...,
that the inducement ban relating to
both independent and restricted advice
should be understood as applying to
the wider business of providing advice
rather than only to payments made in
relation to the provision of a particular
personal recommendation.” (CP16/29)
The extension of telephone recording
requirements will apply to all MiFID
firms and the FCA is considering
applying it to financial advisers who
are exempt.
The FCA is also proposing measures to
essentially bring advisers and arrangers
who choose to be exempt from MiFID
(article 3 firms) into the regulatory
regime of MiFID firms. It is required
by Europe to apply “at least analagous
rules” to article 3 firms and as such
much of the lighter touch regime for
financial advisers and corporate finance
firms will disappear. Rules such as client
classification and conflicts of interest
will now apply equally. Additionally,
a 4th MiFID II consultation paper was
released by the FCA in December 2016
and the potential size of the issues
to negotiate has prompted the EISA
to advise those involved to ensure
they give themselves plenty of time to
prepare for the 2018 implementation.
There will be a new knowledge and
competence regime that requires more
individuals to meet qualification and
experience requirements. Advisers who
only deal with professional clients, and
individuals who provide information
about investments without going as far
as providing advice, will find that they
need to do more in order to be seen as
competent to undertake their role, and
those not yet competent will need to be
supervised.
All of this adds up to a reasonable
amount of potential upcoming change
for both alternative investment
providers and advisers in the future, in
addition to the process of acclimatising
to the recent EIS-specific changes
announced in last year’s Budget.

FUNDRAISING UPDATE
HMRC STATISTICS

Nevertheless, since 2000, the
proportion of first time fund raising
companies has declined significantly,
with a drop from around 80% to
50% of the total. There was a partial
recovery from 49% to 58% in the post
financial crisis era (2009–2012) before
dropping to its lowest level of 48% in
2012/13. This suggests a correlation
with economic conditions which has
dissuaded first time fund-raisers, but
the overall picture points to growth
in entities raising follow-on funds. It
would be logical to assume that they’ve
been encouraged by the success of
their initial raises and as the scheme
grows there is a bigger universe
of companies out there which are
seeking follow on EIS investment.
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Delving more deeply into the statistics,
we analysed those companies that
have been using EIS for their funding
needs and found that, to date, the EIS
market has been largely dominated
by companies raising funds for the
first time. These companies took
investment totalling over half of the
market in all years since the inception
of EIS, except 2005/06 when 53% of
investment EIS was into companies
undertaking additional EIS fundraising.

1995-96

SOURCE: HMRC (OCTOBER 2016)

Although the 2014/15 figure was a
14% increase on the previous year,
the record number of companies
raising money was 3,315 in 2000/01,
coinciding with the dot-com boom.
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Looking at the latest available data
at the time of writing (the October
2016 stats), we can see that 24,620
individual companies have received
investment, and almost £14.2 billion
of funds have been raised since EIS
was introduced. In 2014/15 3,265
companies raised a record total of
slightly over £1.86 billion, £225 million
higher than the previous year.

AMOUNTS OF FUNDS RAISED THROUGH EIS

1993-94

HMRC introduced quarterly statistics
detailing funds raised via EIS and SEIS
in March 2015.

SOURCE: HMRC (OCTOBER 2016)

The record amount raised has been attributed to pensions becoming more
restrictive for higher earners and the reduction of the lifetime allowance.
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“Measures such as the enterprise investment scheme (EIS) and seed enterprise investment scheme
(SEIS) could be super-charged to help realise the potential of the UK’s start-up scene.” – Deutsche Bank

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION

Over the whole period from 1993/94,
on average a pre-existing company
raises over £100,000 more than a first
time company, perhaps indicating
that investors have more confidence
in companies that have already been
through a funding round and are
therefore willing to contribute to a
higher raise.

OTHER SERVICES

INDUSTRY SECTORS RAISING EIS FUNDS

INDUSTRY SECTORS RAISING EIS (2014/15)
PROPORTION OF COMPANIES

PROPORTION OF INVESTMENT

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY & FISHING
CONSTRUCTION

By 2014/15, companies from the
Business Services sector accounted
for over £600 million of investment
(one third of all EIS investment). Since
Business Services has a very wide scope
– it includes information technology,
procurement, legal, shipping and
finance – perhaps this isn’t a surprise.

MANUFACTURING
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RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
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AMOUNTS RAISED BY FIRST TIME
AND SUBSEQUENT FUNDRAISERS
The average amount of funds raised
by the first time funding companies
and subsequent funding companies
diverged in 2000. It seems that after
the dot-com crash it became much
harder to raise initial funds than it was
to secure follow-on investment, which
feels logical. However, we see the
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opposite effect post 2008: it appears
to be easier to raise initial funding. We
wonder if this is linked to the boom in
renewable energy projects, which were
seen as a safe bet in the volatile period
after the financial crisis. Certainly the
gap is narrowing again now, at the
same time as changes to legislation
have barred subsidised renewable
energy from the EIS and focused
investment on growth companies.

Hi-tech, Energy & Water Supply are
the next biggest fundraisers at £349
million and £356.5 million respectively.
But 980 Hi-tech firms (the most raising
EIS funds in any sector) reached this
total as opposed to just 195 Energy
and Water firms, indicating a much
higher average raise (x5) from the latter
sector. In fact, Energy and Water has the
highest average raise amount of £1.83
million (more than twice the amount
of the next highest average raise at
£770,000 for Construction). This is
hardly surprising given that this is an
important part of UK infrastructure
provision.
Business Services companies have
recently become much keener on EIS,
with the amount raised increasing by
almost 60% or £224 million between
2013/14 and 2014/15 and the number
of companies raising funds increasing
over three-fold from 285 to 955. This
coincided with a surge in the growth
of the sector.
The largest decrease in this period was
in Energy and Water Supply companies
where the amount of funds raised
decreased by £34 million, although
this equates to a year on year drop of
just 9%. This marked the start of the
decline in renewable energy projects.

“It is important that EIS investors focus on the underlying investments, and not just the tax reliefs
available.” – Stephen Daniels, TIME Investments

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROPORTION OF FUNDS RAISED UNDER EIS (NUMBER OF
COMPANIES AND AMOUNT RAISED) BY UPPER LIMIT OF SIZE OF INVESTMENT (2014/15)

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS RAISED
46% of the companies raising funds
under EIS in 2014/15 received
investments of £150,000 or less,
making up just 5% of the total
investment amount. 14% raised
amounts over £1 million, two thirds of
the total investment amount.

PROPORTION OF COMPANIES

PROPORTION OF FUNDS RAISED
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20%
15%

In 2014/15, just over £1.3 billion of
Income Tax relief was claimed by a
total of 29,380 EIS investors. This
gives an overall average investment
amount of just under £44,500. In fact,
80% of EIS investors made a claim for
tax relief in respect of an investment
of less than £50,000. 135 investors
made a claim for tax relief against a
£1 million EIS investment and 1,830
against a £500 EIS investment. This
demonstrates the versatility of EIS in
terms of the range of capital that can
be committed and that there is take
up on both ends of the spectrum. The
most common amount on which tax
relief is claimed is £50,000.
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The graph above suggests that a firm attempting to raise less than £1 million
through EIS might struggle. We suspect that this is most seriously affecting
mid-size firms. Smaller companies looking for £150,000 or less are able to secure
funding from friends, family and business angels. Larger entities approach funds
to source investment of £1 million plus. The stats indicate that companies which
sit in the middle ground may find that their funding rounds are too big for friends
and family, but too small to be economical for fund managers.
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ADVANCE ASSURANCE
INCREASING VOLUMES AND SCRUTINY
EIS ADVANCE ASSURANCE APPLICATIONS

DELAYS WITH ADVANCE ASSURANCE

Between 2006/07 and Q3 of 2015/16
there were 19,660 Advance Assurance
request (AAR) applications received
for EIS and of these 16,460 (84%) had
been approved. The average annual
approval rate is 87%, with a 10% rate
of rejection (the remainder not being
pursued further). These percentages
have been remarkably stable in the
last nine years and this suggests that
it’s likely to be a continuing trend.
However, the processing efficiency
of Advance Assurances appears to
have dropped significantly: 27% of
applications were processed in the
subsequent year in 2015/16, compared
to only 5% in 2009.
In its Consultation Document on
Advance Assurance issued on 5
December 2016, HMRC refers to a
trebling of demand since 2011/12,
causing response times to lengthen, in
spite of a doubling of its resources in
that period. It cites the introduction
of SEIS and the popularity of EIS
and SEIS as drivers, with one of the
drivers for future demand expected
to be the expansion of SITR. But
HMRC states, “Other pressures on
the service come from applications
for investments which are outside
the spirit of the scheme rules. In
these cases, applications are often
re-submitted several times, with small
details changed in each application.
As a result, we issued guidance in May
2016 making it clear that we reserve
the right to withhold an opinion if
we choose.” This is in relation to
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Companies considering using EIS or
SEIS can obtain Advance Assurance
from HMRC that the share issue will
satisfy the requirements of the scheme,
giving the shares a preliminary stamp of
approval. Since this is obviously helpful
in giving confidence to investors, the
majority of EIS qualifying firms apply for
Advance Assurance.
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“I have some sympathies with an under resourced HMRC but we are now facing the unacceptable
situation whereby small companies looking to access equity funding via EIS are being put off by
unnecessary delays and unaffordable expense...” – Mark Brownridge, EISA
cases where “the Advance Assurance
application is seeking to test the
boundaries of our rules rather than
confirm whether or not a company is
eligible on their set of circumstances.”

along with evidence of how proposed
trading activities will be structured
and carried out”.
Additional information now required
at the point of application includes:

We think this shows HMRC frustration
at what it sees as misuse of the Advance
Assurance system, in particular, “Some
parts of the venture capital industry
also use the advance assurance service
to support their tax planning strategies,
which runs counter to the intention and
spirit of the schemes.”

The latest accounts of the company
Accounts of any subsidiary company
The company’s business plan
The latest draft of any prospectus
or similar document to be issued to
potential investors

The Consultation announced plans for
an online Advance Assurance process,
including electronic certification. This
is intended to help companies applying
for Advance Assurance to supply all
the right information at the same time,
reducing delays in obtaining additional
information and reducing requests
for progress updates. It also reported
that updated guidance on the new EIS
rules would be published following the
summer consultation and it’s clear that
these changes have impacted Advance
Assurance timelines.

An up to date copy of the
Memorandum and Articles of
Association of the company and
its subsidiaries with details of any
changes to be made

One factor has been the full suite
of information HMRC now require
along with the Advance Assurance
application form, much of it in relation
to the changes in the rules introduced
in the 2015 Budget: “the company
should explain how the growth
and development condition will be
met and be prepared to provide
supporting detail or documentation

Any other relevant information,
for example documents to support a
company’s view that it is a knowledgeintensive company

A copy of the register of members
at the date of submission of the
Advance Assurance application or
at the date of the EIS1 compliance
statement (whichever applies)
Details of any subscription
agreement or other side agreement to
be entered into by the shareholders

Group structure diagram.
In order to reduce Advance Assurance
processing times (and the need for
increasing resources to keep up with
increasing demand), HMRC has asked
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industry stakeholders for their feedback
on the following five possible options:
Do nothing: If no changes are made,
response times will continue to
increase over the long term as demand
increases (suggesting increasing
resources will not be available as
demand rises).
Withdraw Advance Assurance
service: This would require investors
and investees to rely more heavily on
professional advice. But the withdrawal
of the Advance Assurance service may
also disadvantage smaller companies
which are less able to afford specialist
advisers. It could also lead to more
formal appeals and, potentially,
Tribunal cases.
Restrictions and limits: Focusing
the Advance Assurance on a smaller
population – those cases where there
is likely to be greatest uncertainty.
This would improve response times
for those customers and it could be
achieved by limiting Advance Assurance
to certain sizes of company, SEIS only or
the first one or two Advance Assurance
applications.
Provide a service: For discrete
aspects of the rules – on specific
issues, although the company’s and
investment’s eligibility would need to
be reviewed in full at the compliance
statement stage, which may lengthen
response times at that point.
Standard documents: Agreeing
standardised documents would take
time and resource in the short term
to develop, but could save time for
applications in the long term. An
application would not be any more
or less likely to succeed if it used a
standard set of documents; it would
simply be easier and faster to check.
The inclusion of scrapping Advance
Assurance as one of the possibilities
may be slightly alarming for providers
and advisers alike, so the outcome of
the consultation, which closes on 1
February 2017, will be very interesting.
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FUNDRAISING OUTLOOK
2016/2017
Commentators have speculated that
there will be a “capacity crunch” in EIS
this tax year, with demand exceeding
supply.

OCTOPUS WITHDRAW FROM EIS
TO FOCUS ON VCT
Octopus stopped accepting
fundraising applications for its
Octopus Eureka EIS in May 2016 and
will not be opening a new tranche
of its Octopus EIS in the foreseeable
future.
At the time, Octopus commented:
“The latest changes to the EIS and
VCT legislation demonstrate the
government’s focus on helping early
stage UK companies, which our VCTs
are well positioned to support. It feels
like it’s the right time for us to focus
on growing our VCTs rather than
expanding our EIS products.”
Importantly, readers should note that
the decision has no impact on current
investors. Octopus have emphasised
that there will be no change to the
focus and commitment they put into
the ongoing management of existing
EIS investments, or their service to
advisers and investors.
This is the biggest change in response
to the legislation we’ve seen so far,
and it’s interesting that it has come
from the biggest player in the market.
Other providers have responded to the
changes by launching more specialist
EIS funds focused on growth and
investing in non-contentious assets,
but this is the first time we’ve seen
a deliberate tilt away from EIS and
towards VCT, which as a sector has
traditionally raised much less than EIS.
Many people are predicting that there
will be less EIS money raised this year
than last year (the first reversal since
2010/11). They may well be right, but
it’s worth considering that many of
the people exiting solar and other
renewables investments (the £200
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RESTRICTIONS ON SUPPLY

DRIVERS IN DEMAND

RULE CHANGES for allowable

INVESTORS that have exited

investments, meaning that
managers that used to rely on
renewable energy projects or
investing in later stage companies
are no longer able to do so. Instead
they have had to focus on growth
capital opportunities that are
typically smaller deals and are harder
to source (reducing market capacity
by £350 million by some estimates).

maturing EIS looking for new
opportunities (£200 million of
funding by some estimates).

RESTRICTIONS ON PENSIONS
creating a need for alternative
tax-efficient ways to invest (cited
elsewhere in the report).

GROWING AWARENESS among
THE MARKET LEADER, Octopus
Investments who would typically
raise a significant amount of total
EIS funds each year, choosing not
to raise EIS money this year.

advisers and investors (there has
been a 16% increase in advisers
recommending EIS according to
our survey).

In 2015, at least 27 EIS offers had launched before October. That’s almost
60% more than in the same period this year. It might be that managers have
been waiting until they are comfortable with the new rules before launching,
or it might suggest that less EIS offers will be around this year.
million of funding allegedly coming
back to market) are very possibly
too risk averse for the current crop
of EIS. They might choose to put
their money elsewhere: perhaps
into BPR qualifying opportunities
in renewables, or perhaps into
established VCTs which open for
investment this year.
The inference is that, having been
confronted with the changes
announced in Chancellor George
Osborne’s July 2015 budget for
implementation in April 2016,
investment poured into EIS last year
before the new rules came into effect,
restricting the types of projects and
trades for which EIS is now allowable.

“EIS is mainstream. But
there are no more than 20
firms with significant funds.
The main area Octopus
was raising for was power
generation. They can’t put
the same amount of money
to work in other areas. They
deal in big funds. If they can’t
find somewhere to make it
work to the size of funds
they seek it is not sensible
to continue.” – John Glencross,
Calculus Capital

THE IMPACT OF POLICY CHANGES
THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY
We’ve touched on this elsewhere in
the report: in 2015 a series of changes
(over the course of two budgets, with a
change of government in between) were
made to the EIS scheme. The intention
of these changes was to ensure
ongoing compliance with EU State Aid
rules, and the outcome is a renewed
focus on earlier stage, innovative,
riskier firms. That’s not to say that
more conservative and asset backed
opportunities can’t be found anymore,
but they are much thinner on the
ground than they were in, say, 2012/13
at the height of the solar boom.
There’s more detail in our 2014/15
EIS Industry Report (available
for download on the Intelligent
Partnership website), so we won’t
spend too much time going over
the same ground here. Instead we’ll
summarise the changes, consider if
Brexit might change anything and look
at what it means for the new products
coming to market in 2016.
These changes have introduced a
couple of new concepts:
Knowledge Intensive Companies
To be considered a Knowledge
Intensive Company, a firm must have
research and development costs
amounting to at least 15% of its total
operating costs, create intellectual
property and have at least 20% or
more of its workforce with relevant
Masters or equivalent higher
degrees.
Independence For EIS relief,
investors must be independent from
the company at first share issue. So,
if an investor wishes to be involved
in a company in an official capacity,
then they must first invest and then,
at a later date, become a director.

RULES FOR EIS QUALIFYING COMPANIES
PRE NOV 2015

TODAY

MAX. AGE

No Limit

7 Years unless total
investment represents more
than 50% of the company's
turnover over the preceding
5 years and the company is
using the funds to enter a
new product or geographic
market, or it received
previous risk finance within
its first 7 years

LIFETIME CAP

No limit

£12m

£5m

£5m

Fewer than 250

Fewer than 250

MAX. AGE

N/A

10 Years unless total
investment represents
more than 50% of the
company's turnover over
the preceding 5 years
and the company is using
the funds to enter a new
product or geographic
market, or it received
previous risk finance within
its first 10 years

LIFETIME CAP

N/A

£20m

EMPLOYEE LIMIT

N/A

Fewer than 500 FTE

Allowed

New rules to prevent EIS
funds being used to acquire
existing businesses or part
of a business (including
intangible assets that have
already been used in a trade)

No requirement

Requirement that all
investments are made with
the intention to grow and
develop a business

ANNUAL INVESTMENT LIMIT
EMPLOYEE LIMIT (FTE)

KNOWLEDGE
INTENSIVE
COMPANIES

USE OF EIS & VCT MONEY FOR
ACQUISITIONS OF BUSINESS

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT TEST

SEIS MONEY

EXISTING SHAREHOLDERS

70% of SEIS money
must be deployed
before raising EIS

70% spending limit no
longer applies – however,
investments cannot be
raised under the SEIS and
EIS on the same day

No restriction

For EIS only, a requirement
that investors are
independent from the
company at the time of the
first share issue (excluding
founder shares)
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“EIS has to be about the investment case first and foremost for investors; tax reliefs are merely
an additional benefit.” – Ian Battersby, Seneca Partners

Growth and Development Test
This is a new test, and is a rather
vague term. However, HMRC issued
some guidance in May 2016. Generic
indicators of growth include results
such as:
Increasing revenues over time
Increasing a company’s customer
base
Increasing the number of employees.
However, there may be other
indicators depending on the specific
circumstances of each company’s
activities. In essence the money must
be employed to deliver something
that will enable the company to grow
rather than preserve the status quo.
The money may not be raised for:
Pre-existing day to day expenditure
Acquiring all or part of an existing
business.
Companies need to state in their
business plans how the growth and
development requirement is expected
to be met for HMRC to scrutinise –
surely a source of delay in the Advance
Assurance process as we noted earlier.

COMPLICATIONS, CLARIFICATIONS
AND COMPLAINTS
Wyndham North, Senior Policy Adviser
at HM Treasury, has agreed that these
reforms are possibly the biggest
changes to the EIS structure in its
history. As a result, we might see a
slowdown in fundraising this year as
managers grapple with the new rules.
One issue is the interpretation of
‘entering a new product or geographical
market’ which provides an exemption
to the new 7 year /10 year company age
rule. The specifics of this aren’t in the
EIS Rules and are still unclear; in spite of
HMRC having published draft guidance
in July 2016 (five months after the rules
were implemented).
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Another area of particular concern
are the restrictions on grouping new
product investments. Roger Blears,
senior partner at RW Blears, sees
HMRC’s interpretation of the rules
as unnecessarily restrictive, arguing
that it will prevent companies that
have traded for more than seven
years grouping several new product
investments together to meet the
50% annual turnover threshold. Given
that there’s no EU rule that stops
companies from doing this, Mr Blears’
opinion is that this is simply an overly
confining HMRC interpretation.
The new regulations have also
introduced the requirement to identify
and track ALL the state aid risk capital
a company has received, including
any former subsidiaries. This is a new
and large administrative task which
requires accurate record keeping. If
not, the tax reliefs are at risk.
We too feel that the rules are overly
restrictive. The Government’s stated
aim is to ensure that the schemes
continue to support economic growth
and provide value for money for the
UK taxpayer. We’re not sure that the
age of business criterion, cap on total
investment and limit on number of
employees for the investee companies
promote economic growth.
An arbitrary seven-year limit on
funding doesn’t seem to serve any
logical purpose. It penalises firms with
long R&D periods, or firms that have
traded on a small scale for a number
of years but then identified the
potential to grow.
The cap on total investment penalises
firms where there is a need to raise very
substantial amounts of working capital
to finance a long-term development
programme before investors see a
profit, or where expensive capital
assets need to be acquired in order to
commence business.

And the size of a company’s workforce
will be a reflection of the type of trade
carried on by the business, not an
indication of its stage of development
and how easily it can access finance.
Removing or amending these rules
could let more capital flow to where it
is needed – plugging the equity gap for
SMEs and helping to create jobs. At the
moment, the rules are putting a brake
on economic growth and therefore
they do not represent good value for
money for tax-payers.
However, let’s not get carried away.
Changes to EIS are nothing new – as a
long running scheme, it’s not unusual
for the rules to be amended from
time to time in order to ensure it
continues to meet its objectives, and
EIS managers, advisers and investors
are used to adapting.

After statements from the
Government within the 2015
Autumn statement, there was an
expectation that at some point,
the Government would amend the
rules to again allow replacement
capital – capital that allows early
investors to exit – back into the
EIS Scheme. However, the 2016
Autumn statement brought
a reversal, with the Treasury
saying: “The government will
not be introducing flexibility for
replacement capital within the
tax-advantaged venture capital
schemes at this time, and will
review this over the longer term.”
The EISA called this ‘disappointing’.

“Venture Capital is all about investing in businesses that are solving commercial, technological
or scientific problems in innovative ways.” – Tom Bradley, Oxford Capital

DOES BREXIT CHANGE ANYTHING?
Immediately after the new rules
were announced The Association
of Investment Companies (AIC), the
British Venture Capital Association
(BVCA), the Enterprise Investment
Scheme Association (EISA) and the UK
Business Angels Association (UKBAA)
all began a joint lobbying effort to
try to soften some of the changes.
This effort is ongoing, and if the UK
really is to exit the EU (at the time of
writing the exact format that Brexit
will take is very unclear) then it is
possible that there will be more scope
to make changes to how these tax
advantaged venture capital schemes
are organised. However, in order to
access the single market and operate
freely as it has done since 1973, the UK
may still have to comply with EU rules
on a variety of issues, which could very
well include State Aid.
In July 2016 the EISA and BVCA met
with HMRC and HMT to discuss a
number of topics including the age
limit, the growth and development
test and the Advance Assurance
process. Mark Brownridge, EISA
Director General, described the
discussions as “positive” and “still
ongoing”. He went on: “Whilst we are
hopeful that many of the regulations
that have been imposed by the EU
can be altered or removed, the reality
is that the process may take some
time given the amount of work the
Government has to do in this area.”
The intention is to continue to lobby
hard for the removal of practices seen
by the EISA as “clogging the smooth
operation of EIS,”. The EISA lobbying
has included a letter to HMRC in late

August 2016 and its members were
asked to forward a letter to their local
MP to educate them on the benefits
of EIS and the merits of the changes
being requested by the trade body.
One area on which the EISA believes
some positive news will shortly
emerge is share conversions; “HMRC
intimated to us that a paper on this
subject will be available shortly”, said
Mr Brownridge.
However, the EIS industry and wider
venture capital industry need to be
realistic. EIS was less than 0.66% of
government expenditure in 2014/15,
so, rightly or wrongly, it is not at the
top of the Government’s agenda.
We think Brexit could mean that EIS
is more important than ever. If there
is a period of economic turbulence,
if traditional lenders pull out and
if sources of EU funds dry up, the
funding gap could well grow again.
John Glencross of Calculus Capital said
that “SMEs are likely to be the heroes
of the post Brexit economy”: therefore
the positioning of EIS to help fill this
financial void will be crucial.

BREXIT TIMING AND PROCESS
Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty sets
out the formal legal process for
any member country to leave the
European Union. The process should
take two years. To date, Article 50 has
never been used and because the
likelihood of it being required was
thought to be minimal, it’s a rather
vague, very basic five-point plan.
Theresa May stated at the
Conservative Party conference of
October 2016 that Article 50 will be

invoked no later than the end of March
2017. Assuming that is when Article 50
is activated, two years from this date
takes us out to March 2019: this, to us,
seems like the current best guess for
when we can expect the UK to formally
withdraw from Europe. After this,
there will be no way back unless there
is unanimous consent from all other
member states.
In the meantime, the Great Repeal Bill
introduced by the Government will
repeal the European Communities Act,
so that, from the date the UK formally
leaves the EU, EU law will no longer be
applied to Britain. However the body
of existing EU law will be converted
into British law. This is intended
to “give businesses and workers
maximum certainty as we leave the
European Union.” And the consensus
view is that it’s virtually certain that
there will be no legal changes to items
which touch on EU agreed legislation
until the actual exit.
Once the UK formally notifies the EU
that it is withdrawing under Article
50, the country will lose its power
to participate in the discussions of
the European Council or in decisions
concerning it. However, the UK will
carry on taking part in other EU
business as normal.
Note that the two-year time frame for
exit negotiations doesn’t include the
timeline to negotiate the framework
agreement for future relations with
the EU. Once the UK exits, the time
required to regularise commercial
relations could be fairly elastic; the
Swiss signed their first framework
agreement with the EU in 1972 and are
still negotiating to deal with particular

NOTE: The European Investment Bank is the largest multilateral lender in the world and is heavily involved in supporting
SMEs across Europe. As of 31 December 2015, the European Investment Fund, the EIB’s specialist arm providing SME risk
finance via financial intermediaries, had supported over 27,700 UK SMEs, since its first operation in the UK in 1996. The EIB
has been a cornerstone investor alongside many UK venture capitalists and, post Brexit, this important source of funds
is in jeopardy. If it does pull out of the UK, there will be an even bigger funding gap for EIS to try and plug: possibly a boon
for the EIS industry, but it will remain to be seen if this is good for the economy as a whole.
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“We only invest in companies that have received HMRC Advance Assurance that they qualify for EIS
tax relief.” – Richard Cook, Blackfinch

issues as they go along and the Lords
EU Committee has said trade deals
between the EU and non-EU states
take between four and nine years on
average.
At the point of exit, it will then be up
to the Government to review and
adjust any EU imposed legislation
as it sees fit. Nevertheless, it will be
important to take into account how
any adjustments might affect the
Government’s upcoming negotiations
to access the EU single market: much
of this type of legislation is designed
to keep the European playing field
level, so changes that tip the balance
too much in favour of the UK are
unlikely to be tolerated.
What does all this mean? We think it
means that there won’t be any major
changes to EIS in the next few years.

IMPACT ON THE MARKET: NEW
PRODUCT LAUNCHES
At October 2016, there were 65 open
EIS offers, 24 of which opened in 2016.
An additional two opened in 2016 and
had already closed by October.
Most significantly, only one Capital
Preservation offer was launched
in 2016. Offers with Super Growth
objectives jumped up from 23% of the
available offers in 2015 to 35% in 2016.
The most popular strategies for offers
launched this year are Growth, Super
Growth and Capital Preservation and
Growth. Capital Preservation & Growth
only represented 29% of the market
before 2015; it then grew to 43% in
2015 and subsequently increased to
53% in 2016.
This suggests that the market is
responding to the rule changes – but
that the market is also reluctant to let
go of the Capital Preservation label
that has served it so well in terms of
fundraising in the past!
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These trends are reflected in the data
for where funds are investing and the
level of returns that they are targeting.
The proportion of Later Stage investee
companies fell to 6% from 11% from
2015 to 2016 and Seed Stage investee
companies increased six fold to 12%.
The average target return increased to
217% for offers launched in 2015 and
to 270% for those launched in 2016.
Taken out of context, a cynic might
suggest that this was down to more
aggressive marketing, but seen in the
light of the shift to growth mandates
and earlier stage investments, the
change is logical and explainable.
The shift to growth mandates also
means that we’re seeing a change
in fee structures, with manager
compensation moving from initial
and ongoing charges to performance
fees. 71% of the new offers charge
Exit Performance Fees, whilst only
35% apply an Initial Charge – down
from 62% of 2015 launches. Readers
will note that where there is no Initial
Charge and more of the investor’s
capital is actually invested, more tax
relief can be claimed.

THE IMPACT OF POLICY
CHANGES ON THE MARKET
Well, according to the Department
for Business, Innovation & Skills:
Only one Capital Preservation
offer was launched in 2016
Super Growth offers contributed
to more than one third of the
market in 2016
The proportion of Later Stage
investee companies fell to 6%
Seed Stage investee companies
increased six fold to 12% of the
market
The average target return
increased to 270%

The next section gives a more detailed
picture of offers currently open in the
EIS market.

“The shift to growth mandates also means that we’re seeing a
change in fee structures, with manager compensation moving
from initial and ongoing charges to performance fees.”

2016 OFFERS
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
BENCHMARKING EIS
INVESTMENTS
In this section our focus is on all open
EIS offers (i.e. launched anytime and
open in mid-December 2016).
The analysis is based on data supplied
by the MICAP platform and is correct
as of mid-December 2016.
This is intended to provide advisers
with an overview of what is currently
available including key metrics data,
such as costs, minimum subscriptions
and target returns. For more
information about the trends in the
market, the Industry Analysis section
of this report looks at offers launched
in 2016 (that may already be closed) vs
historical offers.
The data shows 65 offers which were
open. Initially, we analyse the various
items in the context of the overall
market and then by investment
strategy.

INITIAL CHARGES
The analysis of the fees and charges of the open offers shows that, typically,
investees (rather than investors) pay a higher proportion of any initial charges
that are applied. This is logical as it means a higher proportion of the initial
investment qualifies for tax relief.
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The lower the initial charge, the more of the investor’s funds will qualify for the income tax relief.

TOTAL INITIAL CHARGE OF OPEN OFFERS
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The overall average initial charge is fairly substantial at just under 3%, but the range is wide – from
0% to 7.5%.

ANNUAL MANAGEMENT CHARGES (AMC)
As with initial charges, the average amount of any AMC charged is higher for investee
companies than for investors, although there isn’t much in it.

TOTAL AMC FEES OF OPEN OFFERS
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“The FCA’s criticism of listed equity managers will push more and more investors into active EIS/
VCT products.” – Charles Owen, CoInvestor

AMC CHARGED TO INVESTOR

AMC CHARGED TO INVESTEE
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For open offers, the mode (the amount most often quoted) for the AMC is 0%, so
many offers simply don’t charge it, although the maximum of 2.5% per year does
represent a significant cost if that is applied over a multi-year period.

PERFORMANCE FEE

EXIT PERFORMANCE FEE OF OPEN OFFERS

80%

80%

Initial Deal Fee, Exit Deal Fee and
Annual Admin Charge are also
quoted by some managers and
are generally negligible if they are
charged at all. But some offers do
still apply fees as high as 3% to
pay business brokers on a deal’s
initiation, and a further 1.25% on
exit. Fees of up to 3% annually for
the maintenance of financial records
or calculation of the funds, value
can also sometimes still apply.
However, fees must be considered
in aggregate. Higher fees in one
area can be offset by lower fees in
another – and vice versa.
Note that some funds charge flat
fees (not a % of NAV or subscription).
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The median and mode show that the fee most often applied is 20%. This has been
standard for some time, but what may differ between offerings is what the 20%
applies to. For example, is the fee net or gross of other fees?
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0%

1%

In general, in order to collect the Performance Fee, a manager must beat the hurdle
rate they set up. Bearing in mind that over a quarter of open EIS still have a capital
preservation element to their mandate, the number of low hurdle rates may not be
that surprising. The question for investors and advisers is whether the risk/reward
equation for EIS products stacks up. Note that these hurdles do not account for any
tax relief received.
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“Tax reliefs potentially available via the Enterprise Investment Scheme should be considered a bonus
and should not be taken into account when considering the validity of an underlying investment.
EIS investments should stack up as a credible investment opportunity whether providing tax reliefs
or not.” – Ian Warwick, Deepbridge Capital
SECTOR

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION

MINIMUM FUNDRAISE

General Enterprise is still the
investment sector with the largest
share of open offers in the market,
but it is now matched by Media
& Entertainment, which can offer
additional tax breaks. Industry and
Infrastructure is increasing its share of
open offers (perhaps as a renewables
substitute), and technology retains an
important place in the sector.

The average minimum subscription of
the open offers unsurprisingly hasn’t
changed from the historical picture.
The most common entry level is at
£10,000 and the £100,000 maximum is
an outlier – a film fund offer.

The minimum overall amount which
enables a manager to proceed with their
offer is £1.9 million on average, which has
been increased by offers opened in 2016.
At £2 million the mode for open offers is
double the historical figure.
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OPEN OFFERS BY INVESTMENT SECTOR
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TARGET RETURNS
Advisers should note that the data here is the total target return to investors on
the target exit date net of all fees and charges, and ignoring any associated tax
reliefs. Consideration should be given to the risk involved and the likelihood of an
exit. Investors must also understand that a target is by no means a guarantee.
Of the 65 open offers, only one doesn’t provide an expected investment horizon.
The average investment horizon for the remainder is four years. For offers
launched in 2016 it is just over three years and ten months, which is trending
downwards from historical offers. This suggests that, although target returns of
open offers are stable, annualised target returns are actually on the increase.
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“We view greater diversification of EIS portfolios as being absolutely key.” – Daniel Rodwell, GrowthInvest

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

INVESTMENT TYPE

The Growth strategy now makes up
almost half of the currently open
market: over a quarter is Capital
Preservation & Growth and a quarter
is Super Growth. It’s no accident that
these are the dominant strategies,
bearing in mind the drive for growth
created by the recent EIS regulation
changes.

Both Alternative Investment Fund and Single Company have been squeezed by
Discretionary Portfolio Service, which has almost tripled in size compared to
historical offers. Perhaps advisers have become more used to interacting with
these services, and managers may feel that from a regulatory perspective they
are an easier option.
One sixth of the dataset consists of Single Companies but, since we take our data
from MICAP, where only the biggest single company offers tend to list, it’s likely
that many more single company EIS offers exist.

1%

OPEN OFFERS BY INVESTMENT TYPE
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BREAKING DOWN THE MARKET BY INVESTMENT STRATEGY
INITIAL CHARGES

INITIAL CHARGES OF OPEN OFFERS BY INVESTMENT STRATEGY
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CAPITAL PRESERVATION
& GROWTH

GROWTH

SUPER
GROWTH

Growth and Capital Preservation
& Growth offers apply the highest
average initial charge, whilst the
Capital Preservation and Super
Growth charges are virtually the same.
The highest average initial charge – for
Growth offers – mirrors the historical
position.

“We’ve seen a switch to higher exit performance fees and lower initial and ongoing fees in 2016
offers.”

AMC

AMC OF OPEN OFFERS BY INVESTMENT STRATEGY
AVG

MODE
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MEDIAN

Capital Preservation offerings typically
charge the highest AMC and the most
common AMC for Capital Preservation
and Growth is 1.5%. We’ve seen a
switch to higher exit performance fees
and lower initial and ongoing fees in
2016 offers. However, Super Growth
fees are still relatively high, with the
mode being 2.0%.
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Capital Preservation offers launched
in 2016 have had higher Exit
Performance fees, and the average
in this sector is 25% – the highest of
the open offers in all strategies. This
seems a little unexpected, given that
their remit is only to preserve capital.
Nevertheless, the other strategy to
include capital preservation – Capital
Preservation & Growth – has the
lowest average performance exit fee.
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Exit Performance hurdles are similar
across all of the main strategies of
open offers. Any assumption that
Growth or Super Growth offers (where
investors might naturally expect
greater performance potential to
prompt a higher performance hurdle)
is not borne out by the data!
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“Manager track record and due diligence are key in ensuring investors are able to achieve their
investment goals.” – Stephen Daniels, TIME Investments

TARGET RETURNS

TARGET RETURNS OF OPEN OFFERS BY INVESTMENT STRATEGY
AVG
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Target returns are naturally higher
in Super Growth offers, followed by
Growth and Capital Preservation &
Growth.
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The highest average Minimum
Subscription for Open Offerings is
for Capital Preservation. Growth and
Super Growth offers boast the highest
maximum Minimum Subscriptions.
Less remarkable is the fact that the
most common Minimum Subscription
for three of the five strategies is
£10,000.
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Offers launched in 2016 have pushed
up the minimum fundraise of open
offers, with Capital Preservation &
Growth continuing to require the
highest average amount of funds
before proceeding with an EIS
investment fund.
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“Advisers and investors should be particularly cautious around any EIS offer which offers little or no
investment risk. Such propositions are likely to be liable to increased ‘tax risk’, with HMRC closely observing
any such schemes. To reduce the likelihood of HMRC scrutiny, investors should look at EIS opportunities
which are focused on supporting innovation or creating jobs.” – Andrew Aldridge, Deepbridge Capital
CONCLUSIONS
Currently, the most common EIS offer is a Growth offer through a Discretionary Portfolio service into either General
Enterprise or Media & Entertainment. The investee companies are typically paying a larger portion of the upfront and
ongoing fees than investors, whilst Exit Performance fees have remained generally stable at around 20%, but Exit
Performance fee hurdles have a mode of just 100%. Target Returns are closely correlated to 2016 offers and the most
popular Minimum Subscription amount remains at £10,000.

ANOTHER LOOK AT FEES
Here’s a slightly different take on
fees for open EIS. One of the issues
comparing fees is working out what
the total fees will be in different
scenarios, so what follows is an
analysis of just that.

The initial charge and AMC exclude
adviser fees, but include fees to the
investee company

Seven offers apply the AMC to the
NAV, the remainder apply the AMC to
the initial subscription

The total loss is actually calculated
as a -99% loss in order to make the
calculation work in a spreadsheet

All of this does not take into
consideration any tax relief

We looked at all of the open offers in
the market, and what we’ve presented
here is the average amount of fees
that would be taken in each of four
scenarios, over a term of five years:

FEES VS NET RETURNS AFTER 5 YEARS (BASED ON THE AVERAGE OF OPEN CAPITAL PRESERVATION OFFERS)

AVG NET RETURN

A total capital loss

TOTAL LOSS

1X CAPITAL

2X CAPITAL

10X CAPITAL

-£110,100.93

£87,914.68

£173,465.65

£840,332.94

£11,100.93

£12,085.32

£26,534.35

£159,667.06

A return of 1x capital

AVG AMOUNT PAID IN FEES

A return of 2x capital
A return of 10x capital

The analysis is based on an initial
investment of £100,000
We assumed the same percentage
growth/reduction each year in order to
achieve the scenario return
The NAV is calculated based on the
growth/reduction from the previous
year’s NAV, after the AMC had been
applied
Exit performance fees and deal fees
are based on the final year’s NAV, net
of the AMC for that year

What follows is the same information, broken down by strategy and presented as
stacked bar charts.

FEES VS NET RETURNS AFTER 5 YEARS (BASED ON THE AVERAGE OF OPEN CAPITAL PRESERVATION OFFERS)
FEES

NET RETURNS

£1,200,000
£1,000,000
VALUE AFTER 5 YEARS (£)

We haven’t broken this analysis
down by individual manager because
there are so many small but crucial
differences between how and when
they apply each of the different
charges, making comparisons
difficult. Instead, we have used some
assumptions to simplify the analysis:
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“When used appropriately, and that is paramount, EIS can be a very compelling investment option.”
– Ian Battersby, Seneca Partners

FEES VS NET RETURNS AFTER 5 YEARS (BASED ON THE AVERAGE OF OPEN CAPITAL PRESERVATION & GROWTH OFFERS)
FEES

NET RETURNS
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Clearly, investors should expect to
pay more fees the more successful
the investment is, which is logical and
should align the manager with the
investors. However, paying any fees at
all might be a bit galling where a total
loss is concerned, not that this is an
issue for EIS alone.
Of course, the information we’ve
shared here is based on averages
and the assumptions we outlined.
We’d encourage readers to use the
MICAP platform to carry out their own
research in more detail (MICAP is part
of the same group of companies as
Intelligent Partnership).

FEES VS NET RETURNS AFTER 5 YEARS (BASED ON THE AVERAGE OF OPEN GROWTH OFFERS)
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FEES VS NET RETURNS AFTER 5 YEARS (BASED ON THE AVERAGE OF OPEN SUPER GROWTH OFFERS)
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FOR MORE DETAIL ON THE TYPES OF NEW AND HISTORICAL EIS OFFERINGS IN THE MARKET, SEE SECTION 5 OF THIS REPORT – THE INDUSTRY ANALYSIS.
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OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING EIS
DRIVE FOR SCALE UPS AND MORE TAX BENEFITS
SCALE-UP COMPANIES
The number of UK start-ups is now not
only well above the European average,
but is hot on the US’s heels, too.
Estimates suggest an amazing figure
of 600,000 new businesses launching
each year for the past three years in
the UK. But then there are the darker
statistics: fewer than 3% of start-ups
survive for a decade or enjoy a single
year of high growth.
OECD data show that Britain is
near the bottom of the table for the
percentage of businesses that grow
to more than 10 employees after
three years, and this is a problem.
Ignoring this issue could endanger the
UK start-up revolution and hamper
UK productivity. The British Business
Bank’s assessment is that there
remains a need to stimulate a greater
volume of scale-up businesses and
SME exporters to counteract the UK’s
lagging productivity.
The picture isn’t entirely negative:
there are 22,470 companies that are
achieving more than 20% average
annual growth in turnover over a
three-year period and with an annual
turnover between £1 million and £20
million. And whilst they make up less
than 1% of UK companies, they create
one in every three new jobs. But
statistics like these show how much
more high growth small businesses
could contribute if we could fund them:
it is estimated that just 1% of additional
scale-ups could add £225 billion to
British GDP by 2034.
Close to a quarter of these firms find
it difficult to secure the funding they
need on acceptable terms, with 75% of
these firms saying this is a significant
barrier to their growth, and four out
of five of these businesses surveyed
by CEBR in 2015 weren’t making use of
facilities such as Venture Capital Trusts
and Enterprise Investment Schemes.

Once again, we think that it shows that
there is still more work to do to raise
awareness of EIS among SMEs. If the
UK can better support fast-growing
businesses, the rewards will be huge,
both for investors and for the wider
economy.

TAX MEASURES
A series of new tax measures from
recent Budgets, not specifically
targeted at EIS, are set to have an
impact on the draw of the Enterprise
Investment Scheme. Here we discuss
the measures in the context of EIS.

CAPITAL GAINS TAX
In April 2016, Capital Gains tax was
cut from 18% to 10% for basic rate
taxpayers and from 28% to 20% for
higher rate taxpayers. This represents
a significant financial planning
opportunity for those clients who
have made capital gains in the last
three years and are suitable for EIS.
A gain that would have attracted CGT
at 28% can be invested in an EIS and
deferred. Once the investor exits the
EIS and the gain crystallises, it will
be taxed at the new, lower rate of
20%. This is an 8% saving on tax even
before capital gains allowances or any
growth in the EIS is taken into account.

INCREASES IN DIVIDEND TAX AND
REDUCTIONS IN DIVIDEND TAX
CREDITS
From 6 April 2016, the notional 10%
tax credit on dividends was abolished.
Instead, a £5,000 tax free dividend
allowance has been introduced and
dividends above this level are now
being taxed at 7.5% (basic rate), 32.5%
(higher rate), and 38.1% (additional
rate). This could hit business owners
hard when extracting funds from their
company, particularly those who have
increased the amount of cash held on
their balance sheets to offset risks of a
financial downturn.
After the £5.000 allowance, the new
rates represent dividend tax rate
increases from 0% to 7.5% for basic
rate taxpayers, 25% to 32.5% for a
higher rate taxpayer and for additional
rate taxpayers, from 30.56% to 38.1%.
A possible solution? Business owners
could consider investing some of
the money extracted into an EIS to
generate an income tax credit of 30%
together with investment growth to
offset the dividend tax payable.

ENTREPRENEUR’S RELIEF
It used to be the case that
Entrepreneurs’ CGT Relief on
qualifying disposals (they pay CGT at
10%) could not be combined with EIS
CGT deferral relief. In other words, if
an entrepreneur reinvested their gain
in an EIS, once it crystallised, they
would pay CGT at the prevailing rate
and lose their Entrepreneurs’ Relief.
This was amended last year, and once
the gain crystallises, Entrepreneurs
can apply for the 10% rate of CGT.
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SEED EIS UPDATE
HOW IS IT DOING?
Here we provide a short recap
on the rules relating to the Seed
Enterprise Investment Scheme, along
with discussion of the more recent
developments in this sector.

RELIEFS AVAILABLE
A taxpayer may invest up to
£100,000 in a qualifying new start-up
business and be eligible for Income
Tax relief of 50% provided that the
shares are held for three years.
Any gain on disposal of SEIS shares
will be completely free of Capital
Gains tax, provided the shares have
been held for three years and Income
Tax relief has been given and not
withdrawn. The shares should also be
exempt from Inheritance Tax provided
they have been held for two years.
Share loss relief is available, after
taking into account tax relief already
given on the sale of SEIS shares at a
loss.
Reinvestment relief is available
where individuals make capital gains
and invest them in SEIS shares. From
2013/14 this relief was restricted to half
of the gain in these years.
Income Tax relief is available at 50%,
and the scheme offers 50% exemption
from Capital Gains Tax, on up to
£100,000 of investment. The total
investment tax reliefs can amount
to 60% of the sum invested, so the
following would apply:

AMOUNTS RAISED / DEPLOYED

RULES FOR QUALIFICATION
The company must have gross
assets of not more than £200,000 at
the time of the SEIS investment.
The trade of the company must
not have commenced more than
two years before the share issue,
whether or not it was carried on by
the company or someone else at the
outset.
The company cannot carry on
any other trade which is more than
two years old – you can’t make an
established company qualify for
SEIS by starting a new trade.
The company must have fewer
than 25 “full-time equivalent”
employees.
The company must not have
raised any money under the EIS or
VCT schemes.

HMRC data shows that, in 2014/15,
2,290 companies received investment
through SEIS and £175 million was
raised. This compares with 2,090
companies raising a total of £170
million under SEIS in 2013/14. Of
those companies raising funds in
2014/15, almost 80%, or 1,800, were
companies raising funds under
SEIS for the first time, representing
£152 million in investment. Given
the relatively low ceiling on SEIS
investment, it’s understandable that
this percentage is much higher than
the figure that applies to EIS.
The average investment per company
under SEIS in 2014/15 was around
£77,000, down from around £81,000
per company in 2013/14. And since
SEIS was launched in 2012/13, 4,775
individual companies have received
investment through the scheme and
£433 million in investment has been
raised.

FUNDS / PROVIDERS / PLATFORMS
LIMITS ON SUMS RAISED
The maximum raise amount
is limited to £150,000, but if the
Company has received any other
“State Aid” such as grants, this may
have to be deducted.
The maximum amount each
investor can invest into an SEIS is
£100,000.

By October 2016 a total of 25 SEIS
funds had been launched in the
market, with 17 open offers. Nine of
these are hybrid EIS/SEIS funds. These
provide blended risk exposure across
both SEIS and EIS funds, to harness
the true potential of the ‘portfolio
effect’, whilst also taking maximum
advantage of attractive tax incentives.

SEIS LAUNCH YEARS
SEIS CASH
SUBSCRIPTION

£100,000

INCOME TAX
RELIEF AT 50%

£50,000

CGT REINVESTMENT
RELIEF AT 10%

£10,000

NET COST OF
INVESTMENT

£40,000

YEAR

NO. OF LAUNCHES

% OVERALL

2016

3

12%

2015

11

44%

PRE 2015

11

44%

TOTALS

25

100%
SOURCE: MICAP (OCTOBER 2016)
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“An opportunity to invest into niche companies, offering strong levels of security and excellent
possibilities for growth and development.” – Richard Cook, Blackfinch

AMOUNT OF INVESTMENT BY INDUSTRY SECTOR

INDUSTRY SECTORS RAISING SEIS
FUNDING

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY & FISHING

CONSTRUCTION

TRANSPORT & COMMUNICATION

OTHER SERVICES

ENERGY & WATER SUPPLY

INDIVIDUAL INVESTMENT
AMOUNTS (INCOME TAX RELIEF
CLAIMS)

MANUFACTURING

In 2014/15, a total of 8,150 investors
claimed Income Tax relief on SelfAssessment forms for SEIS, just 155
or 2% more than in 2013/14. A larger
number of investors put in smaller
amounts, whilst a smaller number of
investors invested larger amounts,
which pushed up the overall amount
raised:

ADVANCE ASSURANCE REQUESTS
In 2014/15 there were 2,905 SEIS AAR
applications and, of these, 2,570 (88%)
were approved. In total since 2012/13,
10,460 AAR applications have been
received for SEIS, of which 8,855 (85%)
have been approved, meaning that
approvals are at around the same rate
as for EIS.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

DISTRIBUTION RESTAURANTS & CATERING

BUSINESS SERVICES

HI-TECH COMPANIES
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

% OF OVERALL SEIS INVESTMENT
SOURCE: HMRC (OCTOBER 2016)

HMRC ADVANCE ASSURANCE STATISTICS
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

APPLICATIONS APPROVED

APPLICATIONS REJECTED

3,500
3,000
NO. OF APPLICATIONS

58% of investors claiming the
relief invested £10,000 or less into
qualifying SEIS companies, while 61%
of the money raised was through
investments of £25,000 or over. To
put it another way, the most popular
investment amount with investors
was £10,000, with just under 20%
committing this sum. However,
almost 30% of the overall amount
raised was in £50,000 blocks of
capital.

2013-2014

2014-2015

Interestingly, two of the top three
EIS fundraising sectors also feature
as the top SEIS fund-raisers; Hitech and Business Services, which
between them, made up 62% of the
amount of SEIS investment received in
2014/15. As with EIS, Business Services
company raises through SEIS jumped
between 2013/14 and 2014/15 by
41%, showing an awareness of both
schemes across SMEs.

2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16
SOURCE: HMRC (OCTOBER 2016)
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UNDERLYING ASSETS
Of the 25 SEIS that have been
launched to date, 60% have been in
the Media & Entertainment sector,
with 40% of those focusing on TV and
Film production. This is probably
indicative of what a good fit SEIS is
for fairly low budget, but broadcast
quality productions (something that
has been aided by advances in digital
technology).

NUMBER OF HISTORICAL AND CURRENT SEIS

4%
16%

SPORT & LEISURE

60%

16%

The SEIS company creates and
distributes the intellectual property
rights of the production (note:
purchasing intellectual property rights
does not qualify for EIS, but creating
them does).
16% of SEIS offerings have been
in the Technology sector, in which
early stage innovators have been
traditionally sought out by equity
investors.

MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT

TECHNOLOGY

GENERAL ENTERPRISE

4%
PHARMACEUTICALS / BIOTECHNOLOGY

SOURCE: MICAP (OCTOBER 2016)

With only eight SEIS open at October 2016, there is only a small sample to analyse,
so it’s difficult to draw meaningful conclusions, but, once again, half of the offerings
target assets in the Media & Entertainment sector.

OBSTACLES TO GROWING THE
SECTOR
The HMRC figures demonstrate
that SEIS growth is flat, whilst the
2014/15 EIS figure was almost 10%
higher than funds raised through
EIS in the previous year. This can be
attributed to several factors – firstly,
the investment limits are very low
and SEIS will only apply to the very
smallest of companies. This means
that, to gain any scale, a fund or an
investor looking to diversify across
SEIS would need to undertake a lot of
due diligence, the cost of which may
be prohibitive taken a proportion of
the overall investment amount.
Lack of awareness is also a big issue,
with research suggesting that over
40% of business owners who are
eligible for the scheme have never
heard of it. Unfortunately, the same
applies to MPs, four in ten of whom
are also ignorant of SEIS.
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NUMBER OF OPEN SEIS OFFERS

MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT

12.5%

SPORT & LEISURE

12.5%
50%

TECHNOLOGY

12.5%
GENERAL ENTERPRISE

12.5%

PHARMACEUTICALS / BIOTECHNOLOGY

SOURCE: MICAP (OCTOBER 2016)

“The HMRC figures demonstrate that SEIS growth is flat.”

SITR UPDATE
THE NEWEST OF THE VENTURE CAPITAL SCHEMES IS TAKING OFF
Launched in April 2014, Social
Investment Tax Relief (SITR) is modelled
on EIS, with a focus on social enterprises
and charities. Here, we summarise the
reliefs and rules and take a look at recent
statistics and analysis of the sector.

RELIEF AVAILABLE
A taxpayer can invest up to £1
million a year in qualifying shares or
loans in SITR-qualifying enterprises to
benefit from Income Tax relief at 30% of
the amount invested (either for the tax
year in which the investment is made
or the previous tax year (if 2014/2015 or
later), provided the investment is held
for at least three years.
Capital Gains Tax disposal relief on
any profit at disposal of the investment.
An investor can offset losses on
disposal of a share investment, either
against capital gains or against income.
Capital Gains Tax charge deferral if
the gain is reinvested in a qualifying
SITR investment.
Before most of these reliefs can be
claimed, HMRC first has to confirm
in writing that the social enterprise
invested in, and the investment, meet
all the requirements. Some of the tests
have to be met throughout the threeyear qualifying period, or HMRC will
recover some or all of the tax relief.

RULES FOR QUALIFICATION
The organisation must be either
a charity or a community interest
company (CIC), which is a legal
structure for social enterprises.
The social enterprise must have
fewer than 500 employees.
Gross assets must be under £15 million
The social enterprise must be
undertaking a qualifying trade.
It must be unquoted and not a
subsidiary of a quoted company.
Investors cannot be connected with
the social enterprise by employment and

must not have more than a 30% stake.

LIMITS ON SUMS RAISED
The social enterprise can raise
up to €344,827 (around £290,000)
in any three-year period from all
SITR investors, taking into account
certain other publicly funded support.
The money must be used within
28 months for a qualifying trading
activity.
Individual investors can invest up
to £1,000,000 per year. To invest over
€344,827, an investor needs to invest
in more than one social enterprise.

FUNDS
SITR funds are structured as a series of
discretionary portfolios; all investors
have the same ratio of shares in
proportion to their investment.
Unlike EIS, there is no such thing as an
approved SEIS fund, but organisations
can apply for HMRC Advance Assurance
before issuing shares or debt.
According to a recent report from
charity think tank New Philanthropy
Capital, just under half of the deals
completed in the first two years of SITR
were made by funds. The two most
active funds identified in the report
are the Resonance Bristol SITR Fund,
managed by Resonance, and the SIS
Community Capital Fund, run by Social
Investment Scotland. In addition, the
fund manager Triple Point invested
capital in eight deals qualifying for SITR.
The Bright Futures SITR Fund, managed
by Kin Capital with Social Finance acting
as investment adviser, is also active.
Resonance targets a fund size of £5
million, having reached £1.8 million
by mid-2016, with expected returns
of 7% – 8% over a six-year term. Its
deal sizes range from £150,000 to
£250,000. The fund’s assets are
unsecured loans to social enterprises.
Social Investment Scotland targets
a fund size of £500,000 providing
affordable loans to five to ten Scottish

social enterprises delivering positive
social impacts at a local level. In addition
to the tax relief, individuals will also earn
a pre-tax return of 1.5% per annum
on their investment. Deal sizes vary
between £44,000 and £100,000.
Triple Point invested £900,000 of
its clients’ money into SITR, with deals
ranging from £50,000 to £150,000, within
the healthcare and education sectors.
Bright Futures had raised £1.6 million
before August 2016 and the fund
targets £3 million, with an annualised
return of 4% (net of cost). Its aim is to
provide £100,000–£250,000 of 3–5 year
unsecured debt to approximately 12
qualifying social enterprises that have a
minimum of £1 million earned revenue
and a three-year trading history at the
point of investment.

DIRECT INVESTMENTS
The remainder of the SITR activity
is attributed to direct deals and the
report identified 12 of these in the
first two years of the SITR, with deal
amounts ranging from £48,000 to
£270,000 and an average deal amount
of £123,000.
A third of entities seeking direct
funding sold investors community
shares or social impact bonds,
whereas funds appear to stick to taking
investment money in the form of loans.
Looking at the direct deals and the
Resonance and Social Investment
Scotland funds, although the average
cost of capital for all deals has been
4.8%, direct deals have incurred a
lower cost of 3.1%, with the average
driven down by community share
offers – forecasting pay-outs up to
2% pa. Deals within fund structures,
meanwhile, have a higher cost of
capital of 6%, but have access to a pool
of investors. These deals compare
favourably to the cost of capital for
other forms of unsecured lending
to charities and social enterprises,
generally in the range of 6–11%.
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“SITR is the government’s best kept secret.” – Annika Tverin, Bright Futures SITR Fund

The average turnover of an enterprise
raising SITR capital is £615,000, with
assets of around £1 million, so they are
not the tiniest of entities, although the
majority have less than 10 employees.
This doesn’t mean that variation in
terms of the age of the organisations
seeking to raise funds is unduly limited,
making a fair risk spread available in
terms of operating experience:

AGE OF ORGANISATION AT TIME OF INVESTMENT
AGE

NO. OF ORGANISATIONS

START UP

5

< 3 YEARS

4

3-5 YEARS

2

6-10 YEARS

2

10 YEARS+

9
SOURCE: SITR: TWO YEARS ON, NPC

AMOUNTS RAISED / DEPLOYED
It’s estimated that in its first two years,
£3.4 million (not including £1.6 million
raised by Bright Futures) was invested
across 30 organisations in SITR deals.
These deals took around four months
each to complete and approximately
80% of them were loans, with the rest
community shares or social impact
bonds (SIBs). The average size of
investment by an investor was around
£21,000 for funds and £7,300 for direct
deals, but has been as low as £230 in
community share offers.

OBSTACLES TO GROWING THE
SECTOR
SITR is a very young scheme and the
fundraising over its first two years has
been ahead of Treasury forecasts, but
some investors see their investment
as primarily philanthropic, rather
than as a true investment. This is
partly because this is a new sector
for investment, and also because
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there are no track records and the
risks are very difficult to assess.
Although, while it’s true that most
of the investors at this stage are
philanthropists and as a result more
drawn to SITR, anecdotal evidence
suggests that the funds think of
it as an investment – a more risky
investment yes, but they definitely
expect capital and a return.
With over 11,000 charities and 12,000
CICs in England and Wales with an
income over £500,000, the potential is
there. But there are several barriers
to realising that potential:
Many organisations don’t have
the expertise required to prepare
appropriate business plans or
financial documents.
For organisations looking to
raise funds direct from investors,
as opposed to via funds, the key
challenge is finding and accessing
socially motivated investors.
The current limit for investee
organisations to receive through SITR
is €344,827. This means that the costs
of due diligence, legal advice and
marketing are high as a proportion
of the raise amount, making for an
inefficient cost of capital. But the
good news is that in the 2016 Autumn
Statement it was confirmed that the
investment limit will be raised to £1.5
million from April 2017, making it more
economically viable for managers to
launch SITR investment funds.
Other changes will be made to ensure
that the scheme is well targeted.
Certain activities, including asset
leasing and on-lending, will be
excluded. Investment in nursing
homes and residential care homes
will be excluded initially, however the
government intends to introduce an
accreditation system to allow such
investment to qualify for SITR in the
future. The limit on full-time equivalent
employees will be reduced to 250.

The government will undertake a
review of SITR within two years of its
enlargement.

CROWDFUNDING & EIS UPDATE
Equity-based crowdfunding is the
online sale of newly issued shares
in early stage firms. The FCA calls it
Investment Based Crowdfunding.
Most of the companies raising money
through these online platforms
qualify for EIS. In this section we take
a brief look at the current state of
crowdfunding and EIS within it.

NUMBER OF PLATFORMS
The UK Crowdfunding Association
now comprises over 40 member
platforms and there were 68,306
investors in crowdfunding in 2015,
with only 27% (14,446) of those
registered as sophisticated or highnet-worth individuals.
Increasingly, venture capital and angel
investors are co-investing alongside
or in parallel with ‘crowd investors’
and venture capital firms are investing
in partnership with equity-based
crowdfunding platforms. This allows
a larger amount to be raised for each
company, as well as providing some
market credibility. The 15 largest deals
of 2015 raised a total of £37,775,031.84.
The popularity of equity-based
crowdfunding has grown rapidly
and in 2015 it was the second fastest
growing sector in alternative finance –
up by 295% from £84 million raised in
2014 to £332 million in 2015.
According to Growthdeck, 66%
of all crowdfunding investment
opportunities qualify for EIS and 39%
for SEIS. And industry commentators
have cited the growing popularity
of crowdfunding as a means of
investment as a driver for the recent
rises in the number of investments
made into EIS compliant businesses.

EIS UNDERLYING ASSETS
A LOOK AT THE WIDE RANGE OF POTENTIAL INVESTMENTS
The EIS universe encompasses
a huge range of opportunities
across a wide selection of
underlying investments; here
we consider a number of the
more unusual underlying
investments, as well as some
of the more conventional ones.

HORTICULTURE

DRY BULK SHIPPING

Bee Leaf is a company that sought
£0.5m–£2.5m equity for its hitech horticulture business in
Cambridgeshire. The money raised
was to be used to acquire land and
equipment to create a high tech
greenhouse with on-site renewable
energy generation to provide cheap
power to the greenhouse.

TIME Investment’s EIS invests in
dry bulk shipping, which involves
the transport of a range of
produce and raw materials that are
unpacked, such as coal or sugar,
which can be dropped or poured
into the hold of a bulk carrier.

The aim was to grow “middle tier”
herbs and leaf salad crops and
outcompete field grown crops from
a price, quality and “narrative”
perspective. Costs would be
controlled by a climate control
computer, state-of-the art LED
grow lighting, leading-edge mobile
gutter growing system and the
greenhouse would be operated
as a semi-closed environment
allowing CO2 enrichment, resulting
in a high annual crop yield and
consistently good quality.
The project envisaged a four-year
payback, but risks in the highly
competitive UK grocery market
include the timeline for building
the greenhouse and growing a first
harvest of sufficient volume and
quality and then creating a viable
network of customers for the
produce.

Funds raised via the EIS are used
to acquire and operate a dry bulk
ship in a sector which, although
driven by an increasing worldwide
demand for the transport of goods
and supported by government,
is also cyclical, very sensitive to
supply and demand, and at the
mercy of complex international
macroeconomic conditions. The
industry currently faces considerable
challenges, but a recovery is forecast
in the next three to five years and
because of the low prices of ships
during the current difficulties, it could
be a good time to buy.
The expectation is that, as
companies are forced out of
business, a reducing supply of
ships will push up charter prices.
Investors have the ship as collateral
and even if it couldn’t be sold, it
would have significant scrap value.
Insurance is also in place against
normal shipping risks, the ship is
chartered for 12 months at a time
to provide a predictable revenue
stream and the predicted market
recovery may significantly increase
the value of the ship in several years.
Timing is of great importance
in this market and if this is badly
judged, it could have a material
effect on the potential success of the
investment, although with the scrap
value plus EIS tax reliefs, any losses
would hopefully be limited. TIME
has been seeking EIS investment in
tranches of £5 million.
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“From dynamic start-ups to established family firms, our small and medium sized businesses are
the backbone of our country. I want to build an economy that works for all, and that means working
with, and listening to, smaller firms...They are a fundamental part of my vision of building a country
that works for everyone.” – Theresa May, Prime Minister
HI-TECH

MEDICAL

MEDIA & FILM

In March 2016, EIS compliant Value
Chain Lab (VCL) was looking to raise
£600,000+ to build commercial
scale and reach sustainable
profitability for its supply chain
software platform, which aimed to
improve efficiency of global supply
chains by removing logistics waste
from its clients’ networks.

Spa Track Medical Ltd provides
UHF solutions for tracking
surgical instruments and hospital
equipment and was established in
2013.

Shelley Media, which requires a
minimum investment of £10,000,
is an EIS fund which has delivered
an average annual return of 11.5%
since launch in 2010. It opened a
new raise in August 2016, closing
on 31 March 2017.

VCL has already invested over
£1 million of capital provided
by its founding shareholders,
principally in developing core
functionality and in IP technology.
It was seeking funding to actively
pursue customer implementations/
pilots and continue the platform
development. Its target market is
corporations – which are constantly
challenged to improve supply chain
operations.
Of course selling to large corporations
is not easy and in such a specialist
market, assessing the real value of
the proposition and its position in
relation to competitors may not be an
easy task for a lay person.

The company is looking at raising
further investment in 2016 and
has HMRC Advance Assurance. Its
underlying assets are six intellectual
property patent applications with
freedom to operate, and it plans
to run several pilot studies in 2016
leading up to commercial launch
in Q1 of 2017. The company is in
ongoing dialogue with several large
orthopaedic companies about the
application of its patent pending
technology and these companies
may eventually be able to facilitate
strong growth and an exit.
Of course, the patents are still
pending, and there is a lot of
uncertainty that goes with an R&D
project. However, for adventurous
investors this could be an ideal
opportunity to get in on the ground
floor.

It has raised a total of £275 million
to date and has been involved in
successful British films including Mr
Turner, Pride, Carol and Testament of
Youth. Investors can also indirectly
benefit from the film production
tax credit, which provides
filmmakers with 20% of costs back
as a rebate from the Government.
However, only a small percentage
of UK films make money, so
investors are reliant upon the
management’s careful selection of
opportunities. And every so often
there is a big hit can happen – The
King’s Speech was EIS funded.

PRECISION ENGINEERING
The Cyrus Precision Engineering EIS Fund invests in British precision engineering (PE) businesses with skilled workforces,
valuable engineering accreditations, industry leading designs, state of the art machinery and long standing clients. Often
the businesses are underfunded, have lost vigour or are in need of better management.
The Cyrus approach is to add value by injectig cash, experience and assistance while efficiently running the company.
PE in the UK is made up mainly of SMEs and old family businesses, many of which have been servicing the same blue chip
companies for 50 years (effectively acting as a manufacturer’s in house engineering company), but are struggling to keep up
with costly equipment updating requirements and experiencing funding difficulties.
It is a niche investment, but these firms often have a good pedigree and a strong client list, and this is one investment that
undoubtedly supports growth in the UK’s industrial heartlands.
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FUND TWENTY8
This is a passive way to get
exposure to EIS qualifying
opportunities on the Syndicate
Room crowdfunding platform.
The fund is seeking to raise a
maximum of £25 million and closed
on 31 December 2016. The minimum
investment is £10,000, and the
fund will seek to place investors
in 28 investments that are funded
via the platform, using a measure
of the appetite from investors on
the platform to determine asset
allocation.
Syndicate Room’s investors
(whether via the fund or the
platform) get access to deals on the
same terms as those negotiated by
an experienced lead angel investor.
Investing passively like this means
giving up control and paying an
additional layer of fees, but does
promise low-cost diversification.

EIS is firmly established as the most
generous of the UK’s larger tax
advantaged venture capital schemes,
playing an important role in SME
funding and enjoying cross-party
government support. The Income Tax
relief, IHT relief and CGT deferral are
all attractive financial planning tools
and tax free growth, loss relief and the
potential for some very high returns
make a compelling investment case.
Despite promising developments in
the data this year, the funding gap for
SMEs in the UK remains a very real
issue. Many small firms are reluctant
to raise equity finance, and many
are unaware of the benefits of EIS.
This is, of course, a shame as HMRC
concluded in February 2016 that EIS
was generally working as intended
where it was used. (“The Use and
Impact of Venture Capital Schemes”
HMRC Research Report 355, February
2016.) We think that more can and
should be done to promote awareness
of the scheme amongst SMEs as well
as investors.
For advisers, the drivers remain the
same as they have done over the last
12–24 months: changes to pensions
mean that there is a need for alternative
tax-efficient ways to invest; rising asset
prices mean that many clients are facing
CGT liabilities, ageing client banks are
starting to require some IHT planning
and wealthier clients are prepared to
take on more risk with a portion of their
portfolio. We’ve been talking about
these issues for a while now, but there
is no sign of a change in the demand
drivers anytime soon.
The supply side is another matter and
we have seen significant changes over
the last twelve months. These changes
will have the effect of narrowing the
potential investment universe for EIS
managers, and they are already hinting
that there might not be enough capacity
in the industry this year. The biggest
EIS manager, Octopus Investments, has

pulled out of the market (for at least the
time being), and it will be interesting to
see how the fundraising season goes.
Readers should check out the adviser
and industry roundtable discussions in
Section 4 to get a sense of the differing
opinions on this topic.
What we hope doesn’t happen is that
managers raise more money than
they can successfully deploy. We don’t
want to see money being invested
in opportunities that don’t fit the
mandate. Most managers reserve
the right to “pivot” – to change plan
and invest the money they raise in
something different than they had
planned – and while we don’t know of
any cases where this has happened
to date, advisers should keep a close
watch on the managers they engage to
make sure they do what they say they
are going to do. With the illiquidity,
opaque performance information and
long lead time to exits, a manager who
has invested poorly may not be found
out for several years.
Finally, SEIS, Crowdfunding and SITR
all continue to grow. The growth
in SEIS has slowed a little though,
and of course the very small upper
investment limit is a constraint: a
necessary constraint in the light of the
tax generous tax reliefs attached to
it. We think that Seedrs and Syndicate
Room are doing innovative and
exciting things in the crowdfunding
world with their Portfolio Review and
Fund Twenty8 respectively. It would
be good to see some of the bigger
conventional EIS managers replicate
this kind of innovation, especially
when it comes to reporting their
investment performance. And we
know, anecdotally, that there are SITR
products ready to launch when the
maximum investment limit is lifted. It
will be interesting to see if the modest
rise in the limit will have an impact in
the next twelve months.
In the following section, our goal is
to place a spotlight on some of the
practical aspects of advising on EIS.
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ADVISING ON EIS
CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADVISERS
There is a lot to consider when
advising on EIS investments, so here
we draw out some of the main issues
to be aware of. Once again, advisers
might want to look back at previous
years’ editions of the report for more
detail.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO
ADVISERS
EIS combines Income, CGT and IHT
tax reliefs (as well as the potential
for high returns) and therefore it can
be a one-stop solution for advisers
with suitable clients with differing
tax planning needs. Research shows
that consumers are not comfortable
undertaking tax planning on their
own, so this is an area where advisers
are really perceived to add value – not
only by introducing the concept of EIS
to the client, but by guiding them to
the best solution for their personal
circumstances. A recent survey by
BrightHR found that over a quarter
of advisers thought offering a more
rounded service helps strengthen
client relationships.

Despite the risk profile, investor
protections are in place in many EIS
thanks to asset backing or contractual
income streams, for example.
These are usually easily identifiable,
although it’s advisable to check the
specifics of what an investor is entitled
to and under what circumstances.
EIS are generally illiquid. They
aren’t designed to pay out income as
dividends aren’t tax free. They’re only
expected to provide a return on exit
and an exit cannot be guaranteed. A
timeframe of five years or longer is
a sensible assumption as there is no
large-scale secondary market.

CLAIMING TAX RELIEFS AND EIS
FUNDS

EIS qualifying companies tend to be
very unique, as they are young and
often innovative, sometimes with
new operating models. This makes
comparison with other types of
investment products challenging as
each must be reviewed individually
and has different risks and rewards.
However, there are some general
things to consider:

An EIS fund may have obtained
‘approved EIS fund’ status from HMRC.
Approved EIS funds have a number
of criteria, the main ones being that
90% of the fund must be invested
within twelve months of investment
with investments allocated between
investors in proportion to the
amounts they invested. If a fund is an
approved EIS fund, instead of several
EIS3 forms, investors will receive a
single form, form EIS5, from the fund
manager. The EIS5 covers all of the
investments made on their behalf
and the relevant date is the date the
fund closed, rather than the individual
dates the underlying shares were
purchased. The rest of the process is
unchanged, although an EIS5 will only
be issued by HMRC once 90% of the
fund has been invested, which should
be borne in mind by investors and
advisers.

From a regulatory perspective, EIS
are always deemed to be high risk and
this will heavily influence and limit the
clients to whom it is recommended.
Lower risk products are available to a
wider selection of suitable investors,
but may not offer the same tax reliefs
or return levels.

If the fund is not an ‘approved
EIS fund’, it is referred to as an
‘unapproved EIS fund’. An investor
in an unapproved EIS fund will still
receive individual EIS3 forms for
each underlying investment made
by the manager, and the relief for
each investment has to be claimed

ASSESSING AND COMPARING
EIS WITH OTHER TYPES OF
INVESTMENT

separately, following the process
described above.
Note that an ‘approved EIS fund’ is
a term HMRC use to describe the
status of the fund in relation to the
administration of the tax reliefs. It
is not a regulatory term and it does
not refer to the likely performance or
quality of the funds in any way.

IHT RELIEF
As noted earlier, the IHT relief is
actually obtained via Business Relief
(BR), which is administered separately
to the Income Tax and CGT reliefs.
IHT relief has to be applied for by
the deceased investor’s estate and,
therefore, cannot be guaranteed
upfront unless there has been a
successful lifetime transfer.
To obtain IHT relief via BR, the
executors of the estate will need to
complete a copy of probate return
form IHT412 and return this to HMRC
as part of the overall probate process.
HMRC will then assess the claim.

WHY CONSIDER EIS
INVESTMENTS
Offering a more rounded
service helps strengthen client
relationships
EIS can be a one-stop solution
for differing tax planning needs
EIS qualifying investments also
eligible for IHT relief offered by BPR
EIS is a legitimate, governmentbacked form of tax planning
EIS support UK SMEs to grow
and new create jobs.
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“There are very few legitimate ways you can guard tax, but investors should be aware that EIS
is a legitimate, government-sponsored form of tax planning. Schemes such as EIS are extremely
important and contribute a huge amount to the economy – they need to be protected and looked
after.” – Sarah Wadham, formerly of the EIS Association
PROCESS FOR CLAIMING RELIEFS
As you might imagine, there is some administration involved by the investee company to obtain investors’ tax certificates
(EIS3 forms) which are required to enable the investors to claim the associated tax reliefs.
HMRC’s Small Company Enterprise Centre (SCEC) is responsible for administering the EIS approvals process.

STEP 1 - EIS1 FORM

STEP 2 - EIS2 FORM

After a minimum of four months’
trading (or immediately if the
shares were issued when the
company was already trading),
the investee company can submit
form EIS1 to the SCEC. The EIS1
lists details of the share issue,
the investors intending to claim
EIS relief and details about the
company’s trade and funding.
The investee company has to
complete this form every time it
issues EIS qualifying shares.

Assuming HMRC are satisfied with the EIS1 and any accompanying information,
they will issue form EIS2 to the investee company, informing them that they
authorise the company to issue EIS3 forms to the investors listed on the EIS1.
HMRC will send a blank EIS3 for each EIS investor in the company.

The form must be submitted
within two years of the end of the
tax year in which the shares were
issued or (if later) within two
years from the date the company
commenced trading.
The SCEC will assess the claim
and, if it meets the EIS qualifying
criteria, will then issue form
EIS2. If the company had EIS
Advance Assurance from HMRC
prior to the issue of the shares,
HMRC would normally issue the
company an EIS2 form and the
forms EIS3 for each investor listed
on the EIS1 within 4-6 weeks. If the
company did not have Advance
Assurance prior to the issue of the
shares, more information is likely
to be required by HMRC in order
to process the EIS1 (and this can
sometimes delay the process).
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STEP 3 - EIS3 FORM
The investee company then completes the blank EIS3 form for each investor
(with details of their name, address, details of the shares issued, the date
they were issued and the relevant ‘termination date’ – the end of the three-year
holding period). The EIS3 form enables investors to claim the tax reliefs, so it
is an important document that must be kept safe.
If the investor has not submitted their Self-Assessment Tax Return for the tax
year in which the investment was made, the investor should make the claim
on the ‘Additional Information’ pages of the return, including details of the
investment in the ‘additional information’ box. Details of how to do this are
included on HMRC’s Help sheet 341 (Enterprise Investment Scheme – Income
Tax Relief) and also the ‘additional information notes’.

STEP 4 - EIS4 FORM
Employed investors can request a change to their PAYE tax code for the
year of investment in order to reduce the amount of tax collected by their
employer. Investors may also be able to request that their Self-Assessment
payments on account are reduced (if appropriate) in order to take account of
EIS Income Tax relief. However, the appropriate claim still needs to be made
on the tax return once it is received.

CLIENT CASE STUDIES
EIS TAX RELIEFS IN ACTION
The versatility and utility of EIS can be
impressive. We covered some more
common financial planning case studies
in previous reports, so this year we will
take a look at some less conventional
ideas for planning with EIS.

EIS AND BPR
Taking advantage of both EIS and BPR
benefits through the same investment
product can be very effective.

CASE STUDY 1
Bob and Jean Black are 57 and 56
respectively. Their home is worth
£850,000. They hold £300,000 in cash
savings. This means that the total
value of their joint estate is £1,150,000.
When they pass away in February
2021, HMRC could claim 40% of the
£150,000 remaining above the nil rate
band, and residence nil rate band
which sits at £1,000,000 for a couple.
Bob and Jean could invest the
£150,000 that would be liable to
IHT into an EIS. Assuming it meets
the BPR qualifying criteria, it is then
exempt from IHT after two years,
saving £60,000 for their beneficiaries.
Bob and Jean could also benefit from
reducing any income tax they pay
since investments in EIS benefit from
30% Income Tax relief.

point the new, lower rate of 20% will
apply (note that this assumes that
when the gain crystallises the CGT rate
is still 20%).
The reinvestment must be made
within a period starting one year
before and ending three years after
the disposal of the original asset. The
original gain is frozen until the EIS
shares are sold, provided the investor
remains in the UK. Any further gain
made on the qualifying EIS shares
is exempt provided they have been
held for a minimum period of three
years. When the EIS shares are sold,
the original gain becomes taxable but
can be deferred by making a further
EIS qualifying investment. Note that
clients can still use their annual CGT
exemption when the gain crystallises,
and that clients can transfer shares
to a spouse after three years – thus
qualifying for two exemptions on
crystallisation.
Income tax must be claimed in order
to qualify for CGT deferral, but the
amount of CGT that can be deferred is
not restricted.

CASE STUDY 2

The 2016 tax year saw a reduction
to the rate of Capital Gains Tax
(CGT), from 28% to 20% for higher
rate taxpayers and from 18% to 10%
for basic rate taxpayers (provided
the gains were not generated from
the sale of residential property and
carried interest schemes).

Jim disposed of a listed shareholding
on 6 October 2015 (2015/16), realising
a capital gain of £300,000. Ignoring
his annual exemption, he would
pay CGT at 28%, which equates to
£84,000. Jim has three calendar years
to make an EIS investment (i.e. until
5 October 2018) to defer all or part of
this CGT liability. He actually makes an
investment of £100,000 in June 2016
and is therefore able to defer capital
gains equal to his EIS investment (i.e.
£100,000) and defer £28,000 of CGT
which would otherwise be payable.

Even if an individual has already
incurred a CGT liability at the rate
of 28%, the gain can be deferred by
reinvesting it into an EIS. CGT won’t
be payable until the EIS is sold and
the original gain crystallises, at which

The capital gains deferred are
effectively ‘frozen’ and these will then
crystallise in the year of a ‘chargeable
event’, which is most commonly the
sale of the EIS shares. In which case,
Jim will pay CGT on the deferred gains

REINVESTMENT RELIEF TO TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF NEW CGT RATES

at the new lower rate of 20% (i.e.
£20,000, provided that the prevailing
rate at the time the shares crystallise
is still 20%). The opportunity to defer
and pay later has enabled Jim to save
CGT of £8,000.
Note that it is only possible to defer
CGT on the amount of gain invested
in EIS.

OFFSET DIVIDEND TAX
From April 2016, dividend tax rates
changed when the notional tax credit
of 10% was scrapped. A new Dividend
Tax Allowance means the first £5,000
of dividends are tax free, but the
rates above this allowance have been
increased:
So a basic rate taxpayer will pay
£75 dividend tax for every £1,000 of
dividends received above £5,000,
whereas previously, no dividend tax
would have applied. For higher rate
taxpayers, more dividend tax than
previously applied becomes payable at
around £26,000 of dividends received
and for additional rate taxpayers this
happens at around £22,000.

CASE STUDY 3
John is the owner of a business
and a higher rate tax-payer. He has
historically made large employer
pension contributions but is now
limited by the lower Pension Annual
Allowance.
Instead, to extract value from his
business he declares a dividend of
£75,000 which is paid into an EIS fund.
As the dividend is reinvested into an
EIS, he will benefit from up to 30%
Income Tax relief which offsets the
majority of the tax due after the
£5,000 dividend allowance: without
the EIS relief, £22,750 (£4,000 more
than in previous tax years) would be
payable. The EIS relief reduces this to
just £250.
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TECHNICAL PITFALLS TO AVOID
THE DEVIL IN THE DETAILS
The rules that govern EIS can be
complex, and the following gives an idea
of some of the pitfalls to be wary of.

INCOME TAX RELIEF AND CAPITAL
GAINS TAX RELIEF
An EIS offers Capital Gains Tax free
growth as long as Income Tax Relief
has been claimed:
For example, imagine that an investor
takes a portion of his savings and
invests them into an EIS. He is a basic
rate taxpayer with a low income and
consequently decides not to claim any
of the Income Tax relief the EIS can
provide. The value of his EIS shares
increases by 30% over the three year
holding period and he realises that
gain by selling his shares. But, because
he has not claimed Income Tax relief
through the investment, he isn’t
eligible for CGT relief on the 30% gain.
If the investment had been in the form
of a reinvestment of a capital gain,
this could have been deferred without
the need to claim Income Tax relief by
submitting form EIS3 to HMRC.

NEW FUNDS
There must be a subscription of new
funds in order to claim EIS relief. This
means that EIS relief is only granted
in respect of new shares issued by a
qualifying company – not on shares
sold on by an EIS investor.
Also, existing loans in the company
can’t be converted to equity, and EIS
subscriptions can’t be connected with
a loan repayment from the company.
So an investor who is repaid a loan
and then uses the repayment to
subscribe for shares in the same
company will not qualify for EIS reliefs.
However, borrowed money can be
used to make the EIS investment, as
long as the availability of the loan,
and the terms under which the loan is
granted, are in no way connected to
the making of the EIS investment.
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LIMITS ON WHAT CAN BE CLAIMED
BACK
Clients may not fully understand that
the tax reliefs only apply up to the
amount they have paid to HMRC and
it’s worth making this clear to them:
If, for example, £150,000 is invested,
30% of that amount – £45,000 of
Income Tax relief – can be claimed by
the client. But only if the investor has
paid at least £45,000 in income tax in
the previous two years. If the investor
has only paid £35,000 income tax in
that period, only £35,000 of relief can
be claimed. You can’t get back tax you
haven’t paid!

TIMING OF SHARE PURCHASE
PAYMENT
The EIS shares must be fully paid up
in cash throughout the company’s
‘relevant period’. This period starts
on the date the EIS shares are issued
and ends three years after that. So,
those using EIS need to avoid shares
being issued, for example, today and
paid for tomorrow (or later). In this
situation, no EIS relief will be available.

TIMING OF RECEIVING RELIEFS
Investors cannot defer payment of
tax due because they are expecting
to receive relief. This applies to both
Income Tax and CGT, so, if an investor
was looking to invest a capital gain in
EIS qualifying shares in order to defer
CGT, they may still have to temporarily
fund the CGT liability until they receive
the appropriate forms and their claim
is processed.
In fact, the whole process can
sometimes be quite protracted:
especially if the investee company
takes two years to submit their claim
to HMRC that starts the process
and where an Advance Assurance
application hasn’t been made to
HMRC in advance of a share issue. This
should be taken into consideration

when managing clients’ expectations
and incorporating any tax reliefs into
financial plans.

HOLDING PERIOD – INDIVIDUAL
COMPANIES
Qualifying shares must be held for a
minimum of three years in order to be
eligible for the full set of reliefs.
Losing track of, or miscalculating
when the three-year holding period
has expired, could be expensive,
unless any gain made from the EIS
investment makes it worthwhile to
exit early.
Is it ever worth exiting before the
minimum holding period concludes?
For example, a £100,000 capital
gain reinvested into an EIS allows
£30,000 Income Tax relief and the
investor defers the CGT liability for
his reinvested gain. After two years,
the EIS has performed very well and
an offer of £170,000 is made for the
shares.
The investor works out the financial
advantages and disadvantages of
exiting the EIS early as follows:
He is a higher rate tax-payer
The profit on the shares at early
exit would be £70,000
But the initial Income Tax relief of
£30,000 would be clawed back
Plus £20,000 CGT on the original
capital gain invested in the EIS
And £11,780 CGT on the new gains
he has made (£70,000 – £11,100 [the
2016/17 CGT exemption] x 20%). This
totals £61,780 in taxes, leaving only
£8,220 of the gain left.
Even a lower return after the
minimum holding period could still
produce better results because of the
benefits provided by the tax reliefs.
If the share purchase offer is
reduced to £130,000

“The infrastructure and support around EIS investments needs to more than match the traditional
adviser platform marketplace.” – David Lovell, GrowthInvest

The profit on the shares would be
£30,000

KEY PITFALLS TO AVOID

The initial Income Tax relief of
£30,000 would still stand

An EIS offers CGT free growth as long as Income Tax relief has been
claimed

No CGT on the new gains would be
payable.
£20,000 CGT on the original capital
gain invested in the EIS would be
payable
This totals £20,000 in taxes, leaving
£10,000 of the gain left.
It would only be worth exiting prior to
the end of the minimum holding period
if the profit from the sale of the shares
exceeded the benefit of the tax reliefs.

EIS relief is only granted to new shares issued by a qualifying company
The Income Tax relief can only be claimed up to the amount of tax paid to
HMRC
The EIS shares must be fully paid up in cash throughout the company’s
‘relevant period’
Investors cannot defer payment of tax due because they are expecting to
receive relief
The qualifying periods for EIS funds start when the money is invested
in the underlying investee company, not when it’s transferred to the fund
manager

HMRC can also claw back the relief if
the qualifying conditions for the EIS
cease to be met within the three-year
minimum holding period.

BPR INVESTMENT AND DEPLOYMENT

HOLDING PERIOD – EIS FUNDS
The qualifying periods for investments
through an EIS fund start when the
money is invested in the underlying
investee company, not when it’s
transferred to the fund manager. This
means that the clock doesn’t start until
the fund manager has deployed the
cash, and shares in investee companies
are then issued. This applies to both
BPR (two-year holding period) and EIS
(three-year holding period). If only
a portion of an investment has been
held for the relevant term at exit because of delays in deploying the
whole amount – only that portion is
eligible for the relevant tax reliefs.
This would be slightly different for an
Approved EIS fund: the holding period
clock would start the day the fund
closed.

2 YEARS
CLIENT TRANSFERS
FUNDS TO MANAGER

18 MONTHS
MANAGER DEPLOYS
FUNDS

CLIENT PASSES AWAY
2 YEARS AND 1 MONTH
AFTER TRANFERRING
FUNDS

INVESTMENT IS
ONLY 18 MONTHS
OLD AND DOESN’T
QUALIFY FOR BPR

Any lag between the transfer of funds and the deployment of funds and issue of
qualifying shares must be taken into account when calculating qualifying periods for
reliefs available under EIS and BPR.

“The tax reliefs available under the EIS are of course not considered to be avoidance of tax.” – Gov.uk
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DUE DILIGENCE & SUITABILITY
HOW RULE CHANGES HAVE IMPACTED DUE DILIGENCE
The FCA’s thematic review of February
2016 focused on due diligence and,
as well as understanding the nature
of the investment and the risks and
benefits, the regulator stressed the
importance of assessing the provider
to establish whether it’s appropriate
to entrust them with client assets.
So instead of the usual due diligence
requirements (see previous reports
on this), this year we’ll look at some
specific items to examine.
Examining the product provider
doesn’t just mean considering its
size and strength, the levels of assets
under management and market share.
Recent adjustments to qualifying
trades and legislative nudges towards
growth capital mean that past
performance may be a less relevant
measure of a manager’s skill. If their
experience is in a field that has now
been removed from EIS eligibility,
such as renewables, or if they have
turned to growth capital but have few
investment credentials in that area,
advisers need to know.
Involvement with growth capital
investments generally requires a
close working relationship between
the investee company and the
EIS provider. The manager should
positively influence and oversee the
development of the investee and this
should be part of the terms of the
deal – for example, the manager might
negotiate a seat on the board.
The manager’s past experience is
also likely to govern its access to
deals and the sectors in which it has
consistent deal flow. Bearing in mind
the predicted supply and demand
imbalances, advisers must be satisfied
that managers are in a position to
quickly and sensibly deploy all of the
funds they raise. Deals made that are
outside of the manager’s normal risk
parameters or investment mandate
should raise a major red flag. Cash
drag, under diversification, overpaying
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just to get a deal and higher risk
profiles are all possible consequences
of unsatisfactory deal flow.
Specialist independent research
and reviews are available to assist
advisers. But advisers must not
overly rely on these resources. FCA
rules stipulate advisers need to
be confident that the underlying
processes third party researchers
use are sufficiently strong and
robust enough for compliant advice.
Independent research should be used
as a tool that highlights potential areas
of concern, allows advisers to make
meaningful comparisons and saves
time. The adviser is then left to come
to their own conclusions about the
product/manager, and to undertake
their own additional research where
they feel it necessary.
The FCA rules on suitability reports,
recently reiterated in the Financial
Advice Market Review report, require
that they:
specify the client’s demands and
needs
explain why the firm has concluded
that the recommended transaction is
suitable for the client, having regard to
the information provided by the client
explain any possible disadvantages
of the transaction for the client.
Since investment in SMEs and young
companies is considered high risk by
the regulator and the FOS (because
of the potential for failure being
higher than that recorded by larger
companies), SEIS and EIS suitability
reports must reflect this, no matter
what mitigations are in place. Good
research and due diligence held on file
provide evidence of why the product
has been recommended as the most
suitable for the client.
For clients with an attitude to risk at
the lowest end of the spectrum, there
is little prospect of justification of a

recommendation of an EIS product.
However, some with lower attitudes
to risk but also an identifiable need
for tax mitigation may be deemed
suitable provided the case is clearly
made as part of the suitability
assessment. This will include full
details of the client’s tax position,
including tax calculations showing
the current position and the forecast
benefits after the tax reliefs are
obtained. Where IHT mitigation is
sought, an assessment of the client’s
IHT position should be kept on file.
Information that the tax reliefs can be
withdrawn as well as an awareness
from the client that it is possible to
lose all capital invested should also be
provided in writing and be part of the
suitability file.
For this reason, it should be
demonstrated that suitable investors
have surplus capital to maintain their
standard of living without the EIS
invested funds. This means a full
record of the client’s existing assets
to show what capital is available and
the status of the client’s portfolio
prior to the recommendation. And,
because of the statutory holding
period to qualify for the tax reliefs,
there should be no requirement for
income or access to their funds during
the term of the investment as well as
an understanding that even after the
expiry of the three-year period, the
exit may not be guaranteed and there
may still be a substantial element of
illiquidity.

PUTTING THE PORTFOLIO TOGETHER
ISSUES TO THINK ABOUT
PART I – ADVISER LEVEL
Of course there are any number
of ways of constructing a portfolio
depending upon the client and their
objectives. However, if advisers
are aiming for a diverse, balanced
portfolio there are a number of
considerations to bear in mind.
Firstly, it is likely to be a portfolio
of EIS funds. As we note elsewhere,
building a DIY portfolio of single
company opportunities is certainly
possible, but it takes a lot of specialist
knowledge, time and effort. Funds
address these issues (at a cost), but
an investment in a single fund is
still unlikely to provide the level of
diversification required. Therefore
advisers are probably looking at
putting together a portfolio of EIS
funds over a period of two to three
years, and then maintaining this
portfolio thereafter. With the work
involved, it is easy to see how advisers
are really adding value for their clients
in this area, in a way that is perhaps
harder to see with conventional
stock market based funds or passive
investment strategies.
Advisers should be looking to diversify
by:
Underlying assets/sector
Growth stages
Investment horizon
Investment objective
Level of risk/return
Fund manager/provider
By implementing a spread of
investments, the client gains exposure
to different points in the economic
cycle. Different sectors will exit at
different times. For example, EIS
property investments will tend to exit
when the UK economy is performing
well, whilst investments in media
projects typically return to cash very

quickly and investments in the tech
sector are likely to take longer to come
to fruition. These sectors are also not
necessarily correlated to each other
economically. The idea is to construct
a portfolio that has one or two exits
every couple of years, which can then
be recycled for another round of tax
reliefs.
Of course higher risk investments
targeting earlier stage companies
for growth are more likely to fail
than asset backed EIS or later
stage companies, which have
commensurate lower levels of return.
A mix of these can mitigate against the
failure of the entire portfolio. It is also
sensible to diversify the managers
used in order to guard against failings
at a provider level.
Holding a wide range of underlying
assets also means that if one firm, or
one sector, was suddenly deemed to
no longer qualify for the reliefs, this
would not affect the entire portfolio.
This is especially pertinent where
the IHT relief (via BPR) is concerned,
because this is only assessed upon the
death of the investor (whereas once
an investment in an EIS qualifying
firm passes the three-year minimum
holding period, HMRC cannot
clawback the tax relief).
Implementing this and then keeping it
in place on an ongoing basis requires
advisers to monitor where the fund
managers are investing to ensure that
there is not too much duplication. On
the other hand, research by Oxford
Capital has shown that it is possible
to over diversify and incur additional
costs and administration for little
additional benefit.
The UKBAA (UK Business Angels
Association) has in the past
recommended that the minimum
number of unlisted companies to
invest into should be around ten, over
half of which might be expected to

fail with the remainder providing the
return. Our own research suggests an
EIS portfolio should hold at least 28
companies.
As far as returns are concerned, EIS
is designed to reward investors for
taking risk by offering the significant
tax breaks, so this can be viewed as
an opportunity for suitable investors
to take on a higher risk profile, with
a higher return potential; provided
there is sufficient diversification,
loss relief can limit losses on poor
performers while the out performers
return tax free gains. And clearly, EIS
investing should be part of a broader
wealth strategy and the EIS portion
will be a very small element (in
terms of % asset allocation) within a
portfolio.

“Promotion and take-up
of the schemes would be
helped by HMRC carrying out
an assessment of the EIS,
SEIS and VCT schemes, and
demonstrate their value to
both SMEs and the tax-payer.
We recommend that the
Government directs resources
towards promoting the SEIS,
EIS and VCT schemes. This
includes the British Business
bank working with HMRC
to consider how to improve
promotion of the schemes.” –
Access to Finance, Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy Committee
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“As EIS becomes increasingly commonplace, the industry needs to evolve to make it easier to
access these products online.” – Sam Plumptre, CoInvestor

PART II – PROVIDER LEVEL
There are several stages that EIS providers go through in their portfolio
construction procedures from sourcing deals to eventually exiting.

1. SOURCING DEALS
Managers use a variety of channels to source deal flow, including corporate
finance houses, professional brokers and agents, funders, investors, referral
networks, connections within universities and industry and the SMEs coming
direct themselves.
Good providers can expect to receive hundreds of investment opportunities
per year to sift through and as we’ve pointed out elsewhere, having sufficient,
good quality deal flow is essential for successful EIS investing.

2. DEAL SELECTION
Each manager will apply their own criteria to select the deals they want to
invest in, but broadly they will be looking for strong management teams, good
ideas and defensible businesses or compelling projects with a clear line of
sight to an exit. They must have the discipline to not overpay, and of course
this process is thorough and time consuming. And, whether or not the deal
proceeds, the manager has to go through this process – this is one of the
reasons why costs can be so high in EIS funds.

3. DOING THE DEAL
This is where the lawyers get their hands on it…Once the investment analysis
has been completed, if a manager wants to proceed, a formal proposal is
made to the potential investee company and further due diligence, detailed
structuring and negotiation of the specifics of the investment can take place.
Very often external expertise – accountants and lawyers – is brought in.
Even at this stage the fall out rate can be high, perhaps as high as one third
according to some estimates.

4. MONITORING THE DEAL
The level of involvement of the manager will vary; some take a much more
active role in the activities of the investee companies than others. For
example, specialist managers, with a great deal of knowledge in a sector, may
want to put their expertise to work within the firm, in an advisory capacity.
Some managers may insist on a board presence. However, infrastructure
projects are less uncertain and may not warrant any hands on involvement –
or it may be a subsidiary company of the investment manager carrying out the
project, and therefore theoretically under very tight control.
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5. EXITING THE DEAL
The exit is crucial and most
providers consider this virtually
from the outset, as part of
the investment appraisal. EIS
managers will of course help
negotiate the exit in conjunction
with the executive team of the
investee company. An exit is most
likely to come in one of three ways:
1. An Initial Public Offering (IPO):
the company lists on an exchange
and shares can be sold on the open
market
2. A trade sale or management
buyout: a majority of shareholders
agree to sell their shares to
another company or possibly the
incumbent management team
3. A voluntary liquidation by
shareholders: the company is
wound up and the assets are sold,
with the proceeds distributed to
shareholders. This strategy is often
employed by planned exit EIS funds
in order to provide their investors
with an exit as soon as possible
after the minimum holding period
and doesn’t mean that the company
has failed: the distributions to the
shareholders will be worth more
that the initial price they paid for
their shares.
Note that there is a risk of an
investment continuing indefinitely.
There is no exit at either a gain or a
loss (which could at least be offset
against other gains or Income Tax)
and no income. In this “zombie”
scenario the funds remain tied up
indefinitely with little prospect of
recycling them.

PERFORMANCE & EXITS
HAS ANYTHING CHANGED?
We touch on this in every edition of
the report – tracking EIS performance
and exits remains a challenge.
Although HMRC, MICAP and
others collect data on fundraising,
and managers periodically share
information on performance and
exits, there is little scope to make
genuine, meaningful comparisons
of performance information. To
some extent, this is understandable,
as managers do not want to share
information about investee companies
they are looking to sell and unrealised
performance is not necessarily
indicative of what the final return on a
portfolio might be.
However, this makes comparisons
between products and managers
difficult, particularly for smaller
investors and advisers; despite the
continuation of EIS popularity, the
worry is that this could damage the
future potential of the scheme, by
presenting a barrier to EIS fundraising
fully entering into the mainstream.

IMPROVEMENTS?
In February 2016, the BVCA, EISA
and UKBAA sent a submission to
the House of Commons’ Business,
Innovations and Skills Committee,
in which, among other things,
they discussed opportunities for
the improvement of EIS and VCT.
The letter stated: “Increasing
transparency and improving
collaboration within the business
finance market itself should also be a
key area of focus for the Government.
With wider and faster access to more
data, more players in the ecosystem
– from business angels, to venture
capital firms, to individual investors,
syndicates or corporates – would be
able to share and communicate their
successes and failures, leading to a
stronger foundation of knowledge
upon which a greater number of
investors can feel confident in

providing funding. In particular,
more robust statistics and data on
outcomes are needed, including from
HMRC who should open up access to
EIS Tax Return data. There should also
be greater sharing of knowledge on
methodology and attitudes towards
pricing and valuations.”
These bodies place the onus on the
Government and HMRC for making
the necessary changes and there
is certainly a case for that; it would
take a brave manager to release its
detailed performance and exit data
unilaterally.

CHARGES AND FEES
There’s no denying that EIS
investments are expensive – the work
that has to go into sourcing, selecting,
structuring, monitoring and exiting
the investments is extensive, requires
specialist knowledge and has to be
paid for.
Making meaningful comparisons can
be difficult. Different offers apply
different charges at different stages of
the investment, and something that
looks cheap at the start might turn
out to be expensive over the long run
(and vice versa). Advisers also need to
look out for deal fees, administration
charges, fees taken from the fund to
pay for directors to sit on the boards
of investee companies and fees taken
from the investees themselves. None
of these are necessarily bad in and
of themselves, but of course they all
impact upon the final net return.

expect a range up to 3%. These costs
can add up unpleasantly over the
investment horizon of EIS, so lower
AMCs are very much welcome.
The Exit Performance Fee is the most
common charge applied to currently
open EIS products. Typically it is set at
20%, but the range is from 0%–80%.
Overall, there seems to be a trend
of lower Initial Charges and AMCs
payable by investors, with managers
currently preferring instead to take
more from investees and from
investors at exit. This is probably
a reflection of the shift to growth
mandates in the light of the recent
rule changes. We think this is positive:
lower Initial Charges mean more tax
relief can be claimed, lower ongoing
charges won’t eat into returns over
the (unknown) term of the investment
and performance fees align managers
with their investors.Each manager
will apply their own criteria to select
the deals they want to invest in, but
broadly they will

Just under half of the EIS products that
were open at the time of writing have
an Initial Charge, ranging from 1% to
6.5% with the average being 2.97%.
However, the number of managers
applying this fee is dropping and for
newly launched offers, the average is
lower.
Most frequently, there is no AMC for
open EIS offers, although advisers can
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OVERCOMING THE PII OBJECTION
ARE THE DIFFICULTIES JUSTIFIED?
When advisers start to recommend
EIS for the first time, they must notify
their current Professional Indemnity
Insurance (PII) providers and make
sure their cover is appropriate. If
they don’t include EIS advice in their
range of services an IFA cannot remain
independent; there’s no exemption
from the requirement for IFAs to
consider all products simply because
they cannot obtain cover. Higher
premiums making cover unaffordable
or the total lack of suitable cover
would leave an adviser with two
options: self-insurance or to become
a restricted adviser.
The FCA is aware of the current
problems which smaller firms’
experience in obtaining adequate PII
at an affordable price. According to
some insurers, this is because the
potential total premiums in the market
for PII for personal investment firms
may be significantly less than the
sector’s total annual redress liabilities.
As a possible contributor to barriers
to firms entering or exiting the advice
market, as something which is harmful
to competition and the robustness
of firms, and something that leads to
greater reliance on the FSCS, the FCA
has decided to review the professional
indemnity insurance (PII) market
in relation to the suitability and
availability of cover for smaller advice
firms.
Yet, in spite of the fears regarding
‘non-mainstream’ products and
the likelihood of complaints and
costs relating to advising on them,
figures released in March 2016 by
the Financial Ombudsman Service
highlight the very low level of
complaints regarding EIS in the three
years from the 2012/13 financial
year. In that period, just 10 of a total
of 18 complaints against advisers in
relation to EIS were upheld. Taken in
the context of the £4.2 billion raised
through EIS in that time, these figures
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are very impressive. Another five
complaints were upheld in 2015/16.
This is good news for the industry as
it suggests that there have been few
significant or contentious issues and
that, even if the FOS figures represent
the tip of the iceberg, it’s still only a
small iceberg.
We hope that this sort of data will
play a part in persuading PII providers
that those who recommend the EIS
sector to their client generally do it
with full disclosure, clear warnings and
professional integrity, making sky high
premiums unjustified and unnecessary.

Ex-FCA technical specialist Rory
Percival doesn’t like the targeting of
certain types of offerings, stating,
“The PI insurers should be focusing
on the business model of individual
firms; the processes they go through
and whether those are generating the
right outcomes rather than saying that
a particular product area might be a
problem.
It is also worth noting that where
advisers can demonstrate a robust
advice process with regards to EIS, for
example by using a system like MICAP,
PII costs may be lower.”

FOS COMPLAINTS RE EIS AGAINST ADVISERS
UPHELD
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SOURCE: FINANCIAL ADVICE MARKET REVIEW FINAL REPORT, HM TREASURY AND FCA, MARCH 2016

“One area in which the FCA could work more closely with
IFA PI insurers is to understand why increased excesses and
exclusions are imposed for particular lines of work, and why
the premium rates in this market are where they are.” – Andrew
Bailey, FCA

CONCLUSIONS
SUMMING UP THE SECTION
As we have seen earlier in the report,
and as we will see in the survey in
the following section, more advisers
than ever are recommending EIS to
their clients. We’ve only touched on
a few items pertaining to advising
on EIS here (see previous editions
of the report for more on this topic),
but hopefully we’ve focused on a few
different perspectives that readers
may not have considered before.
We still think that assessing
performance and understanding
the charging structures remains the
biggest challenge when advising on EIS
and that the industry could do more
to address this, perhaps by coming
to a consensus on how to report
performance information and define
their fees. Some sort of TER (Total
Expense Ratio) figure would be the
Holy Grail – and perhaps is as elusive...
PII cover is a concern for some – but
not all – advisers. Many advisers
we speak to have no problems with
obtaining PII cover in this area,
perhaps because they already have
a lot of mileage in EIS, or perhaps
because they have been with their
broker/provider for a long time and
have built up a lot of trust.
The next section takes a look at what
advisers currently feel about EIS,
drawing conclusions from our survey
and roundtable discussions.

KEY POINTS
Advisers need to be aware of the
process of claiming tax reliefs
There is a window of
“opportunity” to save clients CGT
by deferring gains chargeable at
the old rate of 28%
Recent changes to the way
dividends are taxed may mean that
business owners will be interested
in using EIS to mitigate the tax they
pay
Advisers need to understand
the rules that govern EIS in order to
avoid falling into technical pitfalls
The FCA focused on adviser due
diligence in 2016 and advisers need
to be thorough when looking at
specialist investments such as EIS

ADVISER RESOURCES
MICAP
MICAP bridges the gap between
providers, advisers and investors
through its online Fund Finder
platform: a comparison engine
providing due diligence and
independent research on all
the main types of tax efficient
investments available in the UK. It
also provides an audit trail of the
selection process to help meet
compliance requirements.

TAX EFFICIENT REVIEW AND
TAX SHELTER REPORT
These companies are long
established independent product
reviewers.

Advisers should consider how
well their clients’ EIS portfolios are
diversified
It is difficult to identify track
records of performance and exits
that can be used to compare EIS
funds
Likewise, comparing charging
structures is also challenging
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ADVISER SURVEY
FEEDBACK FROM THOSE IN THE KNOW
The survey was sent to our community
of advisers to find out how they use
EIS, what their concerns are, and
how they see things developing over
the next few years. We received 127
responses. The responses to our
survey emails are collated and kept
entirely anonymous and confidential.
Readers should note that there could
be a bias in our results, as the advisers
we have the most success gathering
data from are the ones who are most
engaged in tax efficient investments.

DO YOU RECOMMEND EIS TO YOUR
CLIENTS?
12%

27%

FREQUENTLY
SOMETIMES

61%

WHAT ARE YOUR TOP 3 REASONS
TO RECOMMEND EIS?
(PERCENTAGE OF ADVISERS)

WHAT ARE YOUR TOP 3 CRITERIA
WHEN SELECTING AN EIS
INVESTMENT?
(PERCENTAGE OF ADVISERS)

78% TAX PLANNING

65% PROVIDER REPUTATION

63% IHT PLANNING

64% TRANSPARENCY OF UNDERLYING ASSETS

42% GROWTH

43% EXPERIENCE WITH THE PROVIDER

34% DIVERSIFICATION

40% PERFORMANCE HISTORY

5% INCOME

40% THIRD PARTY REVIEWS

5% POSITIVE SOCIAL IMPACT

10% INVESTMENT PROCESS

3% EXPOSURE TO A SPECIFIC SECTOR

2% OTHER

NEVER

In last year’s EIS survey, 76% of
advisers recommended EIS to their
clients. This year it’s increased to 88%,
pointing to continual growth in the
popularity of EIS, driven by the things
we have talked about throughout
the report: pension changes, rising
levels of wealth and the need for tax
planning, and growing awareness.
As a benchmark for comparison, 83% of
the advisers whom we surveyed for our
BPR report recommend BPR qualifying
investments to their clients. A quick
spot check revealed – as you might
expect – that it was pretty much the
same group of advisers recommending
EIS and BPR (we collected responses for
both EIS and BPR in the same survey).
For the investment providers, if an
adviser is recommending one of these
solutions but not the other, there could
be an opportunity to cross sell.

Tax planning (78%) followed by
IHT planning (63%) are the top two
reasons advisers recommend EIS: this
suggests that a substantial portion
of EIS investments are made with
IHT planning in mind. Growth is only
the third most important reason to
recommend EIS (42%). This suggests
that there is tension between where
the Government wants to target the
scheme and what some investors want
from it.
However, interestingly these numbers
have changed quite substantially since
the previous report. Last year’s result
was Tax planning 96%, IHT planning
76% and Growth 24%. So it seems
that although there could be a tension
between Growth and Tax planning,
Growth is becoming relatively more
important – and perhaps this is in
response to last year’s rule changes.

Provider reputation is back in the top
slot (65%), after being relegated to
the fourth most important criterion
last year. Previous experience with
the provider scores much higher
than last year (43% vs 27%), perhaps
reflecting that more advisers now
have some previous experience to
refer to. Performance history, the
most important criterion according to
last year’s survey, is now the fourth
most important criterion (40%). Note
that transparency of the underlying
investment also scores highly, with
two thirds of advisers identifying it as
a top three consideration.
We’ve asked a variant of this question
three years running now and it’s a bit
like the Premier League inasmuch as
the top four are always the same, but
the order changes: provider reputation,
performance history, previous
experience and transparency are always
the top four, but it seems they are given
a different emphasis depending upon
what is uppermost in advisers’ minds.
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“In this year’s survey there’s even more optimism in relation to EIS, with almost three quarters
seeing an increase in EIS investment use in the next year.”

ARE ONLY HNW/SOPHISTICATED
CLIENTS SUITABLE FOR EIS
INVESTMENTS?

WHAT ARE YOUR TOP 3 CONCERNS WHEN SELECTING AN EIS INVESTMENT?
INVESTMENT RISK
EXIT RISK

YES
40%

COMPLIANCE & DUE DILIGENCE

60%

LACK OF LIQUIDITY

NO

SUITABILITY
LACK OF TRANSPARENCY
40% of advisers think that there are
circumstances when an EIS investment
could be suitable for an ordinary
retail investor. These circumstances,
we assume, would relate to specific
tax planning scenarios and a case like
this would have to be assiduously
documented (see our comments on
this in the “advising on” section).

DO YOU SEE YOUR USE OF EIS
INCREASING OR DECREASING
OVER THE NEXT 2 YEARS?
INCREASE

22%
5%

HMRC CHALLENGE
NO TRACK RECORD
OTHER
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

No surprises here: investment risk remains the top concern (60%), although
the percentage of advisers who place this within their top three concerns has
dropped since last year (78%). This may be linked to improving economic
conditions, increasing confidence or the renewed focus on growth (and
subsequent acceptance of risk).
Concerns about exit risks and liquidity are about the same this year (58% and
48% respectively). We wonder if exit risk will tick up as a concern as time goes on
and advisers and their investors start to expect to see their money come back…
The big change is around compliance and due diligence: 47% of advisers cited this
as one of their top three concerns compared to 18% last year.

DECREASE
73%

STAY THE SAME

In the 2015/16 EIS Report survey,
61% of advisers reported that they
expected to do more EIS business
over the next 12 months. In this year’s
survey there’s even more optimism
in relation to EIS, with almost three
quarters seeing an increase in EIS
investment use in the next year.
With more advisers doing business in
EIS (see question one), and of those
advisers more of them are expecting
that business to increase, it doesn’t
look like the growth in demand for
EIS is set to slow anytime soon. This
should be contrasted with the potential
contraction in supply (see the Survey
Conclusions and earlier sections of the
report for more on this point).
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WHAT ARE YOUR PREFERRED SECTORS WHEN SELECTING AN EIS INVESTMENT?
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

INDUSTRY &
INFRASTRUCTURE

SECTOR
AGNOSTIC

GENERAL
ENTERPRISE

MEDIA &
ENTERTAINMENT

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

FOOD
& DRINK

Again, a correlation to BPR is evident: the 2016 BPR report also placed sector agnostic,
industry & infrastructure and general enterprise as the top three responses.
We speculate that this might represent a division between those advisers that
invest in growth EIS, those that looked for less risky, asset backed opportunities
and those who do a bit of both.

“Speedier admin around the tax and less tinkering with the rules are possibilities, at least now
the EU State Aid hurdle is behind us.”

We also collect some open ended comments from advisers as part of this
research. Here’s what advisers said they wanted to see in the future:
More Due Diligence information
More manager performance available
Consistent brochure content to allow comparisons
Simple/clearer charging structures
Clearer long term tax structure/stop fiddling with the rules/More tax clarity
Exit track record/Planned exit
Simplified offerings
Greater transparency
Lowering of charges/more competition in provider fees/performance related fees
Better understanding of risk/better explanation of the nature of the risks
involved would help investors. Educating the FCA that not everything is high risk
A joined up industry that showed the IFA sector how to get the very best for
their clients by using their skills and minimising regulator repercussions
Greater compliance acceptance
More choice/more sectors/broader sectors/greater variety
More general funds

KEY POINTS FROM ADVISER
SURVEY
88% of advisers recommend EIS
to their clients, up from 76% last
year
73% of advisers see their use of
EIS increasing over the next two
years
40% of advisers think EIS
investments can be suitable for
retail investors
Investment risk is the top
concern for advisers when
selecting an EIS investment
Provider reputation is the top
criterion when selecting an EIS
investment
78% of advisers cited tax
planning as one of their top three
reasons for recommending EIS
investments

More approved funds
More speed/certainty of EIS3 certificate delivery
Faster claim times of relief and more “at risk” requirements
Acceptance as retail solution
Wider participation
Earlier launches – so we aren’t cramming business into 1, 2 or 3 months
Ancillary Counterparty insurance
Liquidity
Enhanced tax benefits
Enhanced tax benefits and liquidity might be optimistic, but speedier admin
around the tax and less tinkering with the rules are possibilities, at least now the
EU State Aid hurdle is behind us.
A track record of exits can only come with time, but clearer performance
information and charging structures, more education and greater transparency
are all issues that the EIS industry could address if it put time and resources into
addressing these concerns. The industry has been very good at working together
in the past, and we think it would take industry wide initiatives to make progress
on these issues.
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ADVISER ROUNDTABLE
MARKET DISCUSSION

MODERATOR: DAN KIERNAN INTELLIGENT PARTNERSHIP

We held a roundtable discussion with a handful of experienced advisers and investment professionals who use EIS, to get a
more qualitative view of how advisers perceive the EIS market.

ATTENDEES

NEIL COLE
UBS

CHRISTOPHER HANDLEY
PURPLE WEALTH MANAGEMENT

JAMES PARKER
RADCLIFFE AND NEWLANDS

FAISAL SHEIKH
MONMOUTH CAPITAL

WHAT SORT OF CLIENTS DO
YOU USE EIS WITH, AND
WHAT SORT OF INVESTMENT
OBJECTIVES ARE YOU TRYING
TO ACHIEVE? WHAT’S THE
PRIMARY DRIVER FOR USE
OF EIS; IS IT DIFFERENT FOR
DIFFERENT CLIENTS?
A growing number of
our clients are becoming
more and more interested
in EIS, and we’ve always
taken the investment first
approach rather than tax
first. So to start off with,
I’d say it’s clients that are
looking to diversify part of
their portfolio, looking to
invest into something that’s
perhaps a bit different, a
bit uncorrelated with the
stock market. It’s something
which I think a lot of people
are currently looking for,
in terms of investment:
something a bit different in
their portfolio.
I think clients also like the
fact that it’s obviously
very UK specific and they
take some pride in the
fact that they’re helping
the UK economy and UK
businesses. Particularly for
our entrepreneurial clients,
they’re well aware that
there’s a funding gap out
there and EIS helps to fill
that. They really like EIS for
the fact that they’re helping
other small businesses.
Entrepreneurs are
our typical client base
anyway. High net worth
entrepreneurs. And as a rule,
we don’t discuss EIS with
clients that have not signed
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a self-certified sophisticated
investor statement or a
high net worth investor
statement. In terms of the
investment objectives or
the objectives for using EIS,
it’s for diversification, quite
often, for access to this
particular asset class, the
early stage unquoted small
companies sector. And as
part of sensible tax planning.
From a tax point of view,
clearly it’s a very useful
tax-planning tool. And once
we’ve established that
there’s that need for this
kind of investment, we find
that the benefits can really
work in favour of our clients.
So it’s not just the Income
Tax relief, most of our clients
are high Income Tax payers,
so their 30% is very valuable,
but we also find things like
CGT deferral is becoming
increasingly popular.

“Particularly for
our entrepreneurial
clients, they’re well
aware that there’s a
funding gap out there
and EIS helps to fill
that. They really like
EIS for the fact that
they’re helping other
small businesses.” –
Neil Cole, UBS
So we have a lot of clients
who either have large
gains from their existing
investment portfolio, or our

entrepreneurial clients who
have sold a business or sold
part of a business and ended
up realising a large gain, and
so again this is where the
tax benefits can really come
into play. And actually when
you start adding up all the
different benefits, it really
adds a lot of value to the
recommendation.
I agree. It’s different for
different clients, but put
simply, the Income Tax relief
angle, which is often a big
deal for both clients and
advisers, can actually be, in
the end, almost a footnote.
If you build a diversified
portfolio of high growth,
potentially high return
smaller companies spread
across a handful of very
good managers, actually the
biggest benefit is going to be
the CGT exemption. If you’re
getting two or three times
your capital, whether or not
you had 30% relief up front
isn’t the main driver of the
value to the client. Especially
if it plays a diversifying
role set against their other
holdings in their portfolio.

AND I GUESS IN THAT KIND OF
PORTFOLIO SITUATION, THE
LOSS RELIEF IS ALSO VERY
IMPORTANT?
Absolutely. One way that
we position this with clients
is, with the loss relief in
place for a higher rate or
additional rate tax-payer,
what you have is limited
downside with potentially
very high upside, and that’s

NEIL
COLE

always been an attractive
proposition.

JAMES? CHRIS? HOW DO YOU
USE EIS?
So first off I mention EIS
to the majority of my clients,
because if nothing else I
want a client to know that
we can gear up our advice
to whatever level they need.
I’ll always comment on how
suitable EIS may be at this
stage of their life and when
to discuss these further, but
I always want this on their
radar.
However the primary
driver for EIS use is for
those seeking to build up
capital with tax benefits.
They are particularly
helpful for those with
pension allowance issues
for Income Tax relief, those
with second properties
and share portfolios for
CGT benefits. I use them as
an alternative asset class
for those with sizeable
portfolios. I regularly use
them to mitigate Income Tax
for wealthy retirees with the
benefit of the Inheritance
Tax angle and I do use them
for BPR planning, but only if
the client also has another
need (like a capital gain),
or they have high Income
Tax liabilities in retirement
– otherwise I think the pure
BPR products are preferable.
I think it’s quite
straightforward really.
We are of the opinion that
they’re only for professional
investors; they’re not for
the everyday person. And
therefore we only use them
for clients that fit very simple
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criteria. One is a high level of
knowledge and the second
is a high level of capital. So,
we never really go above, I
would say 5% of somebody’s
portfolio, but the reality is
we look after significantly
wealthy individuals, so if we
put £100,000 or £200,000
into EIS, it’s probably less
than 1% in most cases.
I think they’re a fantastic
product, but people really
don’t understand risk and
we will not even introduce
it to a client if they don’t
match those criteria.
Because I think people get
quite excited on the tax side
and I think, generally, it is
sold because of the tax side
without full understanding
of the risks.

HAS YOUR USE OF EIS
CHANGED OVER THE LAST
TWO TO THREE YEARS? ARE
YOU USING MORE OR LESS
EIS, OR ARE YOU USING EIS
FOR DIFFERENT REASONS?
WHAT HAS BEEN THE DRIVING
FORCE BEHIND ANY CHANGE?
Yes, I would say we’re
probably using EIS more in
the last two or three years
than what we would’ve done
in the past. And I think there
are several reasons for that.
One is I think the analysis
of the EIS is getting easier. I
also think that the charging
structure is improving...
what we’ve never liked about
EIS in the past has been the
charging structure, because
when you can actually get to
understand the fees, they
have just been absolutely
absurd. But we’ve found a
few providers now that are
actually charging reasonable
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fees. Although there’s still
a fee in there, yes, but they
realise that if you want to
look after a client long term,
then you’ve got to charge
reasonable prices: you can’t
be going in with three, four
or five percent upfront
charges and things like that.
And finally of course,
the change in pension
legislation means that our
clients who are earning the
most, certainly those with
income above £210,000,
can’t pay into the pension,
and they’ve already capped
out on lifetime allowances.
So that will become more
and more prevalent in our
marketplace.

“The change in
pension legislation
means that our clients
who are earning the
most, certainly those
with income above
£210,000, can’t pay
into the pension,
and they’ve already
capped out on lifetime
allowances. So that
will become more
and more prevalent
in our marketplace.”
– Christopher Handley,
Purple Wealth
Management
Certainly more, a lot more.
Clients like EIS, and I advise
a bank of clients who invest
every year between £12,000
and £150,000 each into EIS.
For those at the lower end
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that is one issue a year, for
those at the higher end then
that may be spread over
three issues.
I invested about £1 million
last year into EIS and would
expect to invest a similar
sum this year. As you would
expect at this point of the
economic cycle, and as we
touched on before, that
group of clients has been
swelled by those with capital
gains to defer as they have
exited business.
For us it’s definitely
increased. I’d say we’re
probably a little late to the
EIS party; we didn’t launch
a panel until 2013, so it’s
been just over three years
for us. The number of clients
using it has been increasing
gradually over that time. I
think this year will be our
best year yet for EIS. I think
understanding has increased
both among our adviser
base but also among our
clients as well. People are
hearing it more and more
and understanding what it’s
for and how it works.
I would say the main
change is really emphasising
the importance of the
investment angle rather
than fixating on the Income
Tax relief.

WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST RISKS
WITH EIS IN YOUR VIEW?
HOW MUCH DO THESE RISKS
CONCERN YOU, AND HOW DO
YOU QUANTIFY AND EXPLAIN
THEM TO CLIENTS?
There are lots of risks
involved with this type of
investing because of its
very nature. Illiquidity is
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one of the biggest risks and
I think clients and maybe
providers and advisers
don’t pay enough attention
to it. There’s actually not
a fantastic record of exits
across the industry, and for a
lot of funds. And so it’s very
easy to enter the investment,
but it’s not so easy to exit
at the right time and at the
right price – and that can be
many, many years into the
future. And that illiquidity
and lack of control over
when you’re going to realise
an investment is something
clients really need to be
aware of before they go into
this type of investment.
I think it’s pretty vital
that clients understand the
investment risk that they’re
taking. I think thankfully
the industry has moved
away from some of the
older schemes that used to
pass themselves off as low
risk EIS. We would never
be comfortable with that
conversation because if
something was low risk,
why on earth would the
Government give a whole
range of significant tax
reliefs for it! So we’ve never
gone down that route.
We’ve always seen EIS as a
high risk investment and it’s
vital that clients understand
that. We’ve actually had a
number of clients that have
approached us asking for
low risk EIS investments,
saying, have you got a
renewables type scheme,
or something that’s going to
guarantee my money back
in three years’ time? And
we have to make sure they
understand that that’s not
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what EIS is all about.
Actually if you’re going to
make this investment, you
have to understand the
investment risks you’re
taking and you have to
realise that there is a risk to
capital. I think once clients
understand that and once
they realise that they’re
not putting a significant
part of their portfolio into
this – we recommend EIS
as a very small part, pretty
much always less than 10%
of your portfolio, clients
actually understand the
diversification benefit it can
bring and actually are more
prepared to take that bit of
risk because it’s only a small
chunk of their overall worth.

“Send a client a full
suitability letter prior
to them investing and
meet to go through
it all, because EIS
should always be an
eyes wide open kind
of investment.” – James
Parker, Radcliffe and
Newlands
Concentration risk per
issue, i.e. will the manager
be able to do what they
propose and will it be
profitable, will they be able
to exit on time? And possibly
the influence caused by
government policy on the
business model. We were
impacted by last year’s
summer budget in a way in
which I think the providers
could have handled so much
better.
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It’s worth mentioning
tax risk: both current tax
risk and future tax risk.
So, the investment risk I
think, with our clients, is
slightly different, because
usually we’re only aiming
at somewhere between
one and three percent of a
very large estate, say £10
million. The reality is that the
investment risk is probably
far greater for someone
who’s worth £400,000 and
investing £100,000.

WHAT STRATEGIES DO YOU
USE TO MITIGATE THE RISKS?
I send a client a full
suitability letter prior to
them investing and meet to
go through it all, because
EIS should always be an
eyes wide open kind of
investment. They are not
perfect, they are unlikely to
do what they say they will
do, when they say they will
do it and therefore I need
the client to be aware of
that. If they wore too rose
tinted glasses then I would
not proceed. And of course
diversification across a
client’s EIS portfolio.
Well, since I highlighted
liquidity, the primary way we
deal with that is by making
sure that the client is only
committing capital they can
put away for seven years,
ideally – maybe even longer.
From the point of view of
helping them to identify
funds which will mitigate
that risk, we strongly favour
funds that can show us
either a strong track record
of successful exits or other
reasons we feel they are
more likely to be able to
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secure successful exits. For
instance, they might be part
of a much larger, generalist
house, which does have a
track record of lots of exits.

“Well, since I
highlighted liquidity,
the primary way we
deal with that is by
making sure that
the client is only
committing capital
they can put away for
seven years, ideally maybe even longer.” –
Faisal Sheikh, Monmouth
Capital
HOW ABOUT THE CHANGES IN
LAST YEAR’S BUDGET? HAS
YOUR PERCEPTION OF THE
RISKS CHANGED?
From our point of view it
doesn’t really change our
story because we were
always recommending the
growth focused, generalist
EIS managers in the first
place. I think, since the rules
came in, the managers
that we use haven’t had to
change strategy at all on the
EIS side. So for us it doesn’t
change. I understand how
the industry as a whole has
changed, I imagine a lot of
our peers will have to do
a bit of an overhaul of the
way they position EIS, but
thankfully we’re in a position
where we don’t really need
to do that.
Actually, we prefer where
it is now. The new legislation,
I think, compounds the fact
that it should be done with
a full spirit of what the EIS

“Patterns of behaviour are changing, partly as people come to terms with the lifetime limit and the
need for many to organise non-pension investment income for their later years. More people than
ever are looking at alternative, tax-efficient investments” – George Bull, RSM UK
scheme is trying to achieve
and it’s not just about the
tax as a benefit. If the client
wouldn’t have invested
without the tax then they
shouldn’t invest with the tax.
So I think the legislation
changes have been positive
but I don’t think everyone is
still playing ball. We’ve done
some interviews with some
asset managers over the last
few weeks and they’ve been
interesting conversations
because we’ve almost got to
the point of, are you really
doing that? Is that what
you’re doing?
It hasn’t changed my
perception a great deal. The
biggest factor here is you
are investing in illiquid, very
early stage and very high risk
companies.
I am a big fan of asset
backed EIS. I can really see
the benefits this sector
offers to clients and still
the benefit it can offer the
UK economy. I recognise
that given a set of rules the
industry does what it can to
bend the rules to the benefit
of investors by reducing
risks wherever possible.
I just hope that a happy
medium can be found where
investors are not forced to
risk losing their shirts to
benefit from this tax relief,
because otherwise it will
become the preserve of the
super wealthy or perhaps,
well, the unwise.

HOW MANY EIS MANAGERS DO
YOU TYPICALLY WORK WITH?
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
IN A MANAGER, AND WHAT DO
YOU THINK THEY COULD DO
BETTER?

Gosh, whoever has a
decent offering, but I like
them to have been prevetted by an independent
reviewer – my personal
preference is to use Tax
Efficient Review – because
this provides an audit trail
for me and I really value their
opinion and commentary.
I appreciate the process
is often slow and I am at
least as frustrated by this
as anyone else, but I don’t
understand why some
choose not be reviewed.
If you were proud of your
offering what have you got
to hide?
We currently have a panel
of three managers. We
meet with all the generalist,
growth-focused managers
out there and we select a
relatively small panel of
those that we think, firstly,
have a track record that
they can demonstrate,
that they’ve been around
long enough to have taken
companies right through the
cycle and exited them, and
actually delivered returns
back to investors.
I think that’s really key
because I think anyone
can make investments but,
as Faisal has pointed out,
the difficult bit with EIS is
the liquidity and actually
generating returns from
them. What we obviously
don’t want to see are
managers who are stacking
companies for a number of
years and not able to exit
them. I think the ability to
exit them is really, really
important.
And then from an
investment strategy point

of view, we like diversified
portfolios, so we tend
to steer clear of any EIS
offering that’s specific to
one sector or one type of
investment. We look for
generalist managers where
they’ve actually got an
investment committee or an
investment board that has a
real breadth of experience
from different sectors and
they will build clients a
well-diversified portfolio.
That helps to mitigate some
of that investment risk that
we’ve just spoken about.
We have done due
diligence on over a dozen
EIS Fund Managers directly,
and we’re actively working
with six at the moment.
There are a couple more
from that long list we’re still
debating working with.
Key considerations for us,
for manager selection,
include long and consistent
track record; a history
of executing investment
strategy as planned without
too much deviation or
pivoting – so, we don’t like
to see managers who used
to be doing one thing, say,
early stage tech investing,
and now they’re also doing
other sectors. There needs
to be a strong rationale for
that.
We need to see strong
governance and adherence
to industry standards of
disclosure. They need
to have a commitment
to proactive and clear
client communications.
And something that I’ve
found very variable in the
industry, I want to see
transparent, proportionate

and justifiable fees, with the
emphasis on transparent.
And there are a couple of
funds that haven’t made our
shortlist because we’re not
100% happy with their fee
structures.

“Key considerations
for us, for manager
selection, include
long and consistent
track record; a
history of executing
investment strategy
as planned without
too much deviation
or pivoting – so,
we don’t like to
see managers who
used to be doing
one thing, say, early
stage tech investing,
and now they’re also
doing other sectors.
There needs to be a
strong rationale for
that.” – Christopher
Handley, Purple Wealth
Management
Picking up on what
they could do better, for
us, there are two things
asset managers do which
we dislike. Selling on the
basis of the tax benefits
and talking to us about
our remuneration: “well
you can do this and you
will earn x, y and z”. That’s
not our approach because
most of our work is hourlybased and they don’t realise
that. We had a meeting
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a fortnight ago, and at
the end of the meeting
concluded that although
we like the company in
some respects, we’ll never
deal with them. Simply
because we can see what
their approach is: selling
the product on the basis
of advisory remuneration
and tax relief. And if they
take that view, really, what
really is happening in the
background?

AND HOW MANY DO YOU
WORK WITH?
We keep a constant
dialogue going with three or
four and we obviously keep
an eye on a lot, lot more than
that, but the reality is to get
to really know what they do,
you’ve got to keep a constant
dialogue with a small number;
you can’t do it with lots.

HOW HAVE YOU FOUND
THE ADMINISTRATION
OF EIS INVESTING? HAS
COORDINATING THE VARIOUS
FORMS TO CLAIM THE RELIEFS
BEEN CHALLENGING? HAVE
YOU ENCOUNTERED ANY
ISSUES WITH THE TIMING?
Exit is often a challenge.
Communication by some
here could be better.
With the timing there are
obvious problems and
inconveniences where
certificates turn up after
tax year ends and tax has
to be paid before it can be
reclaimed etc... You wonder
why there is so much hassle
involved and why HMRC
delay so much. I have some
sympathy with the providers
here. But this kind of admin
is a first world problem.
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It’s fine for us because
we’re quite a specialised
business in the sense that
we’re a wealth manager
looking after entrepreneurs
that generally have a net
worth of over £3 million.
We have a relatively small
number of clients that we
look after on a very bespoke
basis. Handling a portfolio
of five or six or more EIS
funds in any given year for
a particular client, and all
the admin that comes with
that, is part of our service
actually. So it’s not a big deal
for us.

“My main concern is
around exits, actually.
I’d like all funds to be
completely transparent,
as some of them are,
about every deal
they’ve made: when
they made it, the
amount they paid and
where it’s at, at the
moment.” – Faisal Sheikh,
Monmouth Capital
We’re the opposite! For us
that’s probably the biggest
objection that we get – the
fact that because the client
has to be the beneficial
owner of all the underlying
companies, when you’re
building a portfolio there’s
an awful lot of paperwork
involved. It’s very difficult
for us as an intermediary
to do anything about that,
because obviously the client
has to get the individual
tax certificates in their own
name.
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We have had clients
complain about the sheer
amount of paperwork that’s
involved, especially if you’re
doing the sensible thing
and diversifying across
managers, so we have got
a lot of clients who have
maybe put a large sum in
and they’ve split it across
three different portfolio
managers, but that means
they’ve got a portfolio of 40
to 45 companies, which is
great from an investment
point of view but a real
headache from an admin
point of view, because it
means they’re constantly
being bombarded with
contract notes and tax
certificates, valuation
statements and everything
else that goes with it. So I
think it is a problem for the
portfolio approach.

EIS managers don’t offer
an approved fund is that
they don’t want to commit
to getting a portfolio fully
invested within 12 months
– because they don’t know
what’s going to happen in
a year. If you extended that
timeline out I think a lot
more managers would go for
it and we can take out a lot
of that admin headache.

DO YOU THINK THERE ARE ANY
SOLUTIONS OUT THERE?

We haven’t had any
problems actually. The
administration isn’t perfect.
But it is improving and
because we know what
should be happening; we
keep in touch, we keep
in contact in terms of the
underlying companies
that have been invested
into, when they complete
the funding, when they
do the EIS3 and when it’s
submitted to HMRC. They’re
not all perfect, and we
know that, but we build
the relationship with the
manager, which means that
you can keep in touch with
what’s going on.

Yes, I think there are some
possible options. I think
number one: I’d like to see
changes to the regulations
around approved funds.
Because I think the idea of
an approved fund makes
a lot of sense, that actually
if you know the money is
going to be deployed across
a whole range of companies,
why not just issue one tax
certificate upfront that
basically says this amount
of money is going to be
deployed over this amount
of time?
So I think a very simple
solution would be to
increase the term from 12
months to, say, 24 months.
I think the reason most

The second possible solution
is a platform that can
intermediate the admin, and
that’s exactly what Kuber are
trying to do. But I think the
problem with that is finding
a business model that works
for all parties, that works for
both the investor and the
managers and Kuber. I’m not
sure how well that model
works at the moment.

CHRIS?

DOES ANYONE HERE HAVE
ANY CONCERNS ABOUT THE
CAPACITY IN THE INDUSTRY
THIS YEAR? THERE HAVE BEEN

“It is important that the Government does not tinker with how the [EIS, SEIS, VCT] schemes
operate.” – Access to Finance report, the Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy Committee

SOME ARTICLES IN THE PRESS
SUGGESTING THAT WITH THE
NEW RULES, SUPPLY OF EIS
COULD BE LIMITED?
When you look at
previous years where
you’ve had hundreds of
millions of pounds going into
renewables and other lower
risk schemes, well none of
those are available this year,
so from an overall position
the supply is definitely
limited this year.
But having said that, I think
given the sorts of investors
that were going into those
kind of schemes, that
were looking for a low risk
solution, I don’t think the
current EIS is going to be
suitable for them anyway,
and probably shouldn’t be
recommended to those
clients who are looking for
predictable returns from
their investment.

“I think given the
sorts of investors that
were going into those
kind of schemes, that
were looking for a low
risk solution, I don’t
think the current EIS
is going to be suitable
for them anyway, and
probably shouldn’t
be recommended
to those clients
who are looking
for predictable
returns from their
investment.” – Neil
Cole, UBS

So actually, thinking about
who EIS is suitable for, I think
there’s plenty of capacity,
there’s enough good
growth-focused, generalist
managers out there that are
raising funds into evergreen
products. I think there’s
enough for the number of
clients that want to invest in
those sorts of things.
I don’t think there’s going
to be any issue around
over-capacity at all. I think
it’s a bit of marketing spiel
from providers who are
concerned that investors
won’t switch to more growth
focused EIS investments in
the true spirit of EIS.
Well I’ve got, probably,
about half a million pounds
on promise from clients
awaiting products. I’ll be
keeping a close watch on
the market and I will be
pouncing on any good
opportunities.

FINALLY, WHAT CHANGES
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IN
THE EIS MARKET? DO YOU
HAVE ANY CONCERNS FOR THE
FUTURE, AND HOW DO YOU
SEE YOUR OWN USE OF EIS
CHANGING OVER THE NEXT 12
MONTHS?
Let’s see what the
industry is able to bring
to the table following the
change of direction [from
asset backed EIS]. Currently,
products are thin on the
ground and as I say I have
investors stacked up and
waiting to invest. With
reduced offerings then I
guess there will be a rush
from advisers to suck up the
capacity and we will have to

be swift of foot.
My main concern is
around exits, actually. I’d like
all funds to be completely
transparent, as some of
them are, about every deal
they’ve made: when they
made it, the amount they
paid and where it’s at, at the
moment. I’ve found there’s
no reason to hide that and
there’s no reason to be
worried about publishing
that data, so I wish more
providers would do that.
Then we could see more
clearly who’s exiting and at
what valuation and in what
circumstances.
We think it’s a fantastic
market. It’s just not for…
well, when I say it’s not for
everybody, what I really
mean is that I think it’s
actually for just a few!
We hope that the market
becomes more competitive,
but I think the potential
problem is, if it gets too big,
the portfolios will end up
being full of companies that
would have never historically
got venture capital support.
I think some of those
changes from the admin
point of view that we
just talked about would
be a definite welcome
improvement. I think what
I would most like to see
is a bit of stability in the
rules. Obviously the rules
have been tweaked every
year for the last, I don’t
know, however many years.
It would be nice to see a
period of stability now. We
know what we want EIS to
achieve, we know we want

to help small companies
and we know we want to be
truly growth focused, so let’s
leave those rules alone for
a few years and see how it
pans out. I think that’s what
I’d most like to see.

GENTLEMEN, AS ALWAYS,
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
AND FOR SHARING YOUR
INSIGHTS.

“Let’s see what the
industry is able
to bring to the
table following the
change of direction
[from asset backed
EIS]. Currently,
products are thin
on the ground and
as I say I have
investors stacked
up and waiting to
invest. With reduced
offerings then I guess
there will be a rush
from advisers to suck
up the capacity and
we will have to be
swift of foot.” – James
Parker, Radcliffe and
Newlands
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MODERATOR: LISA BEST INTELLIGENT PARTNERSHIP
GOOD AFTERNOON EVERYONE
AND THANKS FOR TAKING
PART. TO START OFF, HOW
HAVE THE LAST TWELVE
MONTHS BEEN FOR YOUR
BUSINESS AND HAVE YOU
NOTICED ANY CHANGES FROM
PREVIOUS YEARS?
No, I think it’s been fairly
consistent, certainly in
terms of inflows. The first
quarter was very buoyant,
and we continued to grow
our funds in the way that we
anticipated we might. I think
inevitably there then came
the lull around May and June
and then that was probably
prolonged a wee bit by the
impact of Brexit in terms
of people waiting to digest
what might happen and
that carried into the main
Summer holiday period.
However, 5th September,
which was the first week
back after the summer
holidays, was like somebody
just flicked a switch and
said ‘’off we go again’’ and
business is very lively to say
the least. During that time,
we launched an asset backed
product, a managed storage
fund. So, that’s been a good
reason to talk to people and
that seems to be getting
good traction and has kept
us occupied, complementing
our Portfolio service very
well.
In terms of the investment
side of the business, at the
time of speaking, we have
done 13 or 14 investments
this calendar year, which
is pretty much consistent
with what we expect to do.
I think capacity wise, we are
at maybe 20 to 25 topside
in terms of number of deals
per annum. But, having

done 13 or 14 so far, makes
us probably as active as
anybody in the market.
Yes, business inflows
have been pretty positive.
The EIS market has grown
dramatically over the last
few years, and clearly some
of the changes in the rules
are encouraging people to
take a little bit more risk.
So, I think now more and
more people are looking at
the growth options. There
is definitely an argument
that one or two people who
have had a good experience
in the lower risk EISs learnt
to trust EIS as a mechanism
and realise their reliefs are
real and people can deliver
real returns and have been
encouraged to look at other
options including growth.
It’s been a good year
for us, with strong growth
across all of our product
lines, which are both
tax-efficient investment
products and mainstream
long income style
investment funds. Whilst
we continue to receive the
bulk of our in-flows from
the UK Financial Adviser
market, we’re also starting
to see some in-flows to
our mainstream funds
from institutions both
in the UK and overseas.
We’re particularly pleased
to have launched two EIS
opportunities over the
last 12 months. We have
our dry bulk shipping EIS,
which is now approaching
the close of tranche two
after raising £5 million for
tranche one last tax year.
We’re raising hopefully
£10 to £15 million for dry
bulk shipping this year, and

we also raised £5 million
earlier this tax year for a
managed storage EIS which
was a small, short-term, and
quick raise for one particular
project that we identified. So
yes, for us, year-on-year, our
EIS levels are getting higher
in a time when I would
expect that most providers
are starting to tail off, simply
because they haven’t got
that much in the way of new
opportunities available.
The last 12 months have
been extremely good for
us too and we see that
continuing. We’re pleased
with what we’ve achieved
over the past 12 months. I
think the run up to the
last tax year end wasn’t as
pressured as it has been in
the past. I think that is, in
part, because advisers are
increasingly more aware of
their EIS portfolios yearround. So, it’s no longer that
the last week in March is
suddenly about throwing in
cash and hoping for the best.
In the previous year, we were
closing our hydro-power EIS
at the end of the tax year,
when it ceased to be eligible,
so obviously, there was a
mad rush for the last of
renewable energy EIS at that
point. So, this year’s tax year
end was a bit calmer and
we’ve gone from strength
to strength with positive
inflows all year round.
We’ve already exceeded our
fundraising compared to the
whole of last year. So, we
are happy we are growing
as a business. Most of our
inflows come via advisers
and we are very committed
to the adviser community,
ensuring they have access

“Most of our inflows come via advisers and we are very committed to the adviser community,
ensuring they have access to quality investment opportunities.” – Andrew Aldridge, Deepbridge

to quality investment
opportunities. In terms of
where growth has come
from, we’ve been growing
organically really as a
growing adviser community
appreciate the businessbuilding approach we take
to providing and managing
EIS opportunities.
I think the general
consensus and feedback
we’re getting from advisers
is that they are certainly
more interested in the
EIS and the tax-efficient
investment base as a whole
for numerous reasons.
One obviously being the
pension lifetime allowance
and annual allowances,
which means that even
people who previously
wouldn’t necessarily
consider themselves to be
wealthy are now limited
in what they can put into
their pension and therefore
they’re looking for other
tax-efficient places to put
their cash. So, that’s one
reason. Second reason
is advisers are growing
in confidence in the EIS
market. I also think there
are a few agencies which
are adding another level of
transparency to the market
and thereby increasing
adviser confidence.
I also believe there are now
some really good managers
out there who are doing
what we we’ve been doing
since we started – it’s about
transparency, it’s about the
investors’ best interests.
And it’s about growing
good companies and the
growth that comes with
that. So, I think there’s a

great reassurance amongst
advisers that there is a
good home for their clients’
money in this space.
Over the last 12
months we’ve been
refining our offering
based upon the feedback
we’ve received from the
adviser marketplace. This
culminated in our relaunch
as GrowthInvest, which was
in October 2016. Previously
we were SEED EIS platform,
we offered a curated range
of single company SEIS and
EIS offers to our network
which was essentially
comprised of direct clients,
advisers and advised
clients. The platform has
been going since 2012. As
GrowthInvest, we now offer
an increasingly wide range
of both managed portfolio
and fund offers alongside
those single companies,
and we also provide an
independent platform
for the advisers and their
clients to consolidate all
of their alternative assets,
including tax efficient
investments, in one place,
for the first time. And
that includes historical
investment as well, not just
ongoing investments.
Aside from the rebranding
and the development work
based on the feedback,
we’ve seen continued inflow of investment capital
into our single company
offerings. This has been
increasingly through the
advised market as we
continued to engage new
advisers on an ongoing
basis. Certainly, the
response to the relaunch

has been amazing for us
and we’ve found the uptake
across the adviser space
has been really significant.
Feedback has been
enormously positive from
the advisers through the
process of account opening,
training on the platform
and onboarding both new
and existing client assets.
We’ve continued to place
investment based on the old
model, that’s been pretty
much in-line with previous
years and there are no
concerns around that.
We’re really quite excited
about the new engagement
that we’ve got with the new
offering and the new brand.
We’re a little different to
the fund managers taking
part in this roundtable.
We sell ourselves purely
as the technology, or the
pipes, between asset
managers and advisers.
Our reason for existing
is to make alternative
assets, as a product
class, more accessible to
financial advisers and retail
investors. We’re a bit like
the guys at GrowthInvest.
The key difference between
us is, we rely on the due
diligence of the managers
who are working with
us, rather than doing it
ourselves. We see ourselves
entirely as a technology
business with strong
capabilities which can build
solutions for the industry
very quickly.
The last 12 months for us
have been fantastic. We’ve
grown from a couple of
people to 15 employees,
had successful fundraises

on the platform and raised
more money for our own
business than we’d hoped
to. Importantly we have the
backing of really sensible
people in this industry,
something I have been
quite keen on. As the CEO of
CoInvestor I have been very
focused on getting together
a good shareholder base
of people that know the
industry and we now have
a mix of fund manager
and corporate finance
professionals. From this
industry, to have Jonathan
Polin on our Board as a
Strategic Adviser, is really
valuable as we’re focusing
very much on the adviser
market.
We’ve closed the year
having done seven deals
after launching our
first in April with our
partners Oxford Capital.
We’ve also been working
with Chelverton Asset
Management, Oxford
Technology and MMC in
this space, which has been
great.
I would say business is
growing very well. We’ve
seen real acceleration in
new investments, and
new companies choosing
to invest with Blackfinch.
We’ve seen increased
inflows across all our
product sets, IHT and EIS
products. But also, this
year, we launched a new
AIM product which has
seen good traction over
the last month or two.
There are three key drivers
for our growth; the first
one is underlying market
activity or sentiment – I
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think there’s more demand
for EIS products from the
investor base, which is
great, so we’re responding
to that. Then also, at a
corporate level, recognition
of the Blackfinch brand
has been key. We’ve had
a long trading history,
over 20 years, but we only
rebranded to Blackfinch
in April 2013. And gaining
more recognition of our
brand in the IFA adviser
marketplace is helping our
business very nicely. The
third driver is that we’ve
added quite significantly to
our business development
and investment
management teams over
the last year, something
we are committed to
continue in 2017 to grow
our customer base. The
Business Development
Team basically approach the
IFA network and are there
to help support, educate
and communicate our
products to the advisers.
We’ve benefitted from
several significant hires who
have brought a great deal of
knowledge and experience
to Blackfinch.

WHAT CHALLENGES HAVE
YOU ENCOUNTERED IN THE
2016/17 FUNDRAISING
SEASON AND HOW HAVE YOU
RESPONDED TO THEM?
I guess the challenges
to the sector have
predominantly been
through government
changes to policy, but they
haven’t affected us at all
and our existing portfolio.
Basically, our technology
and our life sciences
investments have always
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been targeted at supporting
genuine innovation and
potential job creation,
which is exactly where the
government and the HMRC
want money to be going.
So, from our perspective, if
anything, it’s actually been
positive in the sense that
advisers and investors are
now cottoning onto the
fact that actually they need
to be looking at EISs that
are investing in things that
HMRC genuinely approve of.
Investors and advisers now
understand that investing
in any EIS proposition which
purports to offer little or
no investment risk, carries
with it a significant tax risk.
That is pushing advisers
towards opportunities like
technology and life sciences,
for example, where there is
a lesser degree of tax risk
because the money is going
into investments which
HMRC want it to.
I think people are also
starting to understand that
EIS, however you want to
describe its risk rating, is
an EIS. As part of an IFA or
as an investor’s portfolio,
it should always be at
the high-risk end of the
spectrum, in the high-risk
section of their portfolio.
It’s right at the far end from
bonds, pensions and ISAs.
And if you’re utilising the
high-risk section of your
portfolio, then perhaps you
should really be looking
to get high growth out of
that. The days when people
were looking at EISs and
expecting to get 105p back
from a pound invested are
disappearing.
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We also see some of the
rule changes as challenging.
One of them over the last
year or so was to limit
the amount that an EIS
company can get from state
aid sources or from EIS
and VCT and other types of
‘state funding’. Obviously,
that’s encouraged people
to perhaps invest slightly
earlier, otherwise you run
the risk of not being able to
invest as all of the available
headroom has been used
up. So, in our Growth
EIS we’ve made some
adjustments to the focus
of our investment strategy,
mostly with regard to stage;
our feeling is that laterstage investments have
become more challenged
by the rule changes. But
later-stage investments are
also now harder to make
because of evolving market
conditions. A lot of capital
has been coming into laterstage Venture Capital, deal
sizes have become large
and valuations are very full.
This has made later-stage
investments less interesting
from a competitive
perspective as well as less
possible from a regulatory
perspective. So, over the
last 12 to 18 months we’ve
focused our EIS investment
strategy to start working
with companies at an
earlier point, so we’re less
likely to hit the annual and
life-time funding limits. We
then have the opportunity
to build stakes through a
couple of rounds and then,
as the companies develop,
we bring in some of these
larger, later stage investors
to help the companies in
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their later phases of growth.
And in terms of fundraising
looking forward, I think
the EIS word is spreading
and there is lots of mood
music around from the
Government and others
about trying to get the
economy moving, including
trying to get investment
into smaller companies, all
of which is a very positive
backdrop to people looking
at this area.
The main change in our
business has been this
total shift in focus, directly
towards the adviser and
we’ve very much developed
our offering to provide the
functionality, service and
choice that an adviser would
expect from a traditional
platform, but focusing on
tax efficient investment.
We think we’re the first to
bring this to market. That’s
a response to a problem
that, traditionally, advisers
have been reticent to
invest directly in single
company offers for a
multitude of reasons. So,
to bring discretionary
managed products and
funds in alongside those
single company offerings,
whilst also conducting due
diligence that’s adequate for
the advisers on the single
companies, has been very
important for us.
In terms of ongoing
fundraising and 2016
specifically, the early
indications are very positive
in terms of acceptance of
our offering and indeed,
the resulting transactional
in-flows. In terms of
capacity, we’re relatively

“Our recommendation to advisers would be to get your business done earlier or at least set your
panels early to get a view of what’s happening in the market rather than leaving it until the last
weeks of the tax year.” – Ian Battersby, Seneca Partners
fortunate this isn’t an issue
for us in that, because
our history is in single
company and earlier stage
investment offers, we have
a huge pipeline of these,
so we don’t see capacity
as being an issue for us.
This, coupled with the fact
that we are imminently
launching our own branded
SEIS and EIS managed
portfolio offering, gives us
significant capacity.
A challenge we’ve been
responding to has been
driven by what asset
managers and advisers are
telling us – that there is too
much of an administrative
burden associated with
investing in EIS. Therefore,
from January, there will be
a core difference to our
offering; retail investors,
private investors or financial
advisers will be able to land
on our site and invest in
direct company investments
and/or funds. So, we can
either distribute a fund
or deal-by-deal, giving
much more flexibility.
And, because a large
proportion of this industry
is so paper-based, we can
also give advisers very
slick technology solutions
so that they can allocate
their clients’ funds without
touching a piece of paper,
which seems to be going
down very well.
Like Tom and Andrew, I
see that the main challenge
to our business has come
from the changes to the
EIS rules. Other than that,
the suite of products we
run hasn’t been affected
by any legislative changes.

There may have been
tweaks to tax reliefs but
that hasn’t really moved
the goal-posts too much in
terms of the marketplace
for IHT. Certainly, the
constant changing of the
rules by HMRC, dictated by
the European Union, has
meant that the offerings
that we would like to make,
like renewable energy,
have fallen away and in
recent times our ability to
create asset backed EIS
opportunities, which is what
we pride ourselves in, has
become more and more
constrained.
Nevertheless, dry bulk
shipping is a sector which
has scale, longevity under
the rules and the likely rule
changes in the future, and
is also asset backed, albeit,
it has a higher risk profile
than the asset backed
EIS opportunities that
previously were offered by
most of our competitors.
Managed storage is also
an interesting one, which
we feel has a slightly lower
risk profile than dry bulk
shipping, although the
scalability of that trade
is limited by the virtue of
the fact that there aren’t
many new sites available
where you’d want to build
a storage facility, and of
course, the rule change that
came about in the 2015/16
tax year, whereby you can’t
now use EIS money to buy
an existing business, means
you now have to build a new
one from scratch.
We want to shield investors
from as many risks as
possible and start up

risk is one of the greatest
risks you can experience
in a business. So ideally,
we would like to buy
existing bricks and mortar
businesses that have been
trading for many years.
Now we have to not only
build the premises, but
we also have to start the
business from scratch as
well. So certainly, there is
a lot more risk in the EIS
market but we will always
try to mitigate those risks
as best as possible for
investors.
We have been
responding to changes in
the marketplace, primarily
through our product
provision; we’ve always
had a very strong IHT
product and previously,
have had two media
focused EIS products.
What we’ve noticed in the
marketplace, particularly
with the changing rules
banning renewable assets
from being held in EIS
structures, is that there’s
a much increased demand
for EIS products – but ones
which offer a degree of
asset backing and a focus
on capital preservation with
good potential for growth.
As a result, we’ve responded
by diversifying our product
offering and launched a new
asset focused EIS product
with more in the pipeline, as
well as the AIM product that
I referred to earlier.
Brexit obviously is going
to have its challenges in the
wider economy. We all know
that there’s something
coming that we are going to
have to adjust to or manage

our way around. But
certainly, in terms of where
Seneca sits geographically
in the northern heartlands
as it were, it’s a different
dynamic. And we are still
seeing plenty of deals and
plenty of opportunity.
The challenge is to make sure
that we get those deals done
at the correct value because
a bad investment today will
produce an EIS3 Certificate
but it won’t produce the
investment outcome that
really is what everybody is
seeking to achieve.
Those are the challenges,
and there is an element
of the unknown here. But
certainly, from the deal flow
point of view, we’re as busy
as we ever have been.

OK, AND DO YOU FORESEE
ANY CAPACITY ISSUES WITH
RESTRICTED DEAL FLOWS
THIS TAX YEAR?
Oh definitely. Across
the EIS market, I think the
availability of offers will
be down materially year
on year. I think our peers
who invest on a more
generalist basis will struggle
because of the rule changes
regarding the life of the
company they can invest in
and the amount of money
that the company can raise
from state-aided sources
over its lifetime. They
haven’t been as hard hit
as the asset backed sector
has been but, nevertheless,
I think across the board
there will be a very limited
amount of EIS capacity this
year, and going forward.
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I can certainly see
why this exists in the
marketplace because there’s
been a very direct shift in
the focus of the underlying
assets and therefore, the
skills of the managers. But
we’ve been operating in the
earlier stage, higher risk,
higher growth company
space historically, so this
is where our skill set is and
also, this is where we see
a deluge of products. So
that shift is going to impact
the space but we feel we’re
less impacted than others.
We consider ourselves
specialists in this space, with
very large and increasing
deal pipelines, very robust
and efficient processes of
filtering these companies
and a very strong track
record of investing in these
companies over the last four
to five years. As a platform,
as we increase the product
offering to approach the
whole market, we will be
offering some of the deals
that are still out there that
are lower risk and more
akin to the risk of those
products that were around
previously. But everything
we’ve always done has been
focusing on early stage
companies, and we’ve built
the business around that as
a core product.
Nevertheless, our feeling
is that the new rules have
left the market in a state
of shock and left some
managers unable to do their
job, and this is creating the
issue where you may have a
shortage of product supply
over the coming months.
Everybody knows there’s
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restriction on deal flow
because of the rules, but
you are getting remarkable
demand for EIS and VCT.
There’s nowhere else to
put your money, if you’re
looking for tax efficiency.
EIS will always be in demand
for capital for small growth
businesses, it’s the nature
of the beast. If you take a
five-year view, Brexit could
easily deplete the talent, so
you could start to see that
eventually having an effect.
In the short term, however,
I don’t see any slowdown
and looking at the amount
of companies we turn
away from our platform,
or angel syndicates that
come looking for capital, I
just can’t see that slowing
down. That said, the more
mature deals will continue
to be tough because of
the rule changes. These
are market machinations
that we keep an eye on
because it impacts our
deal flow and we have to
be cognisant of the market
conditions. We’re trying to
be focused on building the
right solutions so that our
counter-parties can manage
the market machinations
better.
If you consider the EIS
market is split broadly into,
and I use the term loosely,
‘lower risk and higher
risk’, the lower risk EIS is
definitely under capacity
constraints. But, like Daniel,
we think there are still lots
of good deals for us to do.
And my feeling is that the
venture capital environment
in the UK is as strong as it
has ever been. I have been
doing this for 16 years and
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the difference between
how it was at the beginning
and how it is now is night
and day; the quality of the
entrepreneurs, the strength
of the eco system, the speed
with which people learn,
the lower cost of being able
to start a business now
because of technology and
the flexibility it gives and
then the opportunities
to scale them up with
your business, are hugely
improved. And we see a
great array of opportunity
for us. We have more than
trebled our volume of
inbound deals this year and
it has been a high watermark
for us in terms of new deals
done. And looking ahead
into 2017, we feel that our
pipeline is still good.
Our deal flow and
pipeline is also strong. We’re
working with a number
of new management
teams in different investee
companies in different
sectors. I have also seen
quite a few new EIS fund
launches. The issue for
us is not capacity in the
sense of investment, it’s
actually finding the right
opportunities in which
to put that money to
work. We’re expecting
more demand from
investors in the tax year
and we’re responding to
that by launching new
investment opportunities.
We’ve currently got four
companies going through
the Advance Assurance
process with HMRC so
we should definitely have
enough capacity to meet
that demand. One of the
points that we feel strongly
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about as an EIS manager is
that we would like advisers
to consider investing in EIS
schemes all year round
rather than being tax year
end driven.
I think there will be
issues in the market. The
seven-year rule will impact
and obviously, we’ve lost
Octopus to all intents
and purposes, the largest
provider in the market
historically. But taking
renewables out of the
frame and also taking into
account that this is the first
full year effect of pension
restrictions, it is going to
create an issue. And if we
are talking about capacity
in a true growth cap sense,
the best deals do take a lot
of finding and a lot of doing,
by the time due diligence
has been completed. Most
providers seem to feel
their capacity is likely to
be limited to offerings at
around £20 million. Market
demand could easily be
around £400 or £500
million, and that means it
will need a lot of completed
deals for the market to be
satisfied. From our point
of view, it’s not just doing
the deals, it’s doing the
deals at the right value.
Factor in the seven-year
rule, and there aren’t many
companies where you are
going to be writing cheques
north of two million pounds.
The vast majority of deals
are going to be in the sub
£2 million and probably
more likely to be around
the £1 million ticket size.
That means four hundred
deals for the market to
find to satisfy demand of

“We’re investing in UK technology companies, typically at early stage, and we’re looking to identify
companies in those parts of the technology market where we think the UK can produce world-class
companies.” – Tom Bradley, Oxford Capital
£400 million and that might
even be at the lower end of
demand expectations. From
that point of view, there is
going to be pressure.
As a portfolio service, we
are evergreen, consistently
investing throughout the
year rather than purely
in quarter one. So, our
recommendation to
advisers would be to get
your business done earlier
or at least set your panels
early to get a view of what’s
happening in the market
rather than leaving it until
the last weeks of the tax
year.
For Seneca specifically,
as generalists, we work
across a broad spectrum of
sectors. We always tend to
have eight or ten companies
in various stages of due
diligence at any moment
in time. And obviously
matching that to the inflow
of capital is the governing
factor on how quickly they
come through the pipeline.
We are typically seeing
clients fully invested in four
to six companies within
an eight to nine-month
period, which is ahead of
the 12-month longstop date
for being fully invested as
stated in our information
memorandum. That speaks
volumes for our deal flow.
Like I said, we’ve already
achieved what we achieved
over the whole of last
year and more. So, the
fundraising season this year
is going extremely well. We
expect the next four months
to continue in a similar
ilk, moving into EIS peak
season. So, yes, from that

perspective we’re extremely
positive. And as for capacity,
we don’t foresee any issues.
We have a very strong
pipeline of quality investee
companies that can come
into the portfolios as and
when we need them. So,
yes, we’re comfortable
where we are.

INTERESTING PERSPECTIVES.
IN TERMS OF THE
UNDERLYING ASSETS YOU
ARE CURRENTLY INVESTING
IN, WHAT ARE THE MOST
INTERESTING AND EXCITING
AREAS AT THE MOMENT?
We’re investing in UK
technology companies,
typically at early stage, and
we’re looking to identify
companies in those parts
of the technology market
where we think the UK
can produce world-class
companies. And where
that UK technology
strength overlaps with
our own expertise is
where we’re looking to
make investments. At the
moment, that means we
are looking at a lot of online
marketplace businesses,
including fintech, particularly
insurance tech. E-commerce
remains a bright spot in the
UK and so does E-health.
One of our big themes
currently is next-generation
mobility, which encompasses
innovations like autonomous
cars, electric power systems,
hybrid power systems
that go into these vehicles,
but also new business
models, so perhaps insuring
those vehicles or shared
ownership of those vehicles
and other innovations
which will change the way in

which we live in increasingly
overcrowded cities. And it
wouldn’t be a conversation
about technology venture
capital at the moment if
you didn’t mention artificial
intelligence and machine
learning, which is a huge
theme that touches many of
the other areas that we deal
in, such as E-health, mobility
and fintech.
When we invest, we want
to go into situations which
we either classify as high
potential or early growth.
High potential companies
may lack commercial proof
points, but the size of the
prize that they’re playing
for, and the quality of the
company’s scientific or
technical breakthrough,
makes it worth taking more
risk on trying to create
very positive outcomes.
In early growth situations,
we’re looking for some
leading indicator that if
you apply more capital to
the business, it can grow
in a scalable way. Existing
revenue growth would be
an obvious indicator that
something interesting was
going on. If the business was
showing that it could grow
in a scalable way through
existing marketing channels
with existing products, that
would also be of interest.
But, that would usually be at
a later stage and probably
a pretty competitive deal,
so we’re applying our
proprietary knowledge in
the earlier stages to identify
these leading indicators that
give us a clue that there’s
something going on before
it’s obvious in the revenue
line.

We did an investment about
a year ago, in a company
called Push Doctor which
is an E-health technology
platform, which allows
any individual in the UK
to consult with an NHS
registered Doctor using a
video consultation through
their phone, tablet or
laptop. Users can usually
get an appointment within
around six minutes, so
there are no waiting
times and you pay for
that convenience. On
one level, it’s about
alleviating the pressure on
the overworked NHS GP
surgeries and alleviating the
challenge for consumers
who sometimes have to
wait one or two weeks for
an appointment. But, as
the business evolves, the
application of technology
can also enable health
professionals to provide
care in a more sophisticated
way, because the data
available and the potential
frequency of consultation
is that much greater. This
allows people to engage
in ongoing conversations
about how to stay well,
rather than just contacting
doctors when they are sick.
That company has grown
over a hundred times in
the course of the last year
in terms of the number of
weekly appointments they
are doing.
We’ve also invested in a
fintech company called
Moneybox, making savings
and investments accessible
to the millennial generation
– so, people who either
don’t save, to whom the
world of investment is
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opaque and expensive or
who don’t have the usual
requisite minimum amount.
Through a beautifully
crafted mobile product
and arrangements with
underlying fund providers,
Moneybox is able to let
anybody open an ISA and
start saving from as little as
a pound. It can also get that
invested into underlying
portfolios of equity shares,
property shares and
into a cash fund as well,
depending on self-described
risk appetite. Making that
available in an instant to a
mobile generation, with a
charging structure which is
very clear, and a minimum
which is very accessible, is a
very interesting place to go
and the company is growing
at a tremendous rate.
On the deeper technology
side, we made an
investment in a company
called Import.IO, and they
have a software which
allows them to machineread the web. It can read
unstructured information in
pages on the internet and
it can turn that information
into structured data tables;
it can read web content
and identify names, places,
quantities, prices and
relationships between two
things and structure it. And
when you have structured
information there are many,
many more things you can
do with that in a business
context; you can use it for
comparative purposes, or
you can use that structured
information to train
further machine learning
algorithms. There are many,
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many applications for this
technology which is very
exciting.
Our EIS is also technology
focused. It’s second-stage
funding for innovative tech
companies and it’s fairly
holistic within tech. So, for
example, we invest in med
tech, software, and business
software: data fracking and
analytics is a big area which
is increasingly interesting.
Obviously, everyone has
heard of big data but there’s
so much innovation going
on around that, in terms of
how to utilise and monetise
it for organisations.
There’s also an increase in
artificial intelligence based
software and hardware and
huge amounts of innovation
going on around us. We’re
also seeing increasing areas
of interest in plant-based
engineering and robotics.
There is a lot going on in
the UK innovation-wise
and we’re an innovative
and tech-orientated
country, which is great for
us because it means there
are lots of opportunities for
investors. Our pipeline is
certainly full of a mixture of
these kinds of things. Our
strict investment criteria,
coupled with our team’s
considerable experience in
building tech companies,
means that we identify
companies based on their
commercial opportunity
rather than whether we
simply like the tech.
We’ve had some
interesting companies on
the platform though the
bias has been towards
technology, in particular
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through Oxford Capital.
These are the types of
business you can get off
the ground for limited
expense and people will
always invest in technology
because it’s the future. In
this space, you see some
other leading venture
capitalists like Index
Ventures, Sequoia and
Hoxton Ventures, who’ve
been investing in this area
for years and we believe
that this is what we’ll start to
see in the more institutional
EIS space. Certainly,
the counter-parties we
deal with, who are more
institutional in how they
conduct themselves,
although they are managing
retail money, are starting to
look at AI, machine learning
and virtual reality and
people are starting to see it
as an increasingly core part
of venture investing. Some
advisers are wondering how
they get access to it. They
may not feel comfortable
straight away, but they know
there’s an area in alternative
assets that can be high
growth with decent returns
and that success in that area
is down to the quality of
the people they’re investing
with.
The first thing to say
from our perspective is that
we’ve always been sectoragnostic, generalist by
definition. We’ve recently
done deals in a couple of
single companies in sectors
as diverse as catering and
hospitality and online
technology, raising money
for a Michelin star chef
opening a restaurant and
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for a very clever technology
product that uses machine
learning to build websites.
And our EIS portfolio
offering is going to continue
this theme, retaining a
generalist, highly diversified
investment approach,
selecting companies that
have come through our
process and performed very
well through our internal
due diligence.
We’re also excited that
within the new world
of GrowthInvest, we’re
bringing some dynamic,
specialist start-up funds
to the market. These have
clear sector focuses and are
very much based around
individuals and investment
teams that have specific and
very significant experience
in that sector. In terms of
sectors that we like, we’re
particularly excited about
the gaming sector right
now. It continues to grow
significantly within the UK,
the UK being a global leader
in gaming, whether that’s
on console or on phones.
With the growth of the
sector, inexpensive cost to
enter the market, plus the
additional Government tax
credits that are available,
it’s a very compelling
investment proposition.
As I said, we’re
generalists, so there’s a
whole range of different
businesses, from retail
food chains to telecoms
and disruptive tech, and
all manner of other things
like support services. We
don’t see any one sector
becoming a dominant
feature. We look at each

“Between dry bulk shipping and managed storage, we’ve got a nice balance of an asset-backed
microplay in the UK and the UK storage market.” – Stephen Daniels, TIME Investments

company in terms of its
underlying strengths and
its fundamentals, and if
we think it is good enough
to deliver the returns that
we expect against the risk
profile that we’re working
to, then we’ll make that
investment.
As I mentioned earlier,
we’re expecting to invest
in several sectors with
asset focused EIS products.
There are two areas that
we’re particularly excited
about at the moment; one
is a new wedding venue
focused, EIS opportunity
that we’re developing,
and a pub focused EIS
company. Both of these
benefit from ownership of
tangible assets and both
have the opportunity to
really grow and benefit
from the underlying market
opportunity that they’re
addressing.
We are really excited
about dry bulk shipping. We
acquired our first carrier
in September 2016, having
raised the money last tax
year, and this is now fully
crewed and operational.
This is a very, very different
play for EIS – it’s a global
play, not a micro play on
the UK economy. It’s still
asset backed but there is
an interesting story there,
with an industry which is
several thousand years old,
in terms of people moving
goods by sea and charging
money for it. It’s a very
simple business, which
can be easily explained to
clients, but also the returns
from dry bulk shipping
could be great if you catch

the market at the right time,
which is our intention. So,
we aren’t trying to capitalise
on disruptive technology
or new-fangled businesses
which may or may not
turn out to be viable. This
is simply a commodities
play and a global macroeconomic transportation
play which is scalable,
defensive by virtue of the
fact that we have an asset
in a large dry bulk carrier,
backed by scrap value,
and it’s highly unlikely
the market is going to get
any worse than it was in
February this year when
it reached an all-time low.
Investors are coming in at
this low point and we should
see some good upside from
that. And there is a large
amount of capacity for us to
buy second-hand ships. So,
it’s a very deep industry in
terms of liquidity and also
stock availability. There is
also a lot of government
support towards the
shipping sector at the
moment.
Secondly, we have a
managed storage offer,
where we’ve raised money
for our first site, which we’re
building at the moment.
We’re also in the market
looking for sites two and
three and more thereafter.
This is nowhere near as
liquid in terms of the asset
availability of shipping
but we think that there is
scalability to do at least
£10 to £15 million if we so
wished.
Between dry bulk shipping
and managed storage,
we’ve got a nice balance of

an asset-backed microplay
in the UK and the UK
storage market and also
latterly, the commercial
property market, plus
a macro transportation
commodities play which
has greater upside potential
but a slightly higher risk
profile. We’re not looking
for any new EIS trades at
the moment but, that being
said, we meet the managers
and owners of operational
businesses every week and
it’s very likely that there
will be another investment
opportunity that we come
across in the near future.

SO, IN TERMS OF LAST YEAR’S
BUDGET AND THE TIGHTENING
OF THE RULES WE’VE ALREADY
TOUCHED ON, DO YOU SEE
THE RISK PROFILE OF EIS
HAVING CHANGED? AND WHAT
CHANGES HAVE YOU MADE
IN RESPONSE TO THE NEW
LEGISLATION?
If you think about where
we sit, we are a market
aggregator. Providing the
counter-party is sensible
and of good quality (we do
our due diligence at the
fund level), we will work
with them to give them
technology to manage their
market. We’re aware of the
market changes, the rule
changes and we try to preempt how that’s going to
impact our clients. We try to
make it as easy as possible
for our stakeholders to
navigate these markets.
Fund managers are clever
people and they’ll always
find deals to do, their
businesses can flex and
we provide solutions to
accommodate that.

One thing that’s coming
is a growth in SITR, so we
think there will start to be
competition for deals that
may previously have been
EIS moving into SITR. We
are considering how we
support SITR but for us, it’s
effectively the same as EIS;
we’ve built our platform to
accommodate a variety of
deals, as long as they are
good quality.
In terms of risk, we are
agnostic as to how ‘risky’ an
investment is as long as this
has been properly disclosed
and is backed by one of our
fund manager partners.
There’s a statistical
probability that early stage
businesses should fail and I
don’t mind that happening
at all, but only if people fully
understood what they were
buying and were aware of
the real possibility of this
happening. The bottom
line is that these kinds of
investments can be high
risk, as long as they are
badged accordingly and
the underlying investors
have enough information to
make that decision properly
within the FCA regulatory
framework and the bounds
of what’s reasonable.
The Seneca approach to
EIS is that we would make
the investments that we
make whether there was tax
relief or not; for us tax relief
is just an advantageous
route into investing in these
companies. As I said, we
make our judgement on the
underlying fundamentals
and risk profile, and if EIS
was abolished tomorrow,
you would still see these
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companies in the portfolio
of equity investments
that we run. Investment
outcomes must always
come above the tax
benefits.
We have responded to
the changes by focusing
on finding market
opportunities which our
advisers tell us clients
will understand, and
which are underpinned
by tangible assets and
security value. But, also by
backing companies which
are managed by strong
management teams of
businesses where there
are options to deliver
real growth within the
companies and genuine
exit opportunities. We had
previously only invested into
media companies through
EIS, but this change in focus
has enabled us to benefit
from our skillsets and
networks gained in other
products which we provide
(BPR), which also focus
on the balance between
a capital preservation
mandate and growth. For
example, the wedding
and pub focused EIS
opportunities. As such, we
think that we have managed
this balance in a way which
has managed the risk profile
for investors very well.
In terms of the general
market, renewable energy
and various infrastructure
offerings have now fallen
away, it has left a naturally
higher risk profile on what is
available in the market.
I think the growth and
development test and
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the changes in the rules
have made it much more
difficult for EIS investments
at the lower end of the
risk spectrum, and also
obviously, the exclusion of
energy producing assets.
That’s all reduced the
supply of infrastructure
and renewable energy EISs
quite substantially and they
were the lion’s share of
the market. So, the overall
reduction in supply, the
increase in EIS demand,
coupled with the exit of
many of the early solar and
other renewable energy EISs
coming up over the next 12
months, mean that there
will be huge excess demand
for the lower risk EISs, some
of which we expect to move
to the slightly higher risk,
growth EIS market. But
clearly, it’s a different risk
profile and investors need
to be aware of that.
From the venture capital
side, I think the key change
was to focus on earlier
stage investments. This has
affected us as we have had
a couple of situations with
older portfolio companies
where they have maxed
out their lifetime or annual
EIS fundraising limits.
Obviously, investing earlier
helps with that. We are also
thinking more about how
we syndicate deals; we’re
good friends with some of
our EIS competitors, but
we’ve had to think about
syndicate composition
because of the availability
of state aid funding over
the lifetime of the company.
The problem is now that, if
we have a target level we
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want to deploy at and we’re
investing with other EIS
investors, then we can get
crowded out as there is less
investment headroom.
We feel that the rule
changes brought forward
at the end of last year have
had a huge impact on the
market. As we’ve said, the
impact to ourselves has
been below average. But
as Tom says, EIS supported
investment is now focused
towards younger companies
with a greater risk
assumption on behalf of the
investors and obviously, the
withdrawal of renewables,
a big portion of the asset
backed deals, has also had
an impact. But our model
has always been based
around the early stage,
growth companies that the
shift is directly targeting.
Year on year we haven’t
changed our activities,
because our renewable
energy project was
completed two years ago
and the loss of EIS qualifying
energy generation activities
was the biggest change in
the sector for TIME. That
being said, we would love
to have gone out to buy
existing storage assets,
so there has been a slight
change in the fact that we
now have to build them
as new rather than buy
operational facilities. But
beyond that, in terms of
dry bulk shipping which is
a key EIS trade this year,
there is no difference really:
you buy a second-hand dry
bulk vessel without a crew,
reflag it, rename it and take
it over completely. So, the
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change in the rules doesn’t
necessarily affect that, other
than by virtue of the fact
that it makes it slightly more
attractive on the basis there
aren’t many asset-backed
EISs out there.
I definitely agree though
that the rule changes
have changed the EIS risk
profile. But there is clearly
a need at a governmental
level to increase the risk
profile to compensate for
all the tax relief that has
been achieved by investors.
And yes, having to build
a business and build an
asset versus buying the
operational version is a
huge jump in risk on a
relative basis. And, for the
generalists, the new limits
on the age of the company
they can invest in as well,
does mean that across EIS
and VCT, the risk profile
has increased. Overall, it
has become increasingly
important to look at the
underlying investment
opportunity first, and the
tax reliefs second.
Like Ian, our investment
decisions are based on
whether we would make the
investment if there was no
tax relief: any potential tax
relief is merely an added
incentive for the investor.
In the new environment,
investors and advisers need
to look ‘under the skin’ of
any EIS investment and
that is particularly true with
anything that’s purporting
to be asset-backed; working
out exactly what the
underlying investments
are and what is the
potential ‘tax risk’ of HMRC

“We’re committed to being as transparent as possible and helping to increase the level of preinvestment guidance through the marketing material that we’re using to promote our investment
products.” – Guy Lavarack, Blackfinch
retrospectively reviewing
EIS eligibility.

IN TERMS OF PERFORMANCE,
CHARGES AND RISKS, WHEN
WE HAVE SPOKEN TO SOME
ADVISERS IT’S BEEN CLEAR
THAT IT’S DIFFICULT TO
ACCURATELY JUDGE THESE IN
RELATION TO EIS. WHAT ARE
YOUR THOUGHTS ON THESE
ISSUES AND HOW DO YOUR
ADVISERS, OR ADVISERS
THAT YOU DEAL WITH, GO
ABOUT QUANTIFYING THIS
SORT OF RISK WHERE EIS IS
CONCERNED?
I think risk is quite a
difficult thing to quantify.
I would hope that most
literature highlights quite
clearly, as ours does, all of
the risks. EIS is inherently
a higher risk investment,
which is why the tax reliefs
are available to try to help
cushion that potential
downside and enhance the
upside. Clearly, if there is
some asset backing, that
generally makes things
lower risk, assuming that
the assets are reasonable.
But do advisers perfectly
understand the risk? No, I
am not sure anybody does
perfectly. But do we come
across some advisers who
perhaps would be advised
to look more closely at
some of the risks? Yes. And
if we get that sense then,
we encourage them to
think again. It’s in no one’s
interests that people invest
under misunderstanding.
There are obviously ways
of mitigating risk and we do
try to educate people on the
benefits of diversification;
having a portfolio of
different companies. So,

if you invest in something
like our Growth EIS, the
reliefs are available per
individual investment
rather than in aggregate.
That can be extremely
powerful, because your
losers get compensated for
by income tax loss relief but
your winners are tax-free,
skewing the risk/reward
very much in your favour.
As for fees, I think one of
the key things about them,
particularly in growth
investments, is there seems
to be a few more people
who are trying to charge the
underlying company fees
rather than the investor.
The danger of that is that
you effectively end up
becoming a sort of lender of
last resort. So, you tend to
get higher tax efficiency, on
lower quality investments,
because the investor fees
look good, but the company
has to take on that burden.
It’s definitely a competitive
market and good companies
and entrepreneurs will have
more than one offer, and
fees are one of the things
that the entrepreneur will
bear in mind. I hope that
people are persuaded
by our expertise and the
quality of the interactions
that they have with the
investment team and the
values of our business but
certainly, all other things
being equal, then those fees
can be an issue. On the
other hand, EIS funds don’t
have the same certainty
of capital that institutional
competitors have, so in
order to build a business
and retain and motivate a
team that can compete with

others with different capital
sources, we have to look at
these things.
We are also seeing one
or two competitors who
are trying to charge
performance fees on
individual investments
rather than on the fund.
We feel it’s right that the
investor should get their
money back in full before we
start charging performance
fees, rather than charging
performance fees on the
good ones and not on the
bad ones.
This is an area that we
pride ourselves in. We have
a mantra as a house that
we are wholly transparent
on the fees that we take
and what we invest in. All
of the fees that we charge
investors, or that any of
our related parties will
charge, are set out in the
offering literature for our
EIS services. And also,
more importantly, we set
those fees at a level that is
sufficient to cover our costs
and to incentivise us to drive
performance, but we don’t
set them at a level where it
becomes inequitable to the
investor. There are services
out there, both in the past
and currently, where the
performance fees charged
give rise to a situation where
the manager is making
materially more out of the
offer than the investor;
whereas the manager is
clearly taking none of the
downside risk. Our view
is, the tax relief that the
investor receives is theirs.
That shouldn’t necessarily
be the return from their
investment. So just to return

a pound for a pound is
inequitable. Therefore, we
always set our targets above
£1 and we make sure that
if the hurdles are achieved,
we take a meaningful share
of the upside, but that the
lion’s share is still left to
the investor to compensate
them for the fact that it’s
their money that’s at risk.
Previously, especially in the
era when renewable energy
was very popular in EIS
(solar in particular), there
was a temporary blurring
of the distinction between
BPR investment and EIS
investment. Obviously, EIS
attracts BPR but comes
with a generous upfront
tax break. So, for a number
of years, advisers were
using EIS as a route into
achieving BPR. Those EIS
investments are starting to
mature, or have matured,
and reinvestment needs to
take place to make sure BPR
is retained, and we would
be cautious to say that the
EIS opportunities that we’re
offering now are suitable
BPR vehicles. Certainly,
because of the risk profile,
for an elderly client who’s
looking to preserve capital
and achieve BPR, we would
highly recommend that they
look at mainstream BPR
planning, which is obviously
lower returning and doesn’t
come with additional tax
breaks, but will provide a
better risk adjusted return
for them when you factor
in the IHT relief that will be
received on death.
And with our investor base,
we are seeing that the
demographic profile that
is coming into our dry bulk
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shipping EIS, as well as the
amounts that clients are
investing individually, are
much more appropriate for
this type of risk; we’ve seen
some investors who have
invested some substantial
amounts of money with us,
but we’re not seeing the
large sizes, typically from
every investor, that you
would see in IHT planning.
Also, the age of the client
tends to be towards the 40
to 60 bracket rather than
the 60 to 80 bracket, which
you would see with IHT
services. We’ve certainly
been very careful to flag to
all interested stakeholders
that our dry bulk shipping
EIS is a higher risk
proposition than they may
be used to, but comes with
a higher return potential.
It has asset backing, and
defensive characteristics,
but it is not to be confused
with a traditional BPR
service. And we can only
hope that the market is
being further educated to
flag the differences in how
the EIS market has moved
on from where it was five
years ago.
I agree that it’s not
always easy to quantify
performance, charges and
risks in EIS. I certainly think
that historically, there has
been an issue for advisers
comparing like-for-like on a
level playing field with the
different product offerings
that are out there. We
do feel that the market
is maturing somewhat,
becoming less fragmented,
with the help of technology.
We see an increasing
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number of independent
research offerings out
there that are attempting
to address these issues in a
multitude of ways. And, we
also feel that independent
platforms, such as ours that,
provide a wide range of
choice, will increasingly be
able to offer advisers whole
of market access coupled
with the simple ability to
compare the products
in one place, specifically
in terms of those three
aspects, but in multiple
other ways as well.
We charge an initial fee
and then we defer our AMCs
for a maximum period of
four years. In other words,
if we’re still there in year
five and year six we can’t
charge them. And we only
actually take those annual
management charges once
the client has had back his
original £1 invested net of
Seneca charges. It’s pretty
clear and transparent and,
we’re not in it for the fees,
we’re in this because we
take a performance carry.
Once the clients have had
theirs, that’s our incentive.
So, we’re all aligned in terms
of what we’re trying to
achieve and as the manager,
we’ll be rewarded for good
investment outcomes and
won’t be rewarded where
it doesn’t go so well. That
fits well with what clients
and advisers expect to see.
We do make occasional out
of pocket charges to the
investee companies, but
this is not a rule of thumb.
This might apply if we’re
attending monthly board
meetings a significant
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distance from our base
to deal with all the post
investment monitoring and
control mechanisms that
an investor would expect
of us. When there are no
AMCs to fund that through
the investment period,
we would nominally lodge
out of pocket expenses to
cover the costs of doing
that, but it’s only in certain
cases. The total average
across the whole portfolio
is only about 1.7% so it’s
not a profit centre, it’s
simply covering some of the
operational costs.
On risk, we see ourselves
sitting in the middle
ground of what EIS was
set up to do, i.e. create
growth and employment
in the SME sector. We
certainly don’t sit on the
edge of tax risk, nor do we
get involved with binary
investments. We sit where
we think the investment
is genuinely supporting
SMEs which is the crux of
the Seneca business as an
SME specialist. We look
for a £1.60-£1.80 return in
the portfolio service per
£1 invested, excluding tax
reliefs and that equates
to approximately 15%
IRR which we think is
commensurate with the
kind of risk you would
expect for investing in a
smaller company. Although,
the new offering in the
managed storage sector is
asset backed, the growth
profile, therefore, is not
quite as steep because it
is investing to an extent
in bricks and mortar. In
that product, the targeted
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investor return is around
£1.20, broadly speaking.
The bricks and mortar
give strong asset backing
and therefore, unless it is
geared, it won’t produce
£1.60 or £1.80 and we’re
not going to do that and
chase returns. So, we set
it as a separate, distinctive
offering for those with that
kind of appetite.
In terms of performance,
we have 29 companies in
the portfolio service, 14
of those have been AIM
listed at various stages over
the last three years and
the overall performance
of our AIM companies is
48% up over the period
of the investment of the
portfolio as a whole, which
is very pleasing. One or two
need to make progress,
but there are also some
star performers, including
a 10X return. People like
the technical liquidity of
AIM at three years and a
day. They like the visibility
of market pricing rather
than some internal ‘fluffy’
number that’s been applied,
so, there is a reality about
it. The companies report
openly and the trading
updates from the vast
majority of those in recent
weeks have been very
strong, so it’s a good story
at the moment.
We also have 15 companies
which are held privately. The
private ones will always be
shown at cost of investment
unless there is a reason for
changing that value. One
reason would be that there
have been subsequent
rounds at a bench marked

“Independent platforms, such as ours that, provide a wide range of choice, will increasingly be
able to offer advisers whole of market access coupled with the simple ability to compare the
products in one place.” – Daniel Rodwell, GrowthInvest
higher value. Then we will
tick the value up to reflect
the latest round of funding.
Or, conversely, if there’s
been a reason to impair that
value from cost because
something has gone wrong.
Thankfully, we haven’t had
any of those yet but the
nature of the beast is that
somewhere along the line
there will be an issue. That’s
why we aim for investment
in four to six companies to
prevent any sort of major
fallout from one of them not
performing perhaps as well
as originally envisaged.
I think, in terms of
performance, the biggest
thing that advisers and
investors are looking for is
proof that the management
team can exit a company.
The concern isn’t always
what the value of that exit
was, but that the managers
can bring companies to
an exit. With renewable
energy, historically, it was
relatively more straightforward because there
was a ready-made market
to sell on wind turbines or
solar panels. But, with a
tech company, for example,
reaching that point of exit,
whether it be an IPO or a
trade sale, is not always
such a clear route. Our
management team have all
individually exited, perhaps
dozens of tech-focused
companies and most
advisers understand that
accumulative experience is
what they are buying into.
In terms of charges, the
market is a lot more
transparent than it used
to be which is good. But

there’s still more work to
be done, as there remains
some confusion around
fees, with not always a clear
understanding of when the
investor is being charged
or when it is the investee
company. Our feeling is
that we charge the investee
companies a fundraising
and management charge so
why would we charge the
investor as well? Therefore,
we don’t charge the investor
at any point during the
lifetime of their investment.
As for risk, this is interesting
as it could be argued that if
an investment was reviewed
by HMRC, with a view to
tax relief claw-back, that
tax risk could be more
detrimental for the adviser
than investment risk. For
an adviser, potentially
being accused of poor
advice because an EIS was
challenged by HMRC could
be more detrimental than
an EIS investment, which
is risk-mitigated with tax
reliefs including loss relief,
not achieving its investment
objectives. Adviser
education is crucial and
therefore fundamental to
what we do.
Historically, as the
industry has grown,
naturally, investors,
investment managers and
advisers have all become
more sophisticated and
the industry has grown
and developed as a result.
We’re committed to being as
transparent as possible and
helping to increase the level
of pre-investment guidance
through the marketing
material that we’re using

to promote our investment
products, as well as specific
market research and third
party review services
to assist advisers in this
process. Ultimately, we
think there does need to
be a balanced approach to
those three key areas you
mentioned; performance,
charges and risks, and
understanding them is
obviously key for advisers.
This is one of the reasons
why we’ve invested in our
business development
team, because, although
ultimately, of course, they’re
trying to raise new money
for our products, they also
spend a lot of their time
working alongside advisers,
educating them, not just
on our products, but on
EIS schemes in general.
Building knowledge within
this sector, which is rightly
seen as a high risk area of
investment for their clients,
is always positive and it
should to be encouraged
and we support that.
We don’t see why
investing in this space
should be any different to
investing in listed assets as
part of a balanced portfolio.
Admittedly there are
challenges with alternatives,
such as liquidity, live pricing
and information flow, but
there’s no reason why
we can’t work towards a
better solution and a better
scenario where these things
are more transparent.
We’re doing our own
work on performance, as
best we can with the data
provided. But performance
is challenging because it’s

historic and it will always be
because you’ve got to sift
back through Companies
House or Beauhurst data.
Of course, advisers want
performance because
it’s natural to want
performance before you
allocate to an asset class.
But if you’re in this space,
you understand it doesn’t
necessarily mean anything
until an investment is
realised. It does however
give them comfort and
allows them to point to it as
part of their research in the
investment case and that is
where we aim to help them
in meeting their compliance
requirements.
The two areas where you
can be transparent and
where you’re obliged to
be, are fees and risks.
Everybody should know
what they’re paying.
This not just in EIS, it’s
happening across the whole
financial market and we are
very focused on making
everything transparent
on our platform. In terms
of risks, it’s back to the
same point I made earlier.
Provided there’s been due
diligence and that the risks
are made very clear we
are comfortable as you
are giving investors and
advisers the information
they require to make their
decisions. For me, out
of those three metrics,
charges and risks are the
areas where immediate
improvements can take
place.
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AND LASTLY, LOOKING
FORWARD, WHAT CHANGES
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IN
THE EIS MARKET AND DO YOU
HAVE ANY CONCERNS FOR THE
FUTURE?
We would love to see a
doubling of the size of the
investment amount per
company that’s allowed. £5
million really does not get
you very far if you’re trying
to build a tangible real
property asset. If we could
return to £8 or £10 million, it
would mean that a lot more
scalable businesses would
be created. It would also
be more likely to achieve
the aim of HMRC and the
Treasury, which is that the
underlying businesses
wouldn’t be unwound at
that level when the EIS
period has been fulfilled; at
£5 million and below, there
is a tendency for people to
create businesses that just
have four year useful lives
and then are all dismantled
at the end. But, if you’re
starting with £10 million you
could quite easily build that
into a £20 million business
relatively quickly which
would then give it much
greater chance of surviving
into the future.
We would also like a
relaxation around the
ability to invest in already
operational businesses
which are struggling. The
EIS in the past has been a
good low risk option for
business owners to take
in slightly more expensive
equity capital to help them
get over trading difficulties
or to expand onwards
and we think if they could
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allow a relaxation of the
rules, it would stop some
businesses failing rather
than new businesses being
created.
And where do we see the
market going in the future?
It all depends on if there’s
any further regulation down
the line. If HMRC start to
remove the eligible trades
that become successful,
we will just see a further
constriction of the rules
to the point where the
EIS market, as the adviser
knows it, will cease to exist
and will become a broadly
generalist only sector. The
market is starting to move
that way anyway, but there
is still such a huge need and
demand within the SME
world for asset-backed EIS
that the Government should
be mindful not to close that
down completely.
There are a couple of
things, from an investment
management perspective,
which would make EIS funds
even more competitive with
their institutional peers;
some really good work has
been done over the last
five years or so to raise
awareness of the asset
class and now I would say
the vast majority of high
quality institutional funds
have invested alongside
high quality EIS funds.
But the fact remains that
the requirement to go
through the HMRC Advance
Assurance process is still
relatively cumbersome. So,
anything that can be done
to speed up that process will
make EIS more competitive.
The extent to which
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the Advance Assurance
timeline can extend the
timetable of fundraising for
companies without adding
value to the businesses is
important, because all of
these companies are young,
immature and fragile in
their own ways and once
the fundraising is agreed,
the company needs to
move quickly and focus on
investing that money to
build the business.
Structurally, I would like to
see the ability to do bridge
loan type instruments to
EIS companies as there
are situations when it is in
everybody’s interests not to
place a price on a company
and to create a convertible
loan instrument. This could
be because the company
might raise a larger round
of funding at a higher price
in a short period of time
because they’re about
to meet some business
milestone. Or because a
company may receive an
offer for acquisition and
there is no desire to put
price signalling on the table.
It suits both the company
and everybody around the
table better in this situation
to have a convertible
instrument.

SO, THE RECENT
ANNOUNCEMENT THAT
SHARES IN AN EIS ARE
SOON TO BE ALLOWED TO
BE CONVERTIBLE AFTER THE
THREE YEAR HOLDING PERIOD
IS GOOD NEWS. GUY, WHAT
ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON THE
FUTURE?
We would also like to
see a faster and more

DANIEL
RODWELL

SAM
PLUMPTRE

streamlined approval
process for companies
seeking Advance Assurance,
but obviously, we need to
work with HMRC to ensure
that doesn’t become overly
burdensome for them from
a volumes perspective.
We’ll be reviewing and
responding to the HMRC
Advance Assurance
consultation accordingly,
and whilst clearly, HMRC
will be mindful of their
own resources, I wouldn’t
want to see the Advance
Assurance process removed
completely. It is problematic
for us as investment
managers at the moment
because of the current
process and the time that
it’s taking to turn things
around. But, naturally of
course, we would want to
see it stay, in a format that
provides that reassurance
much faster.
We’re optimistic about the
coming 12 months and
beyond. We’ve got several
new investee companies
in the pipeline, and we’re
seeing much increased
recognition of our brand.
And we feel that the quality
of investment which we’re
making will give advisers
confidence to use EIS on
an ongoing basis so that it
becomes something that’s
part of general wealth
advice and tax planning
used throughout the year.
We’ve seen in the press
that there’s been a great
deal of negativity towards
some of the historic
tax-avoidance schemes,
and we would like to see
clarification out there of

“We sell ourselves purely as the technology or the pipes between asset managers and advisers.
Our reason for existing is to make alternative assets as an asset class more accessible to financial
advisers and retail investors.” – Sam Plumptre, CoInvestor
the fact that, EIS and SEIS
are not tax-avoidance
schemes and in fact, are
Government sponsored
schemes that are purely
targeted to drive growth in
our economy. Even some
of the industry, the wider
media but also some of the
industry trade press, are not
very good at drawing those
distinctions and talk about
tax avoidance schemes to
groups of financial advisers
without actually clarifying
what schemes they are. We
would also like to see some
rationalisation of the rules
and their interpretation.
One of the major issues
is that HMRC hasn’t really
given clear guidance and
this is really becoming a
problem for managers
who are trying to get
timely Advance Assurance
for investments. But it is
positive that HMRC is raising
the SITR investment amount
to £1.5 million. That’s very
exciting and I know there
have been a lot of providers
on the sidelines waiting
for this, so I think it’s going
to be an exciting time for
SITR going forward. It’s
something we’re certainly
looking at ourselves.
We’d like to see the
complete digitisation of the
EIS market, from end to
end. Don’t get me wrong,
you still have to put in
the Advance Assurance,
but we would like it to be
streamlined, right down
to company reference
code. We’ve just built a
free technology solution
called the EIS Wallet. It’s
a repository to store your

data. You can store all
your HMRC certificates,
share certificates, and
it will populate your tax
return automatically, so
it’s more forward thinking.
And it fits with the types
of companies EIS is meant
to support – innovative
growth companies. These
entrepreneurs should
be focused on running
their businesses, not
panicking because of
paperwork, dates and
getting administration
wrong. It should be as
easy as possible. I know
we’re focused here on fund
managers and advisers
but it’s all part of the same
problem because they’re
all part of the same supply
chain. The value chain is
so paper based and each
piece of paperwork can be
a speed bump to funding
access. That’s what we’re
trying to get rid of for this
space.

SO, I ASSUME YOU’RE
QUITE INTERESTED IN THE
ONLINE ASSURANCE SYSTEM
HMRC IS TALKING ABOUT
IMPLEMENTING?
That’s part of it and I
think that’s great. For me,
anything is progress; I’ve
raised EIS multiple times,
for companies I’m involved
with. Your heart just sinks
when you get into the red
tape of it all. We try to
build in online features
so that fund managers
can distribute their EIS
certificates easily online, via
our platform and we now
allow financial advisers to
invest in an EIS fund on a

discretionary basis in six
clicks. We want to make
access to this market as
easy as possible for people
who are suitable for it, or
want to learn more about it.
I think the biggest
thing we would like to see
changed would be regarding
SEIS rather than EIS. That
would be an increase in the
cap on the amount invested
in individual companies,
which is currently at a
maximum of £150k. Ideally,
we would like to see
this increased as £150k,
particularly if you are in an
R&D heavy industry such as
life sciences, can be spent
very quickly. Consequently,
SEIS is not always fit for
purpose without EIS funding
quickly afterwards. I
doubt this will change until
after Article 50 has been
triggered due to EU stateaid rules. Once Article 50
has been triggered, one of
the reviews will likely be into
how state-aid rules affect
the UK, our relationship with
Europe and to what degree
we have to comply with EU
state rules in the future.
This is when SEIS limits may
then be reviewed.
Our hope as a house is
that a break from the EU
means that the EU rules
regarding state aid can be,
not necessarily ripped up,
but certainly re-evaluated
by the UK government and
eventually, when they’ve
worked down the list of the
many items that rank as
more important than EIS
and VCT, there may be an
opportunity for the rules to
be somewhat more relaxed

than they are currently,
and for the UK to go back
to having one of the best
systems in the world for
tax advantaged investment
for small companies...
although this may just be
me dreaming.
We’ll deal with what’s
there to be dealt with.
The EIS framework is an
excellent mechanism when
used correctly. For us, there
will always be opportunity,
there are 70 of our team
working with SMEs all day,
every day, so, that network
and that sort of intensity
in the geographical patch
that we’re prominent in,
will continue to serve us
well. So, whether its EIS or
non EIS investing, we will
still be out there funding
good quality businesses.
However, I would ask two
things; for the seven-year
rule to be relaxed because
that’s tightened things
up unnecessarily when
there are still some very
strong companies that
seek growth capital that
are being excluded from
the equation under EIS;
and for acceleration in the
production of EIS3s for
investors.

MANY THANKS TO YOU ALL
FOR GIVING YOUR INPUT.
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CONCLUSIONS
WHAT DOES THE MARKET RESEARCH TELL US?
The proportion of advisers using EIS is
increasing, and most of those advisers
expect their use of EIS to increase –
so the scene is set for more growth
in the EIS sector. As we’ve alluded to
elsewhere in the report, this could
potentially be a problem: if the new
rules mean that there are fewer good
quality EIS investments to be found,
demand could exceed supply. We think
this would be felt the most keenly in
the asset backed/capital preservation
type EIS.
This undersupply could manifest itself
in a number of ways:
Some investors miss out (a
relatively good outcome overall,
although obviously not for those
particular investors)
Investors experience some cash
drag as managers take longer to
deploy funds (less good, but not so
bad)
Managers bid each other up and
overpay for some opportunities
(definitely less good)
Managers pivot and make
investments that are not quite in line
with their mandate in order to deploy
funds (ditto)
Managers make riskier investments
than they would have liked (much
more negative).
However, we are focusing on the
negatives here. There hasn’t been
any shortage of EIS deal flow to date
and there’s no evidence managers
are overpaying or pivoting: it’s not
in their long term interests to risk
their reputation by making hasty
investments. In addition, the feedback
we had from our roundtable discussion
is that actually advisers do not consider
over-capacity as a potential issue in the
EIS market this year.
It’s interesting that so many more
advisers see compliance and due
diligence as a top three concern
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this year. It might reflect renewed
attention on these areas from the
regulator, or simply the greater
volume of EIS business that is being
written. We would point advisers to
our sister business MICAP, or to the
other review providers out there:
these services can save advisers a lot
of time and effort.
It is also interesting to reflect upon
the 40% of advisers who believe
that EIS can be suitable – in certain
circumstances – for ordinary retail
investors. Should more advisers be
using EIS to implement tax planning
strategies for ordinary retail investors?
Done correctly (and if the EIS portfolio
proves to be a successful investment)
this figure could represent advisers
doing a really good job for their
clients. Done poorly (and if the
portfolio tanks) and we might start
to see some more complaints coming
through.
The industry roundtable participants
indicated that the rule changes is one
of the biggest challenges the sector will
encounter in the 2016/17 fundraising
season as the new rules force some
managers to shift their focus to earlier
stage growth opportunities. The degree
of impact is different for each manager,
but as a result of the new rules
managers were inevitably required to
review their portfolios and their pipeline
of deals to ensure their investments
would meet all qualifying criteria.
When asked about what changes
they’d like to see in the EIS market
we had slightly different responses
from advisers and managers.
Advisers generally want to see more
transparency and competition in
the industry and more information
on underlying investments, exits in
particular. Managers, on the other
hand, would like a relaxation around
the range of companies they can
invest in, more awareness of the asset
class and more competition with their
institutional peers.

We are regularly in touch with
many industry professionals.
The adviser survey provides
useful feedback to enable us to
understand any emerging trends
or issues that are affecting those
who are actively involved in this
market. We also held roundtable
discussions with advisers and
managers to get a more qualitative
view of how they perceive the
market.

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
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OVERALL UK MARKET
OFFERS LAUNCHED IN 2016/17
BENCHMARKING EIS
INVESTMENTS
This section takes a look at all 2016/17
EIS offers (i.e. launched anytime from 1
April 2016) and all historical offers (any
offer launched before that date).

INITIAL CHARGE (2016 OFFERS)
2016 OPEN
OFFERS

6%

The analysis is based on data supplied
by the MICAP platform and is correct
as of mid-November 2016.
Our intention here is to give advisers
data on key metrics – such as costs,
minimum subscriptions and target
returns – so that they have a reference
point when reviewing the market for
EIS qualifying investments, and can
understand the levels of returns to
expect and at what prices.
The data shows 26 offers which opened
between April and mid-November 2016
and 150 which opened prior to that
period, giving an overall total of 176.
Initially, we analyse the various items in
the context of the overall market and
then by investment strategy.

CHARGES
INITIAL CHARGES
The analysis of the fees and charges of
the 2016/17 offers shows that typically
investees pay a higher portion of any
initial charges which are applied.
Compared to historical offers, the
average initial fee charged to investors
has dropped by over half, whilst the
average initial fee payable by the
investee company has more than
doubled. The overall average has
dropped by 14%, some of which is
due to a reduction in the number of
managers charging an initial charge
at all.
The lower the initial charge, the more
of the investor’s funds will qualify for
the income tax relief.
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8%

4%

2%

0%

AVG

MODE

MIN

MEDIAN

MAX

CHARGED TO INVESTOR

0.75%

0%

0%

0%

3%

CHARGED TO INVESTEE

1.48%

0%

0%

1.95%

5%

TOT. INITIAL CHARGE

2.17%

2%

0%

2%

5%

INITIAL CHARGE (HISTORIAL OFFERS)
HISTORICAL
OFFERS

8%

6%

4%

2%

0%

AVG

MODE

MIN

MEDIAN

MAX

CHARGED TO INVESTOR

1.97%

0%

0%

2%

7.50%

CHARGED TO INVESTEE

0.61%

0%

0%

0%

7.50%

TOT. INITIAL CHARGE

2.51%

0%

0%

2.50%

7.50%

“In a market now focused on growth investing, some fund managers have switched more of the onus
of their up-front fees to the investees, and are taking more of their compensation from investors on
exit.”
ANNUAL MANAGEMENT CHARGES (AMC)

ANNUAL MANAGEMENT CHARGES
For 2016/17 offers, the AMC is split
evenly between the investor and
the investee company. However,
investees are increasingly absorbing
more of this charge and although
the average AMC has increased by
almost a quarter, investors have seen
a reduction in AMC of over a fifth
compared with historical rates.
Nevertheless, for EIS investments in
particular, where investment horizons
can often be quite long, advisers
should note that a small annual
percentage can add up to a large
amount over time.

PERFORMANCE FEE
Performance fees have remained
steady, although the average has gone
up by over 17%. Two thirds of funds
charge performance fees. In a market
now focused on growth investing,
some fund managers have switched
more of the onus of their up-front fees
to the investees, and are taking more
of their compensation from investors
on exit.

3%

2016
OFFERS

2.5%
2%
1.5%
1%
0.5%
0%

AVG

MODE

MIN

MEDIAN

MAX

CHARGED TO INVESTOR

0.63%

0%

0%

0%

2%

CHARGED TO INVESTEE

0.60%

0%

0%

0%

2%

TOT. INITIAL CHARGE

1.22%

1.50%

0%

1.50%

2%

ANNUAL MANAGEMENT CHARGES (AMC)
3%

HISTORICAL
OFFERS

2.5%
2%
1.5%
1%
0.5%

When considering exit performance
fees, it’s important to take account
of what exactly it refers to, i.e, is it the
gain net or gross of other charges?
This can vary by offering and the
calculations may differ. For example,
some EIS funds may charge an exit
performance fee per underlying
company, so even if the majority of
underlying companies fail, if one
reaches the hurdle, a performance
fee would be payable. This could put
the investor in the position of losing
money overall but still be liable to
such a fee. Other funds work out
whether the hurdle has been met by
applying it across the aggregated gain
of all companies in the fund. As ever
in this market, making comparisons
of charges is challenging.

0%

AVG

MODE

MIN

MEDIAN

MAX

CHARGED TO INVESTOR

0.80%

0%

0%

0%

2.50%

CHARGED TO INVESTEE

0.20%

0%

0%

0%

2.25%

TOT. INITIAL CHARGE

0.99%

0%

0%

1.50%

2.50%

EXIT PERFORMANCE FEE (2016 OFFERS)
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80%
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19.62%
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“Interestingly, whilst the average target returns have grown, the average expected duration of the
EIS offerings has reduced. The mean for historic offers is four years, but for 2016 offers it is just
over three years and ten months – two months less.”
PERFORMANCE HURDLE

TARGET RETURNS

In general, in order to collect the
Performance Fee, a manager must
beat the hurdle rate they set up.

Advisers should note that the data here is the total target return to investors on
the target exit date, net of all fees and charges, and ignoring any associated tax
reliefs. Of course readers must bear in mind the risk involved, the likelihood of an
exit and that a target is by no means a guarantee.

EXIT PERFORMANCE HURDLE
HISTORICAL OFFERS

2016 OFFERS

250%

TARGET RETURN

AVG

MODE

MIN

MEDIAN

MAX

2016 OFFERS

210%

120%

108%

127%

922%

HISTORICAL

192%

110%

100%

130%

1,658%

200%
150%
100%
50%
0%

AVG

MODE

MIN MEDIAN MAX

Overlooking the historical maximum outlier of 1658%, target returns are on the
increase, with the average rising by almost 10%. This is an indicator of how the
market is more focused on growth investments today. Interestingly, whilst the
average target returns have grown, the average expected duration of the EIS
offerings has reduced. The mean for historic offers is four years, but for 2016
offers it is just over three years and ten months – 2 months less. This dispels
the possibility that the higher target returns are offset by a longer projected
investment length, which would lower the annualised return. Higher returns in
ashorter period of time also have the ring of “too good to be true” about them
and we urge readers to be cautious about making planning decisions based
around these target timeframes.

OTHER FEES
Initial Deal Fee, Exit Deal Fee and Annual Admin Charge are also quoted by some managers. As EIS investors are acquiring an
equity stake from private companies, a dealing fee may be used to pay business brokers on a deal’s initiation and exit. The Annual
Admin Charge, on the other hand, is paid for services such as maintaining a financial record of an investment and calculating the
value of the fund. All of these fees, although previously quite negligible in general terms, have dropped.

INITIAL DEAL FEE
2016 OFFERS

EXIT DEAL FEE

HISTORICAL OFFERS

2016 OFFERS

HISTORICAL OFFERS

2016 OFFERS

HISTORICAL OFFERS

7%

0.7%

0.65%

2%

1.85%

1.8%

0.6%

1.4%

0.4%

1.2%

3%

3%

1.6%
0.5%

3.5%

2.5%
2%

1%
0.3%

1.5%

0.8%

0.65%

0.6%

0.2%

0.4%

0.07%

0.1%

0.2%

0.06%

0%

0%

AVG
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1%

MAX

0.50 %

0.5%
0.07%

0.04% 0.08%

AVG

0.13%

0%

MAX

AVG

MAX

“Perhaps more revealing is the 18% increase in the growth with a capital preservation element.
Very few funds are now marketing themselves as pure capital preservation plays.”

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION
HISTORICAL OFFERS

2016 OFFERS

MARKET COMPOSITION BY SECTOR
2016 / HISTORICAL

HISTORICAL OFFERS

£120

£120

ENERGY
GENERATION

0% / 15%

£100

£100

FOOD & DRINK

0% / 10%

£80

£80

GENERAL
ENTERPRISE

£60

INDUSTRY &
INFRASTRUCTURE

16% / 7%

£40

£40

MEDIA

0% / 1%

£20

£20

MEDIA &
ENTERTAINMENT

£0

£0

000’s

000’s

2016 OFFERS

MINIMUM FUNDRAISE

£60

AVG

MODE

MIN

MEDIAN

MAX

AVG

MODE

MIN

MEDIAN MAX

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION

MINIMUM FUNDRAISE

The average minimum subscription
has been fairly stable, but the lowest
minimum subscription is falling, to
£1,000 in 2016. This was an outlier
though and if it is removed from the
sample the next lowest level is £5,000,
and most offers have a minimum
around £10,000. This feels more realistic
given the nature of EIS investments.

The minimum fundraise refers to the
lowest amount with which a manager
will proceed with their offer, should
the full target amount not be raised.
The figures indicate that managers
are now seeking higher minimum
fundraise amounts, with the average
being over 18% higher than has
historically been the case.

STRATEGY
The market has responded to the recent rule changes with a 10% increase in the
proportion of growth offers in 2016. Perhaps more revealing is the 18% increase
in the market segment that combines growth with a capital preservation element.
Very few funds are now marketing themselves as pure capital preservation plays.

EIS MARKET BY STRATEGY

2016 OFFERS

HISTORICAL

CAPITAL PRESERVATION

4%

10%

CAPITAL PRESERVATION & GROWTH

40%

34%

GROWTH

32%

29%

GROWTH & INCOME

0%

2.7%

SUPER GROWTH

24%

24%

20% / 23%

36% / 23%

PHARMACEUTICAL

4% / 1%

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

0% / 1%

SPORT & LEISURE

8% / 2%

TECHNOLOGY

16% / 16%

TRANSPORT

0% / 1%

SECTOR
As with SEIS, Media & Entertainment
takes the biggest share of 2016 offers.
A range of lower budget productions
made possible by on-going advances
in technology, as well as additional
tax breaks that are available in this
sector are certainly contributors to the
popularity of these offers.
Energy generation and renewable
energy historically made up over a
sixth of offers, but, now that such
trades, including Hydro and Anaerobic
Digestion, have been excluded from
benefiting from EIS, the incentive to
open them has disappeared. Food &
Drink and Transport offerings are also
no longer available in offers launched
in 2016.
On the other hand, the market has seen
a new sector coming to the EIS space in
Pharmaceuticals/Biotechnology. In
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“Growth and Super Growth offers – initial charges have fallen. The 2016 average is 2.19% for Growth
and 0.83% for Super Growth (versus historical rates of 3.08% and 2.57%).”

addition, there is a large increase in
the number of EIS funds that invest in
the Industry & Infrastructure sector,
which has more than doubled its share
of 2016 offers, and Sport & Technology
offers have quadrupled. In fact, these
two sectors combined have replaced
Renewable Energy’s proportion of the
historical market.
Readers should note that we are looking
here at the market composition by
the number of offers in the market.
We would like to look at the market
composition by target and actual
fundraising amounts, but there are
too many gaps in the data to draw firm
conclusions from such an analysis.

BREAKING DOWN THE MARKET BY INVESTMENT STRATEGY
CHARGES
Initial Charge
Perhaps unsurprisingly, there now appears to be a premium in terms of the Initial
Charge for the strategies that include a Capital Preservation element, possibly
because there are fewer of these around than before. The 2016 average is 2.5%
for pure Capital Preservation and 2.9% for Capital Preservation & Growth (versus
historical rates of 0.93% and 2.45% respectively).
The reverse can be seen in Growth and Super Growth offers – initial charges have
fallen. The 2016 average is 2.19% for Growth and 0.83% for Super Growth (versus
historical rates of 3.08% and 2.57%).

INITIAL CHARGE (2016 OFFERS)
8%
7%

INVESTMENT TYPE

6%

Discretionary Portfolio Services
have experienced a strong upturn
of over 170%, overtaking Alternative
Investment Fund as the most common
structure for EIS products. It may be
that discretionary services are easier
to run from a regulatory point of view.
Although Single Company is the
smallest sector in terms of investment
type, it still makes up over one eighth
of our dataset. Readers should also
note that there are probably many
more single company EIS offers out
there – we take our data from MICAP,
where only the biggest single company
offers tend to list.

MARKET COMPOSITION BY INVESTMENT TYPE
2016

HISTORICAL

ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENT FUND

42%

53%

DISCRETIONARY
PORTFOLIO SERVICE

46%

PORTFOLIO

0%

6%

12%

24%

SINGLE COMPANY

5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
CAPITAL
PRESERVATION

CAP. PRESERVATION
& GROWTH
AVG

MIN

GROWTH & INCOME

MEDIAN

SUPER GROWTH

MAX

INITIAL CHARGE (HISTORICAL OFFERS)
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%

17%

2%
1%
0%
CAP. PRESERVATION
& GROWTH

CAPITAL
PRESERVATION
AVG
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MODE

GROWTH

MODE

GROWTH

MIN

GROWTH & INCOME

MEDIAN

SUPER GROWTH

MAX

“The most interesting observation is the increase in the average AMC for Growth strategies,
which doesn’t appear to have been offset by a decline in the other fees taken by these funds, and
in fact the Exit Performance Fees have increased.”

AMC BY STRATEGY (2016 / HISTORICAL)

AVG

MODE

MIN

MEDIAN

MAX

CAPITAL PRESERVATION

2% / 0.90%

NA / 0%

2% / 0%

2% / 0%

2% / 2%

CAPITAL PRESERVATION & GROWTH

1.10% / 1.15%

1.50% / 1.50%

0% / 0%

1.25% / 1.50%

2% / 2.25%

1.66% / 0.99%

2% / 0%

1% / 0%

1.63% / 1.38%

2% / 2.50%

0% / 0%

0% / 0%

0% / 0%

0% / 0%

0% / 0%

0.92% / 0.91%

1.50% / 0%

0% / 0%

1.25% / 1.25%

1.50% / 2%

GROWTH
GROWTH & INCOME
SUPER GROWTH

Annual Management Charge
AMCs have crept up for Capital Preservation offers. The most interesting observation is the increase in the average AMC
for Growth strategies, which doesn’t appear to have been offset by a decline in the other fees taken by these funds, and in
fact the Exit Performance Fees have increased – see below!

EXIT PERFORMANCE FEE (2016 OFFERS)

Exit Performance Fee
In general, Exit Performance Fees
have increased. The biggest increase
(close to 100%) is the average Growth
strategy Exit Performance Fee, and
contrary to our expectations, there is
no clear tendency that Growth funds
charge higher Exit Performance Fees
than Capital Preservation funds.
Therefore, we cannot generalise
the level of Exit Performance Fee by
investment objective and advisers will
need to check individual offers.
Although a 30% Exit Performance
Fee means more than one third
of the returns generated will be
pocketed by the manager, we think
Exit Performance Fees in general
should not be viewed too negatively.
This is because high performance
fees should indicate that a manager is
confident in the portfolio companies.
Nevertheless, when a manager states
an Exit Performance Fee of 80%, one
should review the fund carefully to
decide whether the fee is justified.
This should be done in conjunction
with the other applicable fees so
a judgement can be made on an
aggregated basis which allows for like
for like comparison with other offers.
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EXIT PERFORMANCE FEE (HISTORICAL OFFERS)
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“As one would expect, growth options (Growth and Super Growth) target higher returns than
capital preservation options on average and their targets are on the increase.”

Exit Performance Hurdle
Small moves up and down make correlation to any particular factors difficult to
identify by strategy. The biggest mover in terms of average exit hurdle rates is
Super Growth, with a 12% drop to just 104%. This is a little unexpected, bearing
in mind the very high growth levels targeted by these offers.

EXIT PERFORMANCE HURDLE (2016 OFFERS)
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“A key part of our plan has
been to boost investment,
back entrepreneurs and
support high-growth
companies. We scaled up
the Enterprise Investment
Scheme and the Venture
Capital Trust Schemes in
2012, and we introduced the
Seed Enterprise Investment
Scheme (SEIS) to address the
difficulties start-up companies
can face in getting seed
finance.” – George Osborne,
former Chancellor

EXIT PERFORMANCE HURDLE (HISTORICAL OFFERS)
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TARGET RETURNS
As one would expect, growth options (Growth and Super Growth) target higher returns than Capital Preservation options
on average and their targets are on the increase (although 922% and 1,658% outliers have been removed from the 2016 and
historical data respectively for this graph). But it’s important that advisers don’t assume that Growth EIS always have higher
target returns than Capital Preservation EIS by default – there are some anomalies out there.

TARGET RETURNS (2016/HISTORICAL)

MIN

MAX

MEAN

MODE

MEDIAN

CAPITAL PRESERVATION

110% / 100%

110% / 125%

110% / 113%

N/A / 120%

110% / 120%

CAP. PRESERVATION & GROWTH

108% / 104%

179% / 210%

127% / 125%

120% / 110%

120% / 118%

GROWTH

115% / 110%

200% / 370%

137% / 151%

120% / 140%

120% / 134%

GROWTH & INCOME

N/A / 125%

N/A / 130%

N/A / 127%

N/A / N/A

N/A / 127%

200% / 175%

600% / 1000%

296% / 315%

231% / 250%

231% / 250%

SUPER GROWTH
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“Advisers increasingly look at investment strategy first and EIS reliefs second. That is absolutely
the right approach to EIS.” – Andrew Sherlock, Oxford Capital

MINIMUM FUNDRAISE
In general, all strategies are raising higher amounts than was historically the case. However, this is not the case for Super Growth.

MINIMUM FUNDRAISE (2016 OFFERS)

MINIMUM FUNDRAISE (HISTORICAL OFFERS)
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MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION
The highest Minimum Subscriptions for 2016 offerings are from Super Growth strategies, with reductions in the average
for Growth and Capital Preservation & Growth

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION (2016 OFFERS)

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION (HISTORICAL OFFERS)
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CONCLUSIONS
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS
When compared to SEIS,
VCTs and BPR Offers, EIS is
the most active tax efficient
investment vehicle in terms
of new product launches and
sectors covered. With the
support of the data on the
MICAP platform, the following
pulls together the main
developments and points of
interest in the market since
the release of the previous
edition of the report.
MARKET COMPOSITION
The EIS market is now dominated
by offers that seek to generate
growth. However, the proportion
of the blended objective, Capital
Preservation & Growth, has increased
significantly, constituting 40% of
the new offers launched in 2016/17.
Capital Preservation offers have
diminished significantly.
The market as a whole has become
more concentrated in other ways,
with a smaller range of investment
objectives, investee company types
and investment sectors. As we
expected, 2016/17 offers do not
contain any Renewable Energy due to
changes in the rules, whilst Media &
Entertainment takes the biggest share
of offers coming to market, at over
a third, having grown by over 50%
against the historical picture.

CHARGES
Unlike BPR products, which often
quote Initial Charge and AMC, the Exit
Performance Fee is the most common
type of charge among EIS managers.
The average Initial Charge in total has
decreased to 2.17%, but the average
AMC has gone up to 1.22%. However,
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a larger proportion of these fees are
now being charged to the investee
companies. Overall, in percentage
terms, this means that in general, EIS
investments are now cheaper to invest
in and hold. However, if the target
returns are met or exceeded by the
managers, investors should expect to
pay a considerable amount out of the
profits made on exit.

TARGET RETURNS
The average target return has been
increasing and the 2016 figure is
almost 10% higher than historically: a
reflection of the higher proportion of
growth orientated offers.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS TO THE
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
As noted elsewhere in the report,
the EIS market has responded to the
legislative changes introduced in
2015 and there are now almost no
offers with pure Capital Preservation
mandates. As a result, the average
target returns funds are aiming for
have ticked up. Investors appear to be
getting a better deal when it comes
to charges, but this could be at the
expense of investees – and as ever,
comparing charges is difficult.

Target returns range from 108%
to 1,658%, but there is no clear
correlation between investee
company types and target returns.
Super Growth offers generally have
much higher target returns than the
market average. Growth offers’ target
returns, on the other hand, are only
moderately higher than offers with a
capital preservation element.

MINIMUM SUBSCRIPTION
The average minimum subscription
is around £18,000 for EIS and this has
marginally dropped for 2016 offers.
The lowest minimum subscription
from a new offer this year is only
£1,000. The minimum subscription
is falling year after year, making
the sector easier to access and
diversification much less expensive.
However, given the risky and
sophisticated nature of EIS investing,
we hope that lower minimum
investment levels don’t encourage
inappropriate investments.

KEY FINDINGS FROM INDUSTRY
ANALYSIS
The EIS market has become
more concentrated with a smaller
range of investment objectives
On average, EIS investments are
cheaper to invest in and hold as a
larger proportion of the fees are
now being charged to the investee
companies

INVESTMENT TYPE

The average target return of
2016 offers is almost 10% higher
than historical offers

Discretionary Portfolio Services,
with 46% of the market, have now
surpassed Alternative Investment
Funds.

This year’s average minimum
subscription is around £18,000 and
this is marginally lower than the
historical figure

EIS SOLUTIONS
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BLACKFINCH
ASSET FOCUSED EIS PORTFOLIOS
ABOUT BLACKFINCH

OUR ASSET FOCUSED EIS OFFER

Blackfinch Investments is an
established UK provider who has
been operating in the tax efficient
investment market for over 20 years,
evolving through time to meet our
clients’ needs, always with a clear
focus on capital preservation and
risk mitigation. The Blackfinch group
has grown and adapted throughout
this time and built significant
experience and expertise and now
has approximately £500 million under
management and administration,
through trading companies, client
portfolios and other assets. Our
philosophy is based on transparency
and simplicity and our services
provide real solutions to financial
planning challenges faced by investors
today. We are committed to delivering
sensible investment strategies that
target growth and tax efficiency.
As well as the Asset Focused EIS
Portfolios, we also offer other
discretionary managed portfolios
as follows: Media EIS Portfolios, AIM
IHT Portfolios (Growth and Income),
AIM ISA Portfolios, IHT Portfolios
(Capital Preservation and Growth),
SEIS Portfolios, Corporate Planning
Portfolios.

A discretionary managed portfolio
service providing investors with access
to a service focusing on both capital
preservation and growth through
strong business opportunities.
We believe investments, based on
real trades and under pinned by
exposure to tangible assets, provide
the opportunity for the investor to
see and understand where their
money is invested. Investors should
benefit from returns created by the
underlying trades, as the over riding
business operations will target real
growth. All opportunities meet our
strict investment criteria and offer
strong risk adjusted returns, whilst
still providing minimised risk through
exposure to underlying assets. Each
investee company must meet EIS
qualifying trade criteria and have an
independent, experienced, strong
management team. Due to high
market demand, our initial focus is
residential and commercial property
construction, through our investee
companies. Each investee company
will seek to raise the full £5m allowed
under current EIS rules. To date this
product has raised £2m.

ANTICIPATED INVESTEE SECTORS (SUBJECT TO ADVANCE ASSURANCE)

20%

CONSTRUCTION

40%

WEDDING VENUES

MANAGED DATA CENTRES

20%

PUB / LEISURE

20%
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CASE STUDY
SECTOR

Residential
Property
Construction

DEVELOPMENT

Roseleigh, Clapton
In Gordano

FINANCE
ARRANGED

C£1.4m
Development Loan

TERM

Up to 12 months

SECURITY

First Charge

LOAN TO VALUE

70%

The EIS Construction Company
has been appointed to construct
a large residential dwelling in
Bristol. The site currently houses
an existing bungalow with several
outbuildings but has been granted
planning permission for a new
dwelling of 5,033sq ft. The new
dwelling will be over two levels
and will include facilities such as a
sauna and wine room and will be
completed to a very high standard.
All opportunities are structured
with strong levels of security for
investors.
Developer is well established
with significant experience in UK
residential development.
The Management Team maintain a
close involvement throughout the
project and have the expertise to
ensure the building is completed
on time and in line with anticipated
costs.

COINVESTOR
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS SIMPLIFYING ACCESS TO EIS
ABOUT COINVESTOR

OUR PROPOSITION

CoInvestor was founded in 2015
on the core belief that technology
should provide financial advisers,
fund managers and private investors
alike with better solutions to access
alternative assets. The starting
point was to allow individuals and
their advisers to access deal-by-deal
coinvestment opportunities so they
could build their own portfolio of
alternative assets. Since then the
scope of the business has expanded
significantly as we looked more
broadly at ways in which technology
could be used to make the investment
process better, simpler and more
efficient for all parties.

The ethos of our business is to work
with the industry to provide forwardthinking solutions which make
investments into alternative assets
straightforward. As an aggregator we
are product agnostic and so list a host
of investment opportunities from a
suite of fund managers. We believe
that by having one consolidated
view of all alternative assets which
is easy to access, the whole industry
will benefit and financial advisers
will be able to better understand the
products available for their clients.

As of the end of January, CoInvestor’s
registered advisers will be able to
invest on a discretionary basis into
EIS/VCT funds for their clients in just
six clicks – significantly reducing the
administrative burden and current
paper based processes. It is our belief
that using technology to make the
investment process more efficient
and straightforward will help increase
the take up of alternative assets and
improve access to the industry.

Our CoAdvisor product allows wealth
managers to manage their clients in
one place through their own-branded
platform. They can select their
investment panel from the range of
funds listed through CoInvestor and
significantly improve their service
to clients by adding alternative
investments to the products they
offer, without adding the associated
paperwork.

CASE STUDY
The financial advisers on our
platform are able to upload their
clients in one simple step and,
through their dashboard, see
their direct investment activity
as well as investing into a fund
service on their behalf. At present
direct investments are typically
outside the purview of financial
advisers and planners so by
allowing advisers to have a ‘look
through’ to their client’s activity
they are better able to offer advice
on their client’s whole portfolio.
In addition, if an adviser were to
recommend a fund for their client,
they need to manually complete
a host of documents and manage
the multiple constituent parts and
reporting post investment. Using
our CoAdvisor product most of this
administrative work is taken away,
allowing advisers to get back to
the job of advising, not filling out
applications.

ADVISERS
We help financial advisers to stay
relevant to their clients in a rapidly
evolving, digital market.

INVESTORS

FUND MANAGERS

We enable private
investors to build
alternative investment
portfolios.

We allow alternative
asset fund managers to
access the growing pool of
private investors seeking
online investments.

ACCESSIBILITY

EFFICIENCY

GROWTH
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DEEPBRIDGE
INNOVATIVE EIS INVESTING
ABOUT DEEPBRIDGE
Deepbridge is a different kind of
investment manager, growing an
enviable reputation for providing
tax-efficient investment opportunities
based on sector experience of actively
managing and growing businesses.
We work closely with financial
advisers and investors to design
innovative products, ranging from
investment in technology growth
companies to asset-backed renewable
energy projects. We also partner
with innovative and committed
management teams to help UK based
companies realise their potential
and become successful leading-edge
businesses. Deepbridge operates
across four principle divisions:
disruptive technology, sustainable
technologies, life sciences and
renewable energy.
Deepbridge Capital LLP was formed
in July 2010 as a corporate advisory
business, bringing together a unique
team of highly experienced business
professionals, with proven operational
and financial credentials. The team
has a proven track record of working
with emerging companies to create
value for shareholders utilising a
hands-on methodology.

OUR DEEPBRIDGE TECHNOLOGY
GROWTH EIS OFFER

CASE STUDY

The Deepbridge Technology Growth
EIS is an opportunity to participate
in a portfolio of actively-managed
high-growth technology companies,
taking advantage of the potential EIS
tax beneﬁts. A diversiﬁed portfolio
of actively managed high-growth
companies seeking commercialisation
funding, the Deepbridge EIS invests
in technology growth companies
that have a proven technology,
clear intellectual property and are
operating in a high growth/high value
market sector.
The investment mandate of the
Deepbridge Technology Growth EIS
is to identify investee companies
that are in the early stages of
commercialisation, which either
possess a particular innovation or
utilise an innovative technologybased process that has a signiﬁcant
high growth opportunity in new or
established markets. Deepbridge
takes an active role to guide, mentor
and counsel the investee companies.
The provision of hands-on operational
experience combined with ﬁnancial
expertise can materially mitigate the
investment risk borne by the Investor,
along with comprehensive due
diligence on investee companies.

Sky Medical Technology Limited
has developed the OnPulseTM
technology platform, a technology
which, at its core, has been proven
to dramatically improve blood ﬂow
and elevates oxygen levels in the
blood. The platform can be used
across a variety of indications,
displacing both pharmaceutical
and device solutions on the market
today. The technology has been
proven through clinical studies and
has received regulatory approval
across the likes of the UK, EU,
Canada, China and USA.
Deepbridge’s funding and input
has enabled Sky Medical Technology
to increase employment from 2 full
time members of staff to over 30
employees, and enabled growth of
revenue from £100,000 to £1.3m.
Deepbridge’s hands-on management
approach has assisted Sky Medical
Technology with sourcing fundraising
from co-funders, has assisted with
international licensing advice and is
currently advising the business on
potential future stock market listing
in the UK and/or US. The share price
has increased by 24% during this
period.

DEEPBRIDGE TECHNOLOGY GROWTH EIS (FUNDS RAISED BY TAX YEAR)
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£3,000,000
£2,000,000
£1,000,000
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GROWTHINVEST
TAX EFFICIENT INVESTMENTS PLATFORM
ABOUT GROWTHINVEST

ABOUT OUR OFFER

GrowthInvest is a unique,
independent platform which provides
access to tax efficient investments
to a growing network of UK financial
advisers, wealth managers as well
as investors. The Platform aims to
bring the advantages of early stage
investing to a wider audience of
investors and advisers, who are
in a position to benefit from the
higher returns these companies
potentially offer and tax efficiency
via Government-sponsored schemes.
The purpose-built technology allows
clients to consolidate, control, build
and enhance their investment
portfolio within a single, secure
online portal.

The launch of GrowthInvest marks a
key milestone within the tax efficient
investment landscape. Our platform
offers transparency, flexibility and
value to advisers and their clients.
For the first time, there exists an
environment where advisers can help
their clients investigate and invest in a
wide range of single companies, now
available alongside a growing number
of fund and managed portfolio
offerings that have traditionally been
the focus of adviser-led tax efficient
investment in the UK.

Originally founded by financial
advisers in 2012 as the Seed EIS
Platform, the company rebranded
as GrowthInvest in October 2016
in order to better reflect the wider
range of products and services
available.

The platform itself consists of a set of
dashboards from which the adviser
can manage all aspects of a portfolio
including the transfer of any existing
historical assets, portfolio analysis,
new investments, reporting, and
access all relevant documentation on
each investment. The GrowthInvest
platform brings the functionality,
flexibility, transparency and value
that advisers and their clients take for
granted in the traditional investment
platforms into the tax efficient
marketplace for the first time.

PLATFORM SECTOR ANALYSIS
TECHNOLOGY
FINANCE
FOOD & DRINK

CASE STUDY
Soletrader/Mettrr is an example of
a high-growth investment through
GrowthInvest.
Mettrr is a best in class ‘Do It For
Me’ (DIFM) website creation and
management software which uses
artificial intelligence to service SME
owners, and is disrupting an entire
industry. The company operates 15
minute telephone appointments
to instantly generate unique
websites. The company’s vision is
to be the DIFM website provider to
any global brand that has SMEs as
its customers.
Its wholly-owned brand,
SoleTrader.com, has developed
into one of the fastest growing
website providers in the UK.
GrowthInvest began working with
Soletrader.com in 2012 after an
initial crowdfunding investment
round, with a valuation of £300K.
GrowthInvest has managed
four further investment rounds,
totalling £5m of investment at
valuations of £700k, £2m, £3m
and £5.5m. We have introduced
Soletrader.com to an investment
house which has invested a
further £600k on a valuation of
£6.1m. GrowthInvest is targeting
exit opportunities within a VC
round targeting for Q1 2017 at a
significant premium to the most
recent share price.

ENVIRONMENT
FILM, TV & MEDIA
OTHER SECTORS
MANUFACTURING
EDUCATION
LEISURE & TOURISM
0%

5%

10%
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OXFORD CAPITAL
OXFORD CAPITAL GROWTH EIS
and gaming. This strategy can be
accessed through the Oxford Capital
Growth EIS.

ABOUT OXFORD CAPITAL
Oxford Capital has raised and
invested more than £300m into EIS
and BPR qualifying companies. We
work in partnership with wealth
managers and financial advisers,
helping them to make tax-efficient
investments a crucial part of their
business model.

CASE STUDY
Outplay Entertainment is the
mobile games developer behind
titles including Bubble Blaze,
Monster Legacy, and Angry Birds
Pop (produced in partnership with
Rovio). We backed Outplay with
£1.5m in 2014, attracted by their
portfolio approach, their incredible
talent for monetising their games,
and their experienced management
team. Founders Doug and Richard
Hare had already started, built and
successfully sold a games studio in
the US.

OXFORD CAPITAL GROWTH EIS

We have two investment strategies,
Infrastructure and Growth, accessible
through a range of investment
structures.
Our Infrastructure strategy is focused
on investment in assets that generate
predictable revenues over the
longer term. We specialise in smallscale power generation, including
renewable energy, which forms an
important and growing part of the
UK’s energy mix. This strategy is
accessible through the Oxford Capital
Estate Planning Service.
Our Growth team invests in
small businesses seeking to solve
big scientific, technological or
commercial problems in innovative
ways. Our current portfolio includes
companies operating in a range
of sectors, including marketing
technology, digital healthcare

Through the Oxford Capital Growth
EIS, investors build a portfolio of
shares in 8-12 early stage companies
over a period of 12-18 months or
more. We are technology specialists,
investing primarily in sectors where
the UK has a competitive advantage,
including ecommerce, digital health,
financial technology, artificial
intelligence and gaming.
Our investment team is led by Tom
Bradley. Tom joined us in 2015,
having previously been a partner at
DFJ Esprit and DN Capital. Tom has
worked with investee companies
including Shazam, LOVEFiLM, and
VouchedFor.co.uk.
We work closely with our investee
companies, helping to accelerate
commercial development with the aim
of achieving a profitable exit, usually
through either a trade sale or a stock
market listing. The Oxford Capital
Growth EIS targets a return of 2.0x the
amount invested (not including the
impact of EIS income tax relief).

Outplay have used our funding,
alongside £1.5m from other
investors, to double their headcount
to 140 employees and intensify their
marketing. The commercial results
have been impressive. Outplay’s
games have now been downloaded
more than 82m times, and revenues
for 2016 are forecast to hit £13m,
up from £1.8m in 2014. At our latest
reporting date, we valued Outplay at
more than 3x acquisition cost.
We were delighted that Outplay
was shortlisted for the Growth
Champion Award at this year’s
Growth Investor Awards.

OUTPLAY - MONTHLY NET REVENUE
£1,500,000
£1,300,000
£1,100,000
£900,000
£700,000
£500,000

OXFORD CAPITAL FIRST
INVESTMENT (MAY 2014)

£300,000
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SENECA PARTNERS
SENECA EIS PORTFOLIO SERVICE
ABOUT SENECA PARTNERS
Seneca Partners was formed in 2010,
bringing together a first class team
of finance professionals with over
300 years of combined investment
experience, extensive contact
networks and exceptional deal flow.
We have a dedicated team who
specialise in private company equity
investments targeting companies who
can demonstrate sound underlying
business fundamentals and strong
growth potential. Our focus is on
helping companies to grow.

SECTOR ANALYSIS

With a presence in Manchester,
Liverpool and Leeds, we are well
represented in the UK’s SME
heartlands. The established, trusted
and high quality contact network
of the Seneca Partners team, which
includes fellow professionals, funders,
investors and SMEs themselves, is
integral in our ability to source the
most interesting and compelling
investment opportunities. The
combination of our network and
our location ensures that our EIS
investment deal flow remains
buoyant and we expect to complete
c. 20 EIS investment deals per year.
We remain close to and advise on
the strategic development of our
Investee Companies throughout the
investment period and on the options
available to realise each investment
once the three year period has ended.

OUR EIS OFFER

AGROCHEMICAL
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2%
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5%
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4%

PHARMACEUTICALS & BIOTECH.

23%
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7%
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2%
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5%
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7%

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS

4%

OIL

1%

ONLINE RETAIL

5%

RESTAURANTS, BARS & PUBS

5%

The Seneca EIS Portfolio Service is an
evergreen discretionary management
service that offers investors the
opportunity to build a portfolio of
equity investments in UK based
SMEs, which are seeking an injection
of capital to fund their next phase of
growth.
The Service gives investors a
portfolio of 4–6 investments per
year diversified by sector. It targets
investment returns of £1.60 to £1.80
per £1 invested (excluding tax reliefs).
We do not factor tax reliefs into our
targeted investment returns and
consider each opportunity on its merit
regardless of the tax reliefs available.
The EIS Service totals over £37m and
has completed 46 investment rounds
across 29 companies. 14 companies
in the portfolio service are already
AIM listed providing liquidity, market
pricing and exit visibility for investors.
This is an evergreen portfolio, which
accepts investments year round, with
a minimum of £25,000 or £5,000 for
further investments.

CASE STUDY
Under the pressure of a severely
tight timetable, Seneca assembled
a funding and management team
solution to purchase the trade and
assets of Foodpack Ltd. Seneca
was uniquely placed to provide all
of the components of the support
package which included:
£2.3 million of debt funding
£1.275 million of equity funding
Hands on support from Seneca
staff
Customer and supplier contract
negotiation
Introducing two experienced
food industry professionals to take
over the running of the company,
sourced from our unique Partner
Network of business professionals,
entrepreneurs and high net worth
individuals.
The support we provided was
used for capex, upgrading existing
equipment, working capital and
recruitment. 150 jobs were saved
and a local business returned to
profit. The Seneca team’s deal
experience enabled it to react,
assess and transact in a short
time frame, whilst accommodating
an existing hostile management
team, and (crucially) negotiating
the ongoing support of major
customers and suppliers.
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TIME:EIS
TIME INVESTMENTS
ABOUT TIME INVESTMENTS

TIME:EIS

TIME is an award winning investment
manager specialising in tax efficient
investment solutions. Our original
IHT service holds a 21 year track
record of successfully achieving IHT
savings for our investors, which we
believe is the longest in our market.
We also manage two innovative
open ended property funds, which
invest in residential ground rents
and commercial property subject to
long leases. Combined we have over
£500m in assets under management.

TIME:EIS focuses on investing in
asset backed businesses which
offer suitable return profiles for our
investors.

Our mission is to create transparent
investment opportunities that
bring long lasting peace of mind to
investors and their financial advisers
by seeking stable performance
and consistent liquidity. To do this
we have established a culture that
revolves around our clients, with
our teams regularly going above and
beyond to create an experience that
we are proud of. We do not take any
unnecessary risks including the use
of gearing and are recognised for our
exceptional customer service.

Our latest opportunity is in the dry
bulk shipping sector where TIME
believes it has created an exciting
opportunity which has already
attracted investment. This enables
investors to participate in an asset
backed EIS qualifying trade with
considerable growth potential and
a significant degree of downside
mitigation, providing diversification
to investors portfolios in a sector
they may not have had exposure to
previously.
For dry bulk shipping, TIME:EIS has
several companies with Advance
Assurance from HMRC to acquire and
operate a dry bulk carrier. The first
of these companies has raised and
deployed its maximum £5m equity
and is now operating a secondhand
dry bulk vessel with an experienced
and UK established technical and
commercial management team.

DEPLOYED FUNDS TO DATE

DRY BULK SHIPPING

£11 MILLION
£5 MILLION
MANAGED STORAGE
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During 2016/17, we partnered
with Lok’nStore to offer TIME:EIS
Managed Storage after securing
a development site for the
construction of a new storage
facility which will provide circa
45,000 square feet of space for
customers. The development site
is located in the growing commuter
town of Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire and is situated close
to the M1 motorway.
The income of a managed storage
facility is derived from the storage
management fees charged to
retail and business customers,
together with additional income
generated from the sale of storage
merchandise (such as packing boxes
etc.), insurance and the provision
of additional services, for example
home removals and van hire.
TIME:EIS successfully raised £5m
equity for the portfolio company
‘Controlled Storage Ltd’ which will
construct and operate a managed
storage facility. Funds were raised
ahead of schedule and investors
have been appraised of timings
for EIS3 certificates which TIME
expects to adhere to, as it has for
other TIME:EIS portfolio companies
to date.
Lok’nStore is the UK’s fourth largest
storage operator, with a portfolio
of 26 directly owned or managed
storage facilities located in the
South of England. Lok‘nStore will be
appointed to provide operational
and marketing support at the new
facility. The storage facility will
utilise the brand and promotional
capabilities of this well-known
operator.

£5 MILLION

RENEWABLE ENERGY

CASE STUDY

EIS COMPARISON
EIS INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGER /
PROVIDER

DESCRIPTION
OF OFFER

BLACKFICH ASSET FOCUSED
EIS PORTFOLIOS

COINVESTOR

DEEPBRIDGE TECHNOLOGY
GROWTH EIS

Blackfinch Investments Limited

CoInvestor/CoAdvisor

Deepbridge Capital

CoInvestor delivers forwardthinking technology solutions to
participants in the EIS/VCT market,
making it more simple, easy and
efficient to invest. Investors can
register on the platform, view
open opportunities, and build a
portfolio of direct investments.
Advisers can also introduce
their clients to the platform
and monitor their activity. Our
CoAdvisor white label product
allows advisers to invest into EIS/
VCT funds for their clients in just 6
clicks – significantly reducing the
administrative burden and current
paper based processes.

The Deepbridge Technology
Growth EIS is an opportunity
to participate in a portfolio of
actively-managed high-growth
technology companies, taking
advantage of the potential tax
beneﬁts available under the
Enterprise Investment Scheme.
A diversiﬁed portfolio of actively
managed high-growth companies
seeking commercialisation funding,
the Deepbridge EIS invests in
technology growth companies
that have a proven technology,
clear intellectual property and are
operating in a high growth/high
value market sector.

The Blackfinch Asset Focused
EIS Portfolios allow you to
access asset-backed trading
activities that provide a degree
of capital preservation and risk
mitigation. Our EIS portfolios are
a discretionary managed service
which means that we select the
investee companies on behalf
of the investor according to our
investment mandate. First and
foremost, we will only invest
into companies that have been
granted Advance Assurance from
HMRC, providing comfort to the
investor that they qualify for the
valuable EIS tax reliefs.

YEAR FOUNDED

1992

2015

2010

AUM (IN TOTAL)

£500m

N/A

£60m

AUM (IN EIS)

£8.6m

N/A

£14.4m

LAUNCH DATE

September 2016

2015

January 2013

OBJECTIVE

Capital Preservation and Growth

UNDERLYING
ASSETS

Residential & commercial property
construction, wedding venues,
pubs, managed data centres

TARGET
FUNDRAISE

£35m

Investor/Adviser selects
Cross section of alternative
investment opportunities

N/A

Growth
Post-revenue, highly disruptive
technology innovation

£30m
160p for every 100p invested
(23% IRR p.a. over 4 years)

TARGET ANNUAL
RETURN

20-25% over 3-5 years

NO. OF HOLDINGS

5-10

MIN. INVESTMENT

£25,000

starting at £5,000

£10,000

INITIAL FEE

5% paid by the investee
when it is funded

typically 1-3%

2.5% paid by the
investee companies

AMC

2% charged to investee

typically 1-2%

2% charged to investee

OTHER FEES

Performance fee of 25% is
subject to the investors receiving
£1.05 for every £1 invested

Licence fee for the White
Label Solution

Performance fee: an incentive fee
of 20% of cash returned, in excess
of 120% of the funds invested

CONTACT
DETAILS

WEBSITE: WWW.BLACKFINCH.COM
TELEPHONE: 01684 571255
EMAIL: ENQUIRIES@BLACKFINCH.COM

Set by each of the Fund Managers
Investor/Adviser selects

WEBSITE: WWW.COINVESTOR.COM
TELEPHONE: 020 3126 4851
EMAIL: CONNECT@COINVESTOR.CO.UK

5-10

WEBSITE: WWW.DEEPBRIDGECAPITAL.COM
TELEPHONE: 01244 746000
EMAIL: ENQUIRIES@DEEPBRIDGECAPITAL.COM
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EIS INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGER /
PROVIDER

DESCRIPTION
OF OFFER

GROWTHINVEST

OXFORD CAPITAL GROWTH EIS

GrowthInvest Platform

Oxford Capital

GrowthInvest is a unique, independent platform which
provides access to a range of tax efficient investments.
The Platform brings the advantages of early stage
investing to a growing network of UK financial advisers,
wealth managers and investors who are in a position
to benefit from the higher returns these companies
potentially offer. The purpose-built technology allows
clients to consolidate, control and enhance their
investment portfolio within a single, secure online portal.

Discretionary portfolio EIS service, investing in early
stage technology businesses and targeting an overall
return of 2x (not including impact of EIS reliefs).
Investors typically acquire a portfolio of 10-12 EISqualifying companies over a period of 12 months or
more. Oxford Capital invests primarily in sectors where
the UK has a competitive advantage, including video
games, ecommerce, digital health, financial technology
and artificial intelligence.

YEAR FOUNDED

2012 (Originally as Seed EIS Platform,
relaunched as GrowthInvest in October 2016)

1999

AUM (IN TOTAL)

£14.5m

£265m

AUM (IN EIS)

£10m

£240m

LAUNCH DATE

2012 (Originally as Seed EIS Platform,
relaunched as GrowthInvest in October 2016)

2010

INVESTMENT
OBJECTIVE

N/A (Platform)

Growth

UNDERLYING
ASSETS

The platform provides access to a wide
range of “single company” EIS & Seed EIS
opportunities. There is also a growing number of
funds and Managed Portfolios. Access to a number
of other alternative assets is planned for Q1 2017.

Small companies

TARGET
FUNDRAISE

N/A (Platform)

Evergreen

TARGET ANNUAL
RETURN

N/A (Platform)

N/A

NO. OF HOLDINGS

The investor or adviser chooses from the
available selection, and can also transfer any
existing or historical tax efficient holdings

10-12

MIN. INVESTMENT

£5,000

£25,000

INITIAL FEE

No initial charge

2.50%

0.5% p.a. - £0-£100,000

AMC

0.4% p.a. - £100,000-£500,000
0.3% p.a. - £500,000- £1m

2%

0.25% p.a. - £1m+

OTHER FEES

CONTACT
DETAILS
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Transaction, Admin Charges from £25. All charges
clearly laid out in a clear and transparent manner
on the Platform Charge factsheet and agreed
with advisers, investors and businesses.

WEBSITE: WWW.GROWTHINVEST.COM
TELEPHONE: 020 7071 3945
EMAIL: ENQUIRIES@GROWTHINVEST.COM

Perfomance fee - 20% of returns
above subscription amount
Custodian charges - £50 + VAT per year
plus 0.35% dealing commission

WEBSITE: WWW.OXCP.COM
TELEPHONE: 01865 860760
EMAIL: INVESTMENT@OXCP.COM

EIS INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

SENECA EIS PORTFOLIO SERVICE

TIME:EIS

Seneca Partners

TIME Investments

The Seneca EIS Portfolio Service is an evergreen discretionary
management service that offers investors the opportunity
to build a portfolio of equity investments in UK based SMEs,
which are seeking an injection of capital to fund their next
phase of growth. The Service gives investors a portfolio of 4-6
investments per year diversified by sector. It targets investment
returns of £1.60 to £1.80 per £1 invested (excluding tax reliefs).

Our latest opportunity is in the dry bulk shipping sector where
TIME believes it has created an exciting opportunity which
has already attracted investment. This enables investors
to participate in an asset backed EIS qualifying trade with
considerable growth potential and a significant degree of
downside mitigation, providing diversification to investors
portfolios in a sector they may not have had exposure to
previously.

2010

2011

£400m

£550m

£37m

£21m

2013

2014

Growth Capital

Asset backed growth

Shares in AIM quoted and unquoted companies

Asset backed investments (dry bulk carriers,
managed storage facilities)

N/A

£5m equity per portfolio company

£1.60 to £1.80 per £1 invested (excluding tax reliefs)

Base case target return of £1.27 plus
up to 30p income tax relief

4 to 6

3 to 4

£25,000 or £5,000 for further investments

£10,000

2% plus VAT

Arrangement Fee will be payable to TIME Investments
of 3% of the Net Subscription amount

2% plus VAT, 4 years max, deferred and only
charged if investor receives gross investment
back (net of any advice fees)

Services Fee of up to 1.75% per annum
of the Net Subscription amount

Custodian: 0.35% dealing fees (entry and exit) plus
£375 + VAT (representing 5 years’ admin fee)
Performance fee of 20% + VAT on any growth in
excess of return of capital and payment of AMC

WEBSITE: WWW.LGBRCAPITAL.COM
TELEPHONE: 020 7071 3926
EMAIL: SENECA@LGBRTAX.COM

Performance Fee of 20% of the proceeds between
£1.05 and £1.25 per £1.00 of Net Subscription is
taken upon realisation of an investor’s portfolio

WEBSITE: WWW.TIME-INVESTMENTS.COM
TELEPHONE: 020 7391 4747
EMAIL: QUESTIONS@TIME-INVESTMENTS.COM
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REPORT CONCLUSIONS
WHAT IS THE STATE OF PLAY IN EIS?
Hopefully the report has given
readers a comprehensive overview
of the current state of play in the EIS
sector. With last year’s changes to
the rules that govern EIS coming into
effect, more advisers using EIS than
ever before and the impact of Brexit
to consider, we think it’s worthwhile
taking the time to step back and
assess how these developments are
affecting the market and consider
what that means for advisers. What
follows is a summary of the five key
themes we’ve picked out in this year’s
report.

CAPACITY
In the light of the tighter constraints
on qualifying investments, it’s not
clear if there will be enough supply
of EIS to meet demand. The EIS
managers are saying that there won’t
be, but that of course could just be
the sales teams trying to create some
urgency… Adviser opinion is split, but
those looking for asset-backed, capital
preservation EIS opportunities may
need to move fast to secure them for
their clients.
We think that it would be sensible for
advisers to at least do their research
and due diligence and prepare any
investment panels in advance this
year. Then they are in a position to
move fast if they need to.
Longer term, we hope that any
undersupply doesn’t result in poorer
quality investment offers coming to
market to take advantage of unmet
demand.

CHANGE
So far, it looks as if more growth offers
that are focused on earlier stage
investments are being launched this
year. This will please the Government
and the EU: the rule changes are
having their intended effect. There
are some corollaries to this change.
Target returns are higher, initial and

ongoing fees are lower and there are
more offers that charge performance
fees. We feel that these changes are
broadly positive.

POLITICAL SUPPORT
While there is (rightly) lots of fire
being directed at tax avoidance at
the moment, there is a lot of support
for measures that support start-ups,
scale-ups and SMEs due to the vital
role they play in the economy. This
level of political support has been
sustained through an election, the
Brexit vote and the subsequent
change of leadership at the top.
Short of a radically reformist Corbyn
government coming to power, we can’t
imagine this changing any time soon.

SEIS AND SITR
The needle hasn’t moved this year.
That might not be a problem for SEIS,
where the reliefs are so generous
that the small maximum investment
amounts are logical, but we are
concerned that SITR might lose some
positive momentum and be forgotten.
We hope the modest rise in the
investment limit coming in this year
will have a positive effect.

overall health of the economy.” Mark
Brownridge, EISA Director General.
However, we also suspect that there’s
little chance of some of the stricter
conditions imposed by EU State Aid
rules being revised any time soon. For
at least the next two years we think the
stage has been set: as we said above
there will be fewer capital preservation
and more growth focused EIS investing
in earlier stage companies.
We hope that the administrative
delays around Advance Assurance
can be ironed out. Advance Assurance
requests have doubled in the last five
years and HMRC are under pressure.
Mark Brownridge again:
“I have some sympathies with an
under resourced HMRC but we are
now facing the unacceptable situation
whereby small companies looking
to access equity funding via EIS are
being put off by unnecessary delays
and unaffordable expense... As the
trade body for the EIS industry, we are
engaging strongly with HMRC and HMT
to offer them solutions to this issue and
work with them to make the system
of achieving advance assurance much
simpler and less time consuming.”

LOOKING AHEAD
There’s no sign of the funding gap
closing any time soon, so EIS will
continue to have a role to play.
We applaud the continued lobbying
efforts of the EISA, BVCA and UKBAA:
“EISA’s view is that too few businesses
are now able to receive EIS and SEIS
funds, precisely at a time, post-Brexit,
when the economy needs a thriving
SME sector the most. EIS schemes
were, as the research shows, doing
just as they were intended. That
is to say, a great job in helping to
finance growing smaller companies,
at least some of which will go on
to be tomorrow’s major employers
and significant contributors to the

FINAL THOUGHTS
This will be an interesting 12–24
months for the EIS sector. Over
this period, we will be able to
see how the managers have
responded to the rule changes,
and how advisers respond in turn
to the new offers in the market.
We hope to see some more exits,
greater disclosure of performance
information and speedier
administration on HMRC’s part.
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CPD AND FEEDBACK
NEXT STEPS AFTER READING

CLAIM
YOUR CPD
Intelligent Partnership has
achieved accredited status for
AiR from the CISI, CII and PFS.
Members of these professional
organisations represent the majority of the insurance, investment
and financial services industry.
Readers of the industry report
can claim one CPD hour towards
their CISI, CII or PFS member CPD
scheme for each hour spent on
the report. The CPD hours claimed
should reflect the length of time
spent studying the material.
The review process included an
assessment of the technical accuracy
and quality of the material against
CPD Accreditation standards. Achieving the recognised industry standard
afforded by these organisations for
this report, and our training, demonstrates our commitment to delivering only balanced, informative and
high quality content to the financial
services and investment community.
In order to obtain CPD and meet
accreditation standards, readers must
complete a short questionnaire and
provide feedback on the report. This
includes 12 multiple choice questions
to demonstrate learning and a feedback form to assist in the compilation
and improvement of future reports.

PROVIDE
FEEDBACK
Intelligent Partnership actively
welcomes feedback, thoughts
and comments to help shape
the development of this industry
report, with a particular interest
in the topics readers would like
to be covered in more detail in
interim and future annual reports.
This report is produced on an annual
basis and is compiled through the
conducting of research and surveys
with providers, promoters and
practitioners within the alternative
investment industry. Greater
participation, transparency and
fuller disclosure from industry
participants should help foster best
practice and drive out poor practice.
Feedback can be given on the website
or via email:
Intelligent-partnership.com/feedback
Reports@intelligent-partnership.com
Participation and feedback are
gratefully received.

To claim CPD please visit:
Intelligent-partnership.com/cpd

www.intelligent-partnership.com
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DISCLAIMER

PUBLICATION

This report is provided for general
information purposes and for use
only by investment professionals
and not by retail investors.

The information has been compiled
from credible sources believed
to be reliable, however it has not
been verified and its accuracy and
completeness are not guaranteed.

Reliance should not be placed on the
information, forecasts and opinions set
out herein for any investment purposes
and Intelligent Partnership will not accept
any liability arising from such use.
Intelligent Partnership is not authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and does not give advice,
information or promote itself to
individual retail investors.

The opinions expressed are those of
Intelligent Partnership at the date of
publication and are subject to change
without notice.
No part of this publication may
be reproduced in whole or in part
without the written permission
of Intelligent Partnership.
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“I welcome the work you are doing to support financial
advisers and investment providers in understanding the latest
developments in the EIS sector. The tax-advantaged venture
capital schemes continue to play an important role in offering
valuable support to small businesses seeking finance.”
- Margot James, Minister for Small Business
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Richmond
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